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1. INTRODUCTION

*Jurisdiction over particular crimes.* Ghana courts have been able to exercise universal criminal jurisdiction over breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols since 2009, over trafficking offences incorporating slavery and slave-like practices since 2005, and over slavery and genocide since 1993 (see Section 4 below).

Ghana courts today can exercise universal jurisdiction over ordinary crimes, when committed abroad by non-nationals who are employed by the state (see Section 4.1 below). They can also exercise universal jurisdiction over some crimes under national law of international concern (for example, piracy, hijacking, trafficking in persons and terrorism) (see Section 4.2 below). In addition, Ghana courts can exercise universal jurisdiction over some crimes under international law (for example, slavery and genocide). Universal jurisdiction means that the courts of Ghana can try persons for acts committed outside its territory that are not linked to the state by the nationality of the suspect or the victims or by harm to Ghana’s own national interest.

As explained in Section 4.3, Ghana has defined some crimes under international law as crimes under Ghanaian law. This includes the crimes of genocide and slavery, grave and non-grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols and specific crimes that could, if committed in the context of and associated with armed conflict, constitute war crimes (for example, murder, rape and
enforced prostitution). However, apart from the crimes of genocide and slavery and apart from war crimes that are grave and non-grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols, Ghana either has not defined these crimes consistently with the strictest requirements of international law or it has not categorized them as war crimes in line with their treatment under international law. Moreover, it has not provided universal jurisdiction over these crimes, except in the narrow circumstance where a foreigner who is a public officer commits these crimes abroad. Furthermore, it has not defined other crimes under international law – including torture (against adult victims), extrajudicial executions, enforced disappearances, and aggression – as crimes under national law.

Ghanaian legislation defines as offences some specific crimes that could amount to crimes against humanity, such as murder, rape and enslavement, but it does not indicate that these crimes constitute crimes against humanity if committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians. Except for the crime of enslavement, Ghana has not provided for the exercise of universal jurisdiction over these crimes (see Section 4.3.2 below).

It is not clear whether national courts in Ghana could exercise universal jurisdiction over some crimes under national law of international concern (for example, hostage taking) and over crimes under international law (including torture) found in treaties signed by Ghana, but for which Ghanaian law does not yet expressly authorize universal jurisdiction. Although a Courts Act catchall provision seems to make this possible, there is no known practice indicating that courts would exercise jurisdiction based on this catchall provision alone (see Section 4.2).

**Safe haven consequences regarding prosecution.** In addition to the failure to define certain crimes under international law as crimes under national law and the failure to provide for universal jurisdiction over many crimes under international law, as explained below in Section 6, there are numerous other obstacles to prosecution in universal jurisdiction cases, including: improperly broad defences, recognition of immunities and amnesties, and political control over decisions to investigate and prosecute.2

Therefore, Ghana is currently a safe haven from prosecution in its courts for foreigners who are responsible for war crimes (except breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols), crimes against humanity, torture (of adults), extrajudicial executions and enforced disappearances committed abroad. In addition, Ghana is currently a safe haven for prosecution in its courts where the obstacles to prosecution noted above are present.

**Safe haven consequences regarding extradition.** As explained in Section 7, Ghana is also a safe haven from extradition for war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide, torture, extrajudicial executions, enforced disappearances, and aggression because Ghanaian legislation has not expressly provided that these crimes are extraditable. Although persons suspected of these crimes under international law could be extradited for ordinary crimes that are components of international crimes (such as murder, rape and abduction), there are a number of obstacles to extradition (see Section 7.1 below). Moreover, there are a number of obstacles to Ghana seeking extradition from foreign states of persons suspected of crimes under international law.

---

2 Other obstacles to prosecution, not specifically related to prosecutions based on universal jurisdiction, such as continuing conflict, violence or insecurity and general economic, social and cultural barriers to access to justice in the state exercising universal jurisdiction, are not addressed in this paper.
Universal civil jurisdiction. As explained below in Section 5, no statute expressly authorizes Ghana to exercise universal civil jurisdiction over torts related to crimes under international law. It is possible that victims can file civil claims in criminal proceedings based on universal jurisdiction arising out of the crimes in those proceedings, but not in stand-alone civil proceedings (see Section 5 below).

Special immigration, police and prosecution units. As explained below in Section 8, Ghana has no immigration unit or consular service specially mandated to screen persons suspected of crimes under international law and to refer them to police or prosecuting authorities for investigation and possible prosecution.

Although Ghana has special police units to investigate particular crimes under national law, such as human trafficking and cross-border financial crime, and crimes of domestic and gender-based violence, Ghana has no special police units to investigate crimes under international law.

Ghana does not have a prosecution unit specially mandated to investigate and prosecute crimes under international law.

Jurisprudence. There are no known cases involving universal jurisdiction (see Section 9).

Recommendations. This paper, which is Number 10 of a series of 193 papers on each UN member state updating Amnesty International’s 722-page study of state practice concerning universal jurisdiction at the international and national level in 125 countries published in 2001, makes extensive recommendations for reform of law and practice so that Ghana can fulfil its obligations under international law to investigate and prosecute crimes under international law, to extradite persons suspected of such crimes to another state able and willing to do so in a fair trial without the death penalty or a risk of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment or to surrender them to the International Criminal Court.3

2. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Very basic information about the country. Ghana is a West African state that became independent of the United Kingdom on 6 March 1957. It was ruled by several military governments until 1992, when an elected government took over. Approaching its twentieth year of uninterrupted democratic rule, it is a member of the Commonwealth, the African Union and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS).

2.1. TYPE OF LEGAL SYSTEM
Ghana has a common law legal system modelled in part on the English legal system. The 1992 Constitution is the supreme law of the land. It states that the laws of Ghana include the provisions of the Constitution, enactments made by or under the authority of the Parliament established by the Constitution, any Orders, Rules and Regulations made by any person or authority under a power conferred by the Constitution, the existing law (preceding the 1992 Constitution) and the common law (which includes English common law, including doctrines of equity, and Ghanaian customary law). It has both a civilian and a military justice system (see Section 2.3.2 below).

As reflected in the discussions in 2008 during the Human Rights Council’s Universal Periodic Review of Ghana, human right experts have stated that there are certain constraints in the Ghanaian legal system that may hinder access to and the speedy administration of justice if universal jurisdiction is exercised. Challenges within the judicial system include delayed trial procedures, reported corruption among law enforcement officers and court personnel and – in some cases where suspects are released without prejudice as a resolution of their prolonged pre-trial detention – and the court has failed to take effective steps to protect victims and witnesses of gender-based crimes and crimes of sexual violence. In addition, many of Ghana’s prisons do not meet international standards for detainees, such as the 1955 UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, with overcrowding, unsanitary conditions, and prolonged detention being primary


"Where a person arrested, restricted or detained under paragraph (a) or (b) of clause (3) of this article is not tried within a reasonable time, then, without prejudice to any further proceedings that may be brought against him, he shall be released wither unconditionally or upon reasonable conditions, including in particular, conditions reasonably necessary to ensure that he appears at a later date for trial or for proceedings preliminary to trial."

Amnesty International November 2012
Index: AFR 28/004/2012
concerns. It has also been reported that cases of sexual and gender-based violence are often protracted and difficult to prosecute. While on the death penalty has not been carried out since 1993, and Ghana is classified as abolitionist in practice, the death penalty remains statutory law and death sentences are still issued.

2.2. STATUS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

There is no provision in the 1992 Constitution of Ghana that spells out a hierarchy between national law and international conventional and customary law, but Article 75 of the 1992 Ghana provides that treaties must be ratified by Parliament.

Ghana is a dualist country in relation to international law, so traditionally international treaties can be enforced domestically only after they have been directly incorporated into national legislation. However, it is possible that international law principles not directly incorporated into national legislation can be persuasive in Ghana. Article 33 of the Constitution, which provides for judicial protection of human rights, states that “[t]he rights, duties, declarations and guarantees relating to the fundamental human rights and freedoms specifically mentioned in this Chapter shall not be regarded as excluding others not specifically mentioned which are considered to be inherent in a democracy and intended to secure the freedom and dignity of man”. In addition, the Government


7 2008 UPR Summary, para. 21.

8 2008 UPR Summary, para. 9. See Amnesty International, Abolitionist and retentionist countries (http://www.amnesty.org/en/death-penalty/abolitionist-and-retentionist-countries). In 2012, the government adopted a recommendation by the Constitutional Review Commission formally to abolish the death penalty (see Section 2.6 below).

9 1992 Constitution, Ch. VIII, art. 75 (2).

10 See New Patriotic Party v. Attorney General (CIBA Case), 1 GLR 378, 412 (1997-98), which holds that “[t]he rights, duties, declarations and guarantees relating to the fundamental human rights and freedoms specifically mentioned in this Chapter shall not be regarded as excluding others not specifically mentioned which are considered to be inherent in a democracy and intended to secure the freedom and dignity of man”. According to the dualist approach, international and national law are two completely separate legal systems. International law would apply within a state only to the extent that it has been adopted by that state’s own national law, not as international law. According to the monist approach, international and national law are part of a single legal system and international law can be directly applied by national courts. See generally, Robert Jennings and Arthur Watts, Oppenheim’s International Law, London and New York: Longman, 1992, pp. 53 - 54.

11 1992 Constitution, Ch. VI, art. 33 (5).
of Ghana has stated that, in the case of a clash between the domestic law and a ratified human rights treaty, “the ratified international instrument takes precedence and may be applied above domestic law”.12

Ghana signed the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties on 23 May 1969; however, it has not yet ratified the convention.13 Nevertheless, Ghana, as a matter of customary international law, is obliged to recognize in all circumstances the supremacy of both conventional international law and customary international law with regard to its national law.14 This obligation applies to all national law, including constitutions and legislation.15 Therefore, Ghana, as a matter of customary international law, should undertake any legislative changes necessary to comply with its obligations under treaties and customary international law, as set out in the Recommendations section of this paper.


13 State parties to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) are obliged to recognize in all circumstances the supremacy of conventional international law and customary international law with regard to their national law. Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, art. 27. As of 29 May 2011, 111 states were parties to the Convention and 15 others – including Ghana – had signed it (http://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetailsIII.aspx?&src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXIII~1&chapter=23&Temp=mtdsg3&lang=en). As recognized in the 1969 Vienna Convention, every international agreement concluded between states in written form and governed by international law in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be performed by them in good faith. In addition, state parties are expressly prohibited from invoking the provisions of their internal law as justification for their failure to perform a treaty. Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, art. 26-27.


2.3. COURT SYSTEM
Ghana has both civilian and military court systems.

2.3.1. STRUCTURE OF THE CIVILIAN COURT SYSTEM
The Ghanaian judiciary is comprised of four levels of civilian courts with jurisdiction over torts and crimes. The first level includes the lower courts, which deal with lesser crimes and civil cases. The three levels of courts dealing with serious crimes constitute the Supreme Courts of Judicature. The first level includes both the Regional Tribunal and High Court, then the Court of Appeal, and finally the Supreme Court. Regional Tribunals have jurisdiction over criminal offences against the state and the public interest as prescribed by law, but they cannot hear civil cases, jury trials or certain other criminal cases. The High Court has both original jurisdiction over criminal matters and appellate jurisdiction over decisions of the lower courts.

Appeals from the High Court and Regional Tribunals are heard by the Court of Appeal. Appeals from the Court of Appeal are heard by the Supreme Court as of right in criminal and civil matters having passed through the High Court and the Court of Appeal, or with leave of the Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court in other instances. In addition, the Supreme Court of Ghana has original, exclusive jurisdiction to enforce or interpret provisions of the Constitution. The only exception is that and the High Court have concurrent jurisdiction in enforcement of the Fundamental Human Rights

16 At present, the lower courts, including district courts, circuit courts, and circuit tribunals, have jurisdiction over civil matters, summary offences, and over any action that arises out of the Children’s Act, 1998. Juvenile courts have the power to hear any matter involving a person below eighteen years of age and, in those instances, exercises the powers of a district court. Circuit courts have jurisdiction over civil suits and over all criminal matters other than treason, offences triable under indictment, and offences punishable by death. Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459) (Courts Act), as amended by Courts (Amendment) Act, 2002 (Act 620), sects. 42 – 50.

17 1992 Constitution, Ch. XI, art. 126. Due to frequent historical changes in the structure and hierarchy of the judiciary in Ghana, lower courts have been known by a number of names, including: circuit courts, circuit tribunals, community tribunals, district and juvenile courts. See S.A. Brobbey, Practice and Procedure in the Trial Courts and Tribunals of Ghana, Accra: Black Mask, 2000, pg. 7; Courts Act, sect. 39.


20 1992 Constitution, Ch. XI, art. 137. Courts Act, sect. 11. An appeal from the Circuit Court in a civil action may also be heard by the Court of Appeal. An appeal from the Circuit Court in a criminal matter may be heard by the High Court. Courts Act, sects. 11, 21, 44.

21 1992 Constitution, Ch. XI, art. 131. Appeals from the Court of Appeal are also heard as of right in civil and criminal matters having passed through the Court of Appeal from a judgment of Regional Tribunals exercising their original jurisdiction. The Court of Appeal must grant leave in other causes or matters, where the matter originated in a court lower than the High Court or a Regional Tribunal. Alternatively, the Supreme Court may grant special leave in any cause or matter, civil or criminal. 1992 Constitution, Ch. XI, art. 131; Courts Act, sect. 4.
and Freedoms specifically outlined in Article 33 of the Constitution.22

2.3.2. STRUCTURE OF THE MILITARY COURT SYSTEM
Courts-martial, which are convened as needed by the Council of the Armed Forces, have jurisdiction over military officials.23 They have jurisdiction only over military disciplinary offences, as spelled out by the 1962 Armed Forces Act.24 Military officers who seriously violate the military code may be called to a court-martial with a right to appeal to a court-martial appeals court, an inferior court from which there is no right of appeal to the Superior Courts of Judicature.25 Civilian courts try military officers for civilian crimes, and the 1992 Constitution abolished and prohibits military tribunals from exercising jurisdiction over individuals not in the active armed service for offences under civil law.26

Ghanaian legislation appears to permit the convening of a special military tribunal, which is similar to a court martial, specifically for military offences such as staging or supporting a coup d’état, as spelled out by the Special Military Tribunal Act.27 The special tribunal would have jurisdiction over civilians for these offences.28 However, according to experts on Ghanaian law, the Special Military

22 1992 Constitution, Ch. XI, arts. 130 (1), 140 (2); Courts Act, sect. 3.
23 The Armed Forces Council consists of the President or a nominee of the President; the Ministers responsible for Defence, Foreign Affairs, and Internal Affairs; the Chief of Defence Staff, the Service Chiefs and a senior warrant officer or its equivalent in the Armed Forces; and two other presidential appointees acting in consultation with the Council of State. Armed Forces Act, 1962 (Act 105) (Armed Forces Act), sect. 11; 1992 Constitution, Ch. XVII, art. 211.
24 Armed Forces Act, sect. 67. This includes grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions that are also offences under the Armed Forces Act. Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780) (Geneva Conventions Act), sect. 2 (2).
28 Section 1 (3(b) of the Special Military Tribunal Act includes offences that civilians can commit:

"(3) Despite any other enactment to the contrary, a person commits an offence if that person

(b) directly or indirectly, instigates, commands, counsels, procures, solicits, or in a manner aids, facilitates, encourages or promotes whether by act or presence or otherwise, the assault, molestation or unlawful arrest of another person by a member of the Armed Forces of Ghana; or
(c) does an act for the purpose of aiding, facilitating, encouraging, or promoting the assault, molestation or unlawful arrest of another person by a member of the Armed Forces of Ghana;
(d) uses a member of the Armed Forces of Ghana for any unauthorised purposes or act; or
(e) being a member of the Armed Forces of Ghana uses that position for an unauthorised purpose or act; or
(f) not being a member of the Armed Forces of Ghana parades, whether in military uniform or not, as a member of the Armed Forces; or

Amnesty International November 2012
Index: AFR 28/004/2012
It is increasingly recognized under international standards that military courts should not have jurisdiction over members of the armed forces or civilians in cases involving human rights violations or crimes under international law (see Section 4.3.1 below for discussion of crimes under international law).

**Precedent.** As in most common law countries, all courts, including the Supreme Court, are normally bound by the rule of *stare decisis* (binding precedent) on questions of law. However, the Constitution provides that the Supreme Court may depart from its own previous decisions “when it appears right to do so.” This allows the Supreme Court to correct errors in its own past decisions. Within the judicial hierarchy, all courts are bound by the decisions of the Supreme Court, and courts inferior to the Court of Appeal are bound by the decisions of the Court of Appeal.

### 2.4. OTHER COMPONENTS OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM

In addition to the courts, other actors in the judicial system are police and prosecutors, as well as a number of other institutions, discussed in Section 2.6, such as the Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice and the Law Reform Commission, that are not formally part of the judicial system, but play an important role regarding law reform.

**Immigration screening unit.** Ghana does not have a special immigration unit designed to screen persons suspected of crimes under international law; however, in practice, some screening may be carried out by the Ghana Police, Refugee Board, and Immigration Service (See Section 8 below).

**Police.** Article 200 of the Constitution establishes the Police Service of Ghana, headed by the Inspector General of Police. The police have an exclusive mandate to investigate crime for prosecution.

There are a number of specialized police units to investigate particular crimes, such as domestic violence, money laundering, trafficking in persons, cyber crime, and tax fraud. There does not appear to be a special police unit or joint police-prosecution unit to investigate crimes under international law (see Section 8 below).

---

29 See, e.g., Interview with Supreme Court Justice, in Accra, Ghana (27 June 2012) (describing the Special Military Tribunal Act as a relic of the pre-constitutional era); Interview with Senior Lecturer in Human Rights and International Development, University of Ghana-Legon Faculty of Law, in Legon, Ghana (13 February 2012) (not recalling any recent application of the Special Military Tribunal Act).

30 1992 Constitution, Ch. XI, art. 129. See also Courts Act, sects. 2 - 3.

31 1992 Constitution, Ch. XI, arts. 129 (3), 136 (5)


33 In addition, police prosecute many crimes in Ghana, excluding serious crimes such as murder and rape, under the ultimate supervision of the Attorney General’s Office. AfriMAP and OSIWA, *Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law* 77 (2007).
Prosecuting authorities. Article 88 of the Constitution provides for the joint office of the Attorney General and Minister of Justice (a single official), a cabinet level political official who serves as the principal legal adviser and chief legal representative for the Government of Ghana.\textsuperscript{34} The Legal Services Act establishes a unit of public lawyers within the Attorney General’s Office.\textsuperscript{35} In practice, a Director of Public Prosecutions directs criminal cases and the Solicitor General handles civil cases in the country.\textsuperscript{36} Ultimately, however, the Attorney General is responsible for the institution and conduct of all criminal and civil cases in Ghana.\textsuperscript{37}

State attorneys, including officers from the Economic and Organized Crime Office, are not independent and try criminal matters under the ultimate supervision of the Attorney General and Minister of Justice.\textsuperscript{38} As of the date of this paper, there are no special prosecution, investigation, or joint police-prosecution units to investigate or prosecute crimes under international law (see Section 8 below).

2.5. ROLE OF VICTIMS AND ORGANIZATIONS ACTING IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

In addition to government prosecutors, legal practitioners acting on behalf of victims or the public interest can initiate criminal prosecutions, though this provision is limited to minor criminal offences not covered in this paper. Police and prosecutors have experts on crimes of sexual violence in the domestic setting, but they do not have experts on crimes against members of marginalized groups, such as minorities and children as victims, witnesses or suspects.

2.5.1. CIVIL CLAIMS IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

The right to reparation and to civil claims in criminal, as well as in civil, proceedings is discussed in Section 5 below.

2.5.2. CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS INITIATED BY VICTIMS OR IN THEIR BEHALF

As discussed below, the Attorney General may give legal persons acting on behalf of victims or the public interest the power to conduct criminal prosecutions for minor offences.

2.5.2.1. Criminal proceedings initiated by victims

Victims or their families cannot initiate criminal proceedings alone.

2.5.2.2. Criminal proceedings initiated on behalf of the victims or the public interest

\textsuperscript{34} 1992 Constitution, Ch. VIII, art. 88.
\textsuperscript{35} Legal Service Act, 1993 (P.N.D.C.L. 320), sects. 1 - 2.
\textsuperscript{36} AfriMAP and OSIWA, Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law 77 (2007).
\textsuperscript{37} 1992 Constitution, Ch. VIII, art. 88 (3) - (6).
\textsuperscript{38} The Economic and Organised Crime Office may, under the authority of the Attorney General and Minister of Justice, prosecute economic and organized crimes, including money laundering and trafficking. Economic and Organised Crime Office Act, 2010 (Act 804), sect. 3.
Legal practitioners representing victims, their families, or the public interest can conduct criminal proceeds if the Attorney General gives permission by written, executive instrument. They may do so only for offences not conducted under indictment, which excludes serious crimes relevant to this paper. Public prosecutors cannot intervene in these private prosecutions.

2.5.6. RIGHTS OF VICTIMS IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS
As discussed below, essential rights of victims in criminal proceedings are not expressly guaranteed by law, including notice about their rights, the right to protection at all stages of the proceedings, and the right to participate in proceedings. However, some victims’ rights may be respected in practice.

2.5.6.1. Notice of the rights of victims
The right of victims to notice about their rights regarding the investigation, prosecution and appeal is not guaranteed in law and practice.

2.5.6.2. Protection
The right of victims to protection at all stages of the investigation, prosecution and appeal and, if necessary, afterwards is not guaranteed by law. However, such protection may be provided to victims on a case-by-case basis. Efforts have been made in the past to protect witnesses during high profile cases, for example, through the concealing of identities.

2.5.6.3. Support
The right to provision of psychological and other support for victims, particularly to people who are often marginalized, such as women, members of minority groups and children, is not guaranteed by law. In practice, a limited number of programs administered by the state and administered by non-

40 See Criminal Procedure Code, sect. 58.
42 Interview with Assistant Commissioner of Police and Director of Operations, Ghana Police Service Criminal Investigation Department, in Accra, Ghana (28 June 2012).
43 See AfriMAP and OSIWA, Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law 107 (2007) (discussing the case of Atta Ayai, a notorious armed robber, and generally referring to cases of tip offs involving police, gang members, and other individuals who might seek retribution).
44 For example, the Ghana Police Service Domestic Violence and Victim Support Unit offers a clinical psychologist and social welfare officer to work with women and children. In addition, the Ministry of Women and Children’s Affairs helps coordinate the provision of social services for women and children victims. Interview with Assistant Commissioner of Police and Director of Operations, Ghana Police Service Criminal Investigation Department, in Accra, Ghana (28 June 2012); Interview with Chief State Attorney, Ministry of Justice Office of International Cooperation, in Accra, Ghana (27 June 2012). See also 2008 UPR National Report, para. 22.
governmental organizations may provide psychological and other support to victims.

2.5.6.4. Notice

The right of victims to notice about all developments in the investigation, prosecution and appeal is not guaranteed by law.45 However, in practice victims may gain access to information on cases, including information about proceedings and a copy of the decision, by making a request through the registrar of Court46 or by liaising with the office taking up the prosecution, either the Attorney General's Office or the police.47

2.5.6.5. Participation

The right of victims to participate in pre-trial, trial and appellate proceedings is not expressly guaranteed by law. In practice, victims regularly attend trial proceedings as complainants or witnesses.

2.5.6.6. Representation

The Constitution provides that parties to court proceedings are entitled to aid in legal representation and the Courts Act gives courts in Ghana the authority to designate legal aid in such proceedings.48 The Ghana legal aid scheme, which provides legal representation to indigent clients throughout the country, may cover victims participating in criminal proceedings.49

45 Section 70 of the Courts Act states:

“(1) A person is not entitled to inspect or to have a copy of the record of evidence given in a case before a Court or to a copy of the Court’s notes, except as may be expressly provided by the Constitution, a rule of court or any other enactment.

(2) Where a person affected by a judgment or a court order desires to have a copy of the judgment, order, deposition or any other part of the record, that person shall, on application for the copy, be furnished with it if the cost is paid for, except where the Court for a special reason thinks fit to furnish it free of charge”.


47 Interview with Chief State Attorney, Ministry of Justice Office of International Cooperation, in Accra, Ghana (27 June 2012); Interview with Senior Lecturer in Human Rights and International Development, University of Ghana-Legon Faculty of Law, in Legon, Ghana (13 February 2012).

48 See 1992 Constitution, Ch. XXVI, art. 294; Courts Act, sect. 114 (1).

49 Section 2 (2) of the Legal Aid Scheme Act, 1997 (Act 542) (Legal Aid Act) states:

“A person is entitled to legal aid

(a) if that person earns the Government minimum wage or less and desires representation in

(i) a criminal matter; or

(ii) a civil matter relating to landlord and tenant, insurance, inheritance with particular reference
2.6. OTHER INSTITUTIONS THAT HAVE A ROLE IN MONITORING THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM OR IN PROPOSING REFORM OF LAW AND PRACTICE

There are a number of institutions that have had a role in recent years in monitoring the judicial system or in proposing reform of law and practice, including the National Reconciliation Commission, the Constitutional Review Commission, the Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice, the Council of State, the Ghana Legal Aid Board and Legal Aid scheme and the Law Reform Commission. However, some of these bodies no longer exist and many of the recommendations of these bodies – which are not binding upon the government - have not been implemented. Most of the bodies that still do exist, however, could review the recommendations in this paper and, taking into account those recommendations, urge the government to reform law and practice to enable Ghana to fulfil its responsibilities under international law to investigate and prosecute crimes under international law, including through the use of universal jurisdiction.

National Reconciliation Commission. The National Reconciliation Commission, which operated from 2002 to 2004, sought to establish an accurate and complete historical record of violations and abuses of human rights perpetrated by public institutions and public officers during episodes of unconstitutional government in Ghana.50 In 2005, the government endorsed the Commission’s recommendations and it subsequently distributed 13.5 billion Ghana cedis in reparation to victims.51 However, at the date of this paper, many of the recommendations have yet to be implemented. Despite attempts to locate the final report of the National Reconciliation Commission, which was drafted to be a public document, it has not been possible to obtain a full copy of the National Reconciliation Commission report and recommendations.52

Constitution Review Commission. A 2010 Constitution Review Commission presented its final report to the President with two draft bills for constitutional reform in December 2011.53 In 2012, the government issued a white paper adopting several of the Commission’s recommendations, including the recommendation formally to abolish the death penalty.54 The government noted the


51 See AfriMAP and OSIWA, Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law 51 (2007).

52 The full report was formerly available online at http://www.ghana.gov.gh/NRC/index.php, but it is no longer possible to obtain the full report from this site.


Commission’s recommendation that the President retain the authority to decouple the office of the Attorney General and Minister of Justice, but it stated that a constitutional amendment was not required to implement this recommendation.\textsuperscript{55} Abolition of the death penalty and the guarantee of an independent Attorney General’s office are necessary for ensuring a rights-respecting and independent system of justice that could fairly adjudicate crimes under international law in Ghana (see Recommendations section below). As of the date of this paper, the recommendations have not been implemented.

\textbf{Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ).} The 1993 Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice has a mandate to promote, protect and enforce fundamental human rights and freedoms and seek administrative justice and fairness for all persons in Ghana. The Commission conducts research, provides public education, and investigates complaints concerning violations of the fundamental human rights enshrined in Chapter Five of the Constitution. The Commission also investigates complaints of corrupt acts, abuses of power, and unfair treatment committed by public officers in the exercise of their duties.\textsuperscript{56}

The Commission does not have the power to investigate a matter pending before a court or judicial tribunal, a matter involving the relations or dealings between the Government of Ghana and any other government or international organization, or a matter relating to the exercise of the prerogative of mercy.\textsuperscript{57} The Commission does not have the authority to investigate crimes, which it must refer to the police and public prosecutors to carry forward.\textsuperscript{58}

\textbf{Council of State.} The Council of State provides advice to the President\textsuperscript{59} and, on its own initiative, makes recommendations to the President or to any Minister concerning public matters under their authority.\textsuperscript{60} It does not appear to have made any relevant recommendations.

\textbf{The Law Reform Commission.} To promote law reform in Ghana, the Law Reform Commission receives and considers proposals for reforms of law made by other organizations, conducts

\textsuperscript{55} CRC National White Paper, p. 15.
\textsuperscript{56} Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice Act, 1993 (Act 456) (CHRAJ Act), sect. 7. See also 1992 Constitution, Ch. XVIII, art. 218. The CHRAJ Act also repealed the Ombudsman Act, 1980, and empowered the Commission to investigate any complaint pending before the Ombudsman. CHRAJ Act, sect. 28.
\textsuperscript{57} CHRAJ Act, sect. 8(2). See also 1992 Constitution, Ch. XVIII, art. 219 (2).
\textsuperscript{58} AfriMAP and OSIWA, \textit{Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law 78} (2007).
\textsuperscript{59} The Council consists of one person who has previously held the office of Chief Justice, one person who has previously held the office of Chief of Defence Staff and of the Armed Forces of Ghana, one person who has previously held the office of the Inspector-General or Police, the President of the National House of Chiefs, one elected representative of each region of Ghana, and eleven other members appointed by Parliament. 1992 Constitution, Ch. IX, arts. 89, 92.
\textsuperscript{60} 1992 Constitution, Ch. IX, art. 91. The Council may appoint committees and outside experts and consultants to assist in the exercise of its mandate. 1992 Constitution, Ch. IX, art. 92 (8) - (9).
comparative research into the legal systems of other countries, and solicits the input of experts.\textsuperscript{61} The Commission prepares draft legal reforms and provides advice and assistance to government departments and other authorities or bodies concerned with the law, reporting annually to the Attorney General.\textsuperscript{62} It does not appear that the Commission has made any recommendations regarding the incorporation of crimes under international law into the Ghanaian Criminal Code.

**The African Union voluntary self-review initiative and other justice sector surveys.** In 2005, African Union member states involved in a voluntary initiative of self-review, the African Peer Review Mechanism, recommended that Ghana adopt a plan to ratify all international human rights treaties to which it is not yet a state party and incorporate more of its ratified human rights treaties into national law.\textsuperscript{63} The Open Society Initiative for West Africa (OSIWA) and the African Governance Monitoring and Advocacy Project (AfriMAP) made a similar recommendation in 2007, following a comprehensive review of the justice sector and the rule of law in Ghana.\textsuperscript{64} They also made other proposals for legal reform which, as outlined in the Recommendations section below, are necessary to ensure that Ghana courts have the capacity to effectively try crimes under international law.\textsuperscript{65}

**Prior efforts to incorporate crimes under international law domestically.** Although Ghanaian authorities have reported having taken extensive steps to draft a bill to implement the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, which would define and punish crimes under international law nationally and facilitate harmonious collaboration between the national justice system and the International Criminal Court,\textsuperscript{66} no implementing legislation has been enacted. It also appears as if

---


\textsuperscript{62} Law Reform Commission Act, sects. 3 (f), 18, 21. The predecessor Law Reform Commission under a 1975 Decree also reported annually to the Attorney General. In practice, however, the Attorney General could choose to implement or ignore its recommendations. See AfriMAP and OSIWA, *Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law* 6 (2007).


\textsuperscript{64} AfriMAP and OSIWA, *Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law* 38 (2007).

\textsuperscript{65} Those recommendations include: repealing the transitional amnesties in the Constitution, which perpetuate impunity for crimes under international law committed during periods of unconstitutional rule in Ghana, separation of the singular position of Attorney General and Minister of Justice to ensure prosecutorial independence, judicial training in international law, and development of a legal framework and adequate police procedures to provide protection for witnesses. See AfriMAP and OSIWA, *Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law* 38-39, 52, 81, 117 (2007).

the government has not undertaken a transparent consultation with civil society to draft such legislation. No copy of a draft has been made public and attempts to obtain copies from various sources have been unsuccessful. Defining crimes under international law as crimes in Ghana, either through the enactment of a comprehensive ICC Act based on the draft ICC bill or through other legislation that effectively defines and punishes crimes under international law, are substantive law reform efforts necessary to ensure that Ghana does not remain a safe haven for perpetrators of crimes under international law (see Recommendations section below).67

- 55; 2008 UPR National Report, para. 16.

3. GEOGRAPHIC JURISDICTION OTHER THAN UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION

There are five forms of geographic jurisdiction: territorial jurisdiction and four forms of extraterritorial jurisdiction (active and passive personality jurisdiction, protective jurisdiction and universal jurisdiction (discussed below in Section 4)). Ghana courts can exercise territorial jurisdiction, active and passive personality jurisdiction, and protective jurisdiction over certain crimes. They cannot exercise active or passive personality jurisdiction or protective jurisdiction over torts.

**Territorial jurisdiction.** National courts of Ghana may exercise territorial jurisdiction over crimes and torts that occurred in that country's territory if the crimes were committed entirely in Ghanaian territory, in its territorial sea or on board one of its ships or aircraft.68 In addition, its courts may exercise objective territorial jurisdiction over conduct constituting a crime that begins abroad where the crime is either completed in Ghanaian territory (object state) or where any essential element of the crime occurs in Ghana or its territory.69 Ghana may also exercise subjective territorial jurisdiction when the crime commenced within Ghana, the forum state (subject state), even if the crime was completed outside the state.70 The Courts Act does not provide that Ghana can exercise a third form of territorial jurisdiction – effects jurisdiction – which is similar to objective jurisdiction, but differs from it in a crucial respect. Under effects jurisdiction, the forum state would have jurisdiction over a crime or tort where all elements were committed abroad, but the crime or tort had some impact, which could be incidental, in the forum state.

**Active personality jurisdiction.** The courts of Ghana may exercise active personality jurisdiction, which is jurisdiction over crimes committed abroad by persons who were nationals of Ghana at the time that a crimes was committed.71 There appears to be no civil jurisdiction over crimes committed abroad.

---

68 See Courts Act, sect. 56 (1); Criminal Procedure Code, sect. 118. There appears to be no legislation defining geographic jurisdiction over torts.

69 See Courts Act, sect. 56 (2), which states:

"When an act which if done within the jurisdiction of a court, would be a criminal offence, is done partly within and partly outside the jurisdiction, every person who within or outside the jurisdiction does or abets any part of the act may be tried and punished as if the act had been done wholly within the jurisdiction."

The Criminal Code also provides for national jurisdiction over homicide if injury happens within Ghanaian territory even if the victim ultimately dies outside of Ghana. Criminal Offences Act, 1960 (Act 29) (Criminal Code), sect. 68.

70 See Courts Act, sect. 56 (2).

71 Section 56 (3) of the Courts Act states:

"A citizen of Ghana who –

(a) while employed in the service of the Republic of Ghana or of any statutory corporation does an act outside of Ghana which if done in Ghana is punishable as an offence, or
by nationals abroad.

**Passive personality jurisdiction.** The courts of Ghana may exercise passive personality jurisdiction, which is jurisdiction over crimes committed against persons who were nationals of Ghana at the time the offences were committed. There appears to be no civil jurisdiction over crimes committed against nationals abroad.

**Protective jurisdiction.** The courts of Ghana may exercise protective jurisdiction, which is jurisdiction over crimes against specific national interests of the state such as disclosing a state secret or counterfeiting an official document. There does not appear to be civil jurisdiction over such crimes.

(b) does an act outside Ghana which if done in Ghana would constitute the offence of murder, or
(c) does outside Ghana an act which if done in Ghana constitutes an offence involving or resulting in the misappropriation, dissipation or loss of
   i. public funds,
   ii. government property including damage to government property,
   iii. property belonging to a statutory corporation including damage to the property of a statutory corporation,
(d) does an act on the premises of a Ghanaian diplomatic mission which if done in Ghana would be punishable as an offence,

commits an offence as if the act constituting the offence was done in Ghana and may, subject to section 46 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1960 (Act 30), be prosecuted and punished in Ghana.”

Section 46 of the Criminal Procedure Code states:

“Where a person is accused of the commission of an offence at sea or elsewhere out of the Republic which according to the law may be dealt with in the Republic, the offence may, subject to section 118 [stating that trial proceedings offences committed by aliens in territorial waters must be instituted by the Attorney-General in accordance with the Constitution], be enquired into and tried at a place in the Republic to which the accused person is first brought or to which the accused is taken subsequently.”

72 The Anti-Terrorism Act, 2008 (Act 762) (Anti-Terrorism Act), sect. 5 (1) (c) states:

“(1) The High Court has jurisdiction for an act which constitutes an offence committed outside this country if the act constitutes an offence in this country where

   (c) the act is committed against a citizen of Ghana”.

73 Section 56 (4) of the Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459) provides the courts of Ghana extraterritorial jurisdiction over the following offences against the specific interests of the state: unauthorised disclosure of an official Ghanaian state secret; falsifying or counterfeiting an official seal of the Republic or any currency, instrument of credit, stamp, passport, or public document issued by the Republic or under its authority; and any offence against the security, political independence, or territorial integrity of the Republic of Ghana.
4. LEGISLATION PROVIDING FOR UNIVERSAL CRIMINAL JURISDICTION

As discussed below, national courts in Ghana may exercise universal jurisdiction over ordinary crimes, when committed by foreigners abroad who are employed by the state or a statutory corporation, if the crime is committed in the course of duty of such appointment. In addition, Ghana courts may exercise universal jurisdiction over some crimes under national law of international concern, including piracy, counterfeiting, narcotics trafficking, hijacking, trafficking in persons and terrorism. The national courts of Ghana may also exercise universal jurisdiction over some crimes under international law, including breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols, slavery, and genocide. However, Ghana courts cannot exercise universal jurisdiction over the following crimes under international law: most war crimes other than breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols, crimes against humanity, torture, extrajudicial executions, enforced disappearances and aggression. As noted below, it is not clear whether Ghana courts can exercise universal jurisdiction over some crimes under national law of international concern and crimes under international law, including torture, found in treaties signed by Ghana but which Ghanaian law does not yet define or for which Ghanaian law does not yet authorize universal jurisdiction. Obstacles to the exercise of universal jurisdiction over crimes under international law are discussed below in Section 6.

Definitions. Universal jurisdiction is the ability of the court of any state to try persons for crimes committed outside its territory when the crimes committed are not linked to the state by the nationality of the suspect, the nationality of the victims or by harm to the state’s own national interests. Sometimes this is called permissive universal jurisdiction. The authority of states to exercise universal jurisdiction is now part of customary international law. Universal jurisdiction is also reflected in treaties, national legislation and jurisprudence concerning crimes under international law, crimes under national law of international concern and ordinary crimes under national law. When a national court exercises this universal jurisdiction specifically over conduct committed abroad amounting to crimes under international law or over crimes under national law of international concern – as opposed to conduct simply amounting to ordinary crimes – the court in fact acts as an agent of the international community enforcing international law rather than as an agent of the state enforcing national law.

Under the related aut dedere aut judicare (extradite or prosecute) rule, a state may not shield a person present in territory subject to its jurisdiction suspected of certain categories of crimes. Instead, it is required to exercise jurisdiction (which would necessarily include universal jurisdiction

74 Section 56 (4) (j) & (m) of the Courts Act also provides for universal jurisdiction over trafficking in obscene publications and interference with an international communications system, canal, or submarine cable, which could also be classified as crimes under national law of international concern.
in certain cases) over the suspect, to extradite the suspect to a state able and willing to exercise jurisdiction or to surrender the suspect to an international criminal court with jurisdiction over the suspect and the crime. As a practical matter, when the aut dedere aut judicare rule applies, the state where the suspect is found must ensure that its courts can exercise all possible forms of geographic jurisdiction, including universal jurisdiction, in those cases where it will not be in a position to extradite the suspect to another state or to surrender that person to an international criminal court.

4.1. ORDINARY CRIMES

Ghana courts can exercise universal jurisdiction over ordinary crimes when they are committed abroad by non-nationals employed by the state or a statutory corporation acting in the course of the duties of such employment. However, except in the aforementioned circumstance, the courts of Ghana cannot exercise universal jurisdiction over most ordinary crimes, such as murder, assault, rape or kidnapping.

4.2. CRIMES UNDER NATIONAL LAW OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN

As indicated in the attached chart, Ghana has signed, but not yet ratified, two international treaties providing for universal jurisdiction over crimes under national law of international concern and it has ratified sixteen of such treaties. As noted below in Chart I, Ghana has defined the crimes listed in fourteen of the following treaties in whole or in part, as crimes under Ghanaian law and it has provided its courts with universal jurisdiction over six of such crimes.

<p>| CHART I. CRIMES UNDER NATIONAL LAW OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIME AND TREATY</th>
<th>SIGNED RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>RATIFIED/ACCEDED TO RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>DEFINED IN NATIONAL LAW</th>
<th>UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piracy - 1958 High Seas Convention</td>
<td>29 April 1958</td>
<td></td>
<td>Criminal Code, sects. 193 - 94</td>
<td>Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piracy - 1982 UN</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 June</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 56 (4) of the Courts Act states:

“A person whether a citizen of Ghana or not, is liable to be tried and punished in Ghana for the respective offence if he does an act which if done within the jurisdiction of the courts of Ghana would have constituted any of the following offences:

(i) an offence by or against a person in the employment of the Republic or a statutory corporation while acting in the course of the duties of such employment”.

Jurisdiction over foreign residents and foreigners employed by Ghana for acts done against non-citizens outside Ghana constitutes universal jurisdiction.

The citations to these treaties, with links, where they exist, are found in Appendix I.
### CHART I. CRIMES UNDER NATIONAL LAW OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIME AND TREATY(^76)</th>
<th>SIGNED RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>RATIFIED/ACCEDED TO RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>DEFINED IN NATIONAL LAW</th>
<th>UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violence on Aircraft - 1963 Tokyo Convention</td>
<td>2 January 1974 (acceded)</td>
<td>Criminal Code, sect. 195 Ghana Civil Aviation Act, 2004 (Act 678), sect. 39</td>
<td>Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (h) (only as it applies to hijacking) Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer) <strong>Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^77\) Although Ghana is not listed among participants on the UNTS database, several other sources cite Ghana as a state party. See, e.g., International Civil Aviation Organization, Current Lists of Parties to Multilateral Air Law.
## CHART I. CRIMES UNDER NATIONAL LAW OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIME AND TREATY</th>
<th>SIGNED RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>RATIFIED/ACCEDED TO RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>DEFINED IN NATIONAL LAW</th>
<th>UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychotropic Substances - 1971 Convention</td>
<td>21 February 1971</td>
<td>10 April 1990 (ratified)</td>
<td>Narcotics Act, sects. 1 - 6 &amp; 9</td>
<td>Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (i) (only as it applies to narcotics trafficking) Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer) **Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacks on Aviation — 1971 Montreal Convention</td>
<td>18 July 1975 (acceded)</td>
<td>Criminal Code, sect. 195</td>
<td>Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (h) (only as it applies to hijacking) Courts Act sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer) **Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internationally Protected Persons - 1973 Convention</td>
<td>25 April 1975 (acceded)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostage Taking --: 1979 Convention</td>
<td>10 November</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (n)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIME AND TREATY</th>
<th>SIGNED RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>RATIFIED/ACCEDED TO RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>DEFINED IN NATIONAL LAW</th>
<th>UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Materials - 1979 Convention</td>
<td>30 October 2002 (acceded)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacks on Navigation - 1988 Convention</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Personnel - 1994 Convention</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Personnel - 2005 Protocol</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transnational Organized Crime - 2000 UN Convention</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafficking Of Human Beings - 2000 Protocol</td>
<td>Human Trafficking Act, sects. 1 - 5</td>
<td>Courts Act, sect. 56(4) (c) (women and child victims)</td>
<td>Human Trafficking Act, sect. 8 (all victims)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firearms - 2001</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHART I. CRIMES UNDER NATIONAL LAW OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIME AND TREATY(^7^6)</th>
<th>SIGNED RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>RATIFIED/ACCEDED TO RELEVANT TREATY</th>
<th>DEFINED IN NATIONAL LAW</th>
<th>UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Terrorism - 2005 Convention</td>
<td>6 November 2006</td>
<td>Anti-Terrorism Act, sect. 2 (1) (f) &amp; (2)</td>
<td>Anti-Terrorism Act, sect. 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The Courts Act provides for universal jurisdiction over piracy, narcotics trafficking, hijacking, and trafficking in women and children by stating that any person, whether a citizen of Ghana or not, is liable to be tried and punished in Ghana for an act done outside Ghana which, if done within the jurisdiction of the courts of Ghana, would have constituted any of the above offences.\(^7^8\) Separately, **Courts Act, sect. 56 (4)(n) (catchall)**

\(^7^8\) Section 56 (4) of the Courts Act states (although not all of these provisions involve universal jurisdiction):

*A person whether a citizen or not, is liable to be tried and punished in Ghana if that person does an act which if done within the jurisdiction of the courts of Ghana would have constituted any of the following offences:

(a) slave trade or traffic in slaves;
(b) piracy;
(c) traffic in women or children;*
the Human Trafficking Act states that a person who commits an act that would constitute the offence of trafficking in persons in Ghana – which, unlike the offence defined in the Courts Act, would cover trafficking of adult men – is liable to be tried and punished in Ghana for trafficking in persons. The Anti-Terrorism Act authorizes the exercise of jurisdiction over offences amounting to terrorism committed outside the country by several classes of people, including persons who are not citizens but are ordinarily resident in Ghana and anyone found present in Ghana after the commission of a terrorist act. In addition, the Courts Act provides for universal jurisdiction over

(d) falsification or counterfeiting or uttering of false copies or counterfeits of an official seal of the Republic or any currency or instrument of credit, stamp, passport, or public document issued by the Republic or under its authority;

(e) genocide;

(f) an offence against the property of the Republic;

(g) an offence against the security, territorial integrity or political independence of the Republic;

(h) hijacking;

(i) unlawful traffic in narcotics;

(j) attacks on an international communications system, canal or submarine cable;

(k) unauthorised disclosure of an official secret of the Republic;

(l) an offence by or against a person in the employment of the Republic or a statutory corporation while acting in the course of the duties of the employment;

(m) traffic in obscene publications;

(n) any other offence which is authorised or required by a convention or treaty to which the Republic is a signatory to be prosecuted and punished in Ghana wherever the offence was committed.”

79 Human Trafficking Act, 2005 (Act 694) (Human Trafficking Act), sect. 8. The Act also provides for the extradition of non-citizens convicted of trafficking in persons under the Act. See sect. 35. Although the Courts Act expressly grants universal jurisdiction for trafficking in women and children, it does not address trafficking of adult men. See Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (c).

80 Section 5 (1) of the Anti-Terrorism Act states:

“The High Court has jurisdiction for an act which constitutes an offence committed outside this country if the act constitutes an offence in this country where –

(a) the person committing the act is

(i) a citizen of Ghana or

(ii) not a citizen of Ghana but is ordinary resident in this country;

(b) the act is committed to compel the Government to do or reform from doing an act;

(c) the act is committed against a citizen of Ghana;

(d) the act is committed against property outside the country that belongs to the Republic; or

(e) the person who commits the act is after its commission, found present in Ghana.”.
foreigners working for the state or a statutory corporation who have committed crimes abroad, as long as the crimes were committed in the course of duties carried out for the state.\textsuperscript{81} To the extent this applies to acts committed by non-citizens against non-citizens abroad, this would constitute universal jurisdiction and could apply to crimes under national law of international concern defined in national law, but for which Ghanaian law does not expressly authorize universal jurisdiction.

It is not clear whether the courts of Ghana would exercise universal jurisdiction over crimes under national law of international concern found in treaties signed by Ghana, which Ghanaian law has either not yet defined or for which Ghanaian law has not expressly authorized universal jurisdiction. Section 56 of the Courts Act ends with a catchall provision, which states that the courts of Ghana may exercise universal jurisdiction over “any other offence which is authorised or required by a convention or treaty to which the Republic is a signatory to be prosecuted and punished in Ghana wherever the offence was committed.”\textsuperscript{82} Government submissions affirming the primacy of ratified treaties over national law lend credence to the notion that courts could authorize prosecutions based on this catchall provision.\textsuperscript{83} However, Ghana courts have not yet utilized this provision to exercise universal jurisdiction in practice, and legal observers have stated that the judiciary is conservative by nature, indicating that courts are unlikely to exercise jurisdiction based on this catchall provision alone, particularly if they consider that the definition of the crime in the treaty does not satisfy the requirements of legality under Ghanaian law.\textsuperscript{84}

4.3. CRIMES UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

Ghana courts may exercise universal jurisdiction over grave breaches of the four 1949 Geneva Conventions, grave breaches of Protocol I, some other war crimes in international armed conflict, violations of common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions, violations of Protocol II, some other war crimes in non-international armed conflict and genocide. However, they cannot exercise universal jurisdiction over other crimes under international law, including crimes against humanity, torture, extrajudicial executions, enforced disappearances and aggression.

4.3.1. WAR CRIMES

Ghana is a party to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949.\textsuperscript{85} It has ratified Protocols I\textsuperscript{86} and II\textsuperscript{87} to

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{81} Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (l).
  \item \textsuperscript{82} Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (n).
  \item \textsuperscript{83} See, e.g., 2002 CERD National Report, para. 61. CERD/C/431/Add.3 1 October 2002.
  \item \textsuperscript{84} See Interview with Senior Researcher, Centre for Democracy and Development – Ghana, in Accra, Ghana (11 January 2012); interview with Representative, Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative, in Accra, Ghana (10 January 2012).
  \item \textsuperscript{85} The Geneva Conventions are:

\end{itemize}
these conventions. In addition, Ghana has been a party to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (Rome Statute) since 20 December 1999. As indicated in the charts below, Ghana has also ratified a number of other international humanitarian law treaties with penal provisions or provisions that may give rise to international criminal responsibility.

As discussed below, Ghana has defined grave and non-grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols, as well as some other crimes which could amount to war crimes – including rape, enforced prostitution, slavery and sexual slavery, other offences of sexual violence, torture of children, and the degrading treatment of children – as crimes under national law. In some instances the definitions of these crimes fall short of the strictest requirements of international law. Importantly, except for breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols, Ghanaian law does not indicate that these crimes, if committed in the context of and associated with armed conflict, constitute war crimes, in line with their treatment under international law.

The courts of Ghana have been able to exercise universal jurisdiction over breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols since 2009, over slavery since 1993, and over trafficking offences incorporating slavery and slave-like practices since 2005, but it is not clear whether the courts would exercise the universal jurisdiction they possess under Ghanaian law over any other war crimes. For crimes defined in national law, the courts could exercise universal jurisdiction over them if committed by a foreign public officer abroad in the course of duties carried out for the state. In addition, a catchall provision of the Courts Act apparently authorizes Ghana courts to exercise

---


jurisdiction over crimes found in treaties to which Ghana is a signatory, whether these crimes have been defined in national law or not. However, there is no prior practice indicating that the courts would exercise universal jurisdiction pursuant to the catchall provision alone (see Section 4.2 above).

4.3.1.1. War crimes in international armed conflict: Grave breaches of the 1949 Geneva Conventions

The four Geneva Conventions of 1949 each contain a list of grave breaches of those conventions prohibiting states parties from committing them against persons protected by those conventions, including wounded and sick members of the armed forces in the field, wounded and sick and shipwrecked members of armed forces at sea, prisoners of war and civilian persons in time of war.89 Those breaches have been consolidated without change in substance in Article 8 of the Rome Statute.90

Each state party to those conventions undertakes in a common article a two-part obligation: to define grave breaches as crimes under national law and then to exercise universal jurisdiction over persons suspected of committing grave breaches, to extradite them to another state party able and willing to do so or to surrender them to an international criminal court with jurisdiction over them.91 That common article states in relevant part:

“The High Contracting Parties undertake to enact any legislation necessary to provide effective penal sanctions for persons committing, or ordering to be committed, any of the grave breaches of the present Convention defined in the following Article.

Each High Contracting Party shall be under the obligation to search for persons alleged to have committed, or to have ordered to be committed, such grave breaches, and shall bring such persons, regardless of their nationality, before its own courts. It may also, if it prefers, and in accordance with the provisions of its own legislation, hand such persons over for trial to another High Contracting Party concerned, provided such High Contracting Party has made out a prima facie case.” 92

Ghana has defined grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions as crimes under national law. Ghana has also authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over grave breaches of the Geneva

89 First Geneva Convention, art. 50; Second Geneva Convention, art. 51; Third Geneva Convention, art. 130; Fourth Geneva Convention, art. 147.
90 Rome Statute, art. 8 (2) (a).
91 Although the Geneva Conventions do not expressly state that a state party may satisfy its obligation to extradite or prosecute persons suspected of grave breaches by surrendering a person to an international criminal court with jurisdiction, the drafters of the Conventions intended this result.
92 First Geneva Convention, art. 49; Second Geneva Convention, art. 50; Third Geneva Convention, art. 129; Fourth Geneva Convention, art. 146.
Conventions.93

4.3.1.2. War crimes in international armed conflict: Grave breaches of the 1977 Protocol I

Ghana has been a party to Protocol I since 28 February 1978. Protocol I applies to international armed conflict and certain non-international armed conflict.94 Article 85 (2) of Protocol I expands the scope of persons protected by the Geneva Conventions.95 In addition, Protocol I also lists a number of new grave breaches of that treaty in Articles 11 and 85 (3) to (5). Finally, Protocol I imposes the same two-part obligation on states parties to define these grave breaches of Protocol I as crimes under national law and to try or extradite persons suspected of such grave breaches.

93 Section 1 of the Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780) states:

“(1) A person of whatever nationality, commits an indictable offence, if that person, whether within or outside this country commits, aids, abets, or procures any other person to commit a grave breach specified in

(a) article 50 of the First Convention in respect of the Geneva Conventions for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field of August 12, 1949, stated in the First Schedule,

(b) article 51 of the Second Convention in respect of the Geneva Conventions for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of the Armed Forces at sea, of August 12, 1949, stated in the Second Schedule,

(c) article 130 of the Third Convention in respect of the Geneva Conventions Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, of August 12, 1949, stated in the Third Schedule,

(d) article 147 of the Fourth Convention in respect of the Geneva Conventions Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of August 12, 1949, set out in the Fourth Schedule, and

(e) article 11 (4) or paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of article 85 of the Protocol 1 set out in the Fifth Schedule [. . .]

(4) Where a person commits an offence under this section outside the country, the person may be tried and punished as if the offence were committed in this country.”

Ghana has also defined as crimes all other breaches to the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols, authorizing its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over them. Section 1 states:

“(3) A person, who in Ghana commits, abets, aids or procures any other person to commit a breach to the Conventions or Protocols not covered under subsection (1) commits an indictable offence and is liable on conviction to a term of imprisonment of not more than fourteen years.

(4) Where a person commits an offence under this section outside the country, the person may be tried and punished as if the offence were committed in this country.”

94 Protocol I, art. 1 (4).

95 Article 85 (2) of Protocol I protects “persons in the power of an adverse Party protected by Articles 44, 45 and 73 of this Protocol, or against the wounded, sick and shipwrecked of the adverse Party who are protected by this Protocol, or against those medical or religious personnel, medical units or medical transports which are under the control of the adverse Party and are protected by this Protocol.”
Ghana has defined grave breaches of that treaty as crimes under its national law by incorporating that treaty by reference.96 It has also provided its courts with universal jurisdiction over such grave breaches.97

4.3.1.3. War crimes in international armed conflict: 1998 Rome Statute, other treaties and customary international law

In addition to grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and Protocol I, there are other war crimes in international armed conflict that are defined in the 1998 Rome Statute, in an ever-expanding number of international humanitarian law treaties and in customary international law.

Rome Statute. Article 8 (2) (b) of the Rome Statute defines a broad range of war crimes in international armed conflict. Ghana has defined some of these crimes as crimes under national law. For example, the offences found in Rome Statute Article 8 (2) (b) that are also non-grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols are defined as offences in Ghana’s Geneva Conventions Act.98 As discussed below, some, but not all, of the remaining offences found in Rome Statute Article 8 (2) (b) are defined in other pieces of Ghanaian legislation, though their definitions do not meet the strictest requirements of international law. It is not clear that the courts of Ghana would exercise universal jurisdiction over these remaining offences.

Outrages upon personal dignity and recruitment of child soldiers. Ghana’s Children’s Act criminalizes only some of the conduct involving the degrading treatment of children,99 but no legislation could be found outlawing the degrading treatment of adults. This falls short of Article 8 (2) (b) of the Rome Statute, which defines “outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment” of all persons as a war crime under international law.100 The Children’s Act also criminalizes exploitative child labor, which includes any labor that “deprives [a] child of its health, education or development.”101 It does not, however, expressly criminalize conscripting or enlisting children under fifteen into the national armed forces nor does it expressly criminalize engaging children to actively participate in hostilities, as in Article 8 (2) (b) of the Rome Statute.102

Rape. The Criminal Code defines rape in Ghanaian law as “the carnal knowledge of a female not less than sixteen years without her consent,” with carnal knowledge demonstrable by “proof of the least

---

96 See Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (1) (e).
98 Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (3).
100 Rome Statute, art 8 (2) (b) (xxi).
101 Children’s Act, sect. 89. Sections 88 and 91 also prohibit engaging children under fifteen in labor at night and engaging of children under eighteen in hazardous work, though neither expressly prohibits the recruitment of children into armed forces or engaging children in hostilities.
102 See Rome Statute, art. 8 (2) (b) (xxvi).
degree of penetration.”103 The offence is termed “defilement” when committed against females under the age of sixteen and simply “carnal knowledge” when committed against those with mental incapacities.104 Although certain elements of rape in Ghanaian law, including the provision that penetration may be slight, match up with those in the Rome Statute, the exclusion of men and boys as potential victims is a divergence from the offence of rape as a war crime found in Article 8 (2) (b) of the Statute, which includes all persons as potential victims.105 In addition, the definition of rape in Ghanaian law does not meet the strictest requirements of international law (see Section 4.3.2 below). Moreover, Ghanaian law does not indicate that rape, when committed in the context of and associated with armed conflict, would amount to a war crime.

**Enforced prostitution and sexual slavery.** The Human Trafficking Act defines and prohibits human trafficking for the purpose of exploitation, which it describes as including “at the minimum, induced prostitution and all other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.”106 Although this definition encompasses acts akin to offences found in Article 8 (2) (b) of the Rome Statute,107 Ghanaian law does not expressly indicate that these crimes, when committed in the context of and associated with armed conflict, could constitute war crimes.

**Other forms of sexual violence.** The Criminal Code identifies “indecent assault” as encompassing other forms of sexual violence not amounting to rape and defilement,108 which may be comparable to “other forms of sexual violence” in Article 8 (2) (b).109 However, Ghanaian law on “indecent assault” is narrower than the category of “other forms of sexual violence” found in the Rome Statute (see Section 4.3.2 below). Moreover, Ghanaian law does not specifically indicate that these offences, when committed in the context of and associated with armed conflict, may amount to war crimes.

Indeed, Ghana has not expressly categorized all of the above crimes (except breaches of the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols), when committed in the context of and in association with armed conflict, as war crimes in line with their treatment under international law. Moreover, it is unclear whether national courts in Ghana would exercise universal jurisdiction over all of the above crimes. The Geneva Conventions Act provides for universal jurisdiction over both grave and non-grave

---

103 The Criminal Code, sects. 97 - 99.

104 See Criminal Code, sects. 101, 103.

105 The Rome Statute does not expressly define what constitutes rape as a war crime. See Rome Statute, art. 8 (2) (b) (xxii). However, the Element of Crimes, a document separate from the Rome Statute written to assist the ICC in the interpretation and application of Rome Statute articles 6-8, does not exclude males as potential victims. Rather, it defines the war crime of rape as an invasion of the body of any persons by conduct resulting in “penetration, however slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or the anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body.” International Criminal Court, Elements of Crimes, ICC-PIDS-LT-03-002/11_Eng (2011), p. 28.

106 Human Trafficking Act, sect.1.

107 See Rome Statute, art. 8 (2) (b) (xxii).

108 See Criminal Code, sect. 103.

109 Rome Statute, art. 8 (2) (b) (xxii), as interpreted by the Elements of Crimes, p. 32.
breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols,\textsuperscript{110} so Ghana courts are authorized to exercise universal jurisdiction over the war crimes listed in Rome Statute Article 8 (2) (b) that are also found in these instruments. In addition, Ghana courts may exercise universal jurisdiction over “prostitution and all other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs,” which are included as elements within trafficking offences under Ghanaian law.\textsuperscript{111}

However, no other legislation could be found expressly providing universal jurisdiction over the remaining crimes defined in Ghanaian law, which are akin to those found in Rome Statute Article 8 (2) (b), such as rape and the degrading treatment of children. This means that, except in the rare circumstance that such offences are committed by foreign public officers in the course of their duties abroad, Ghana courts may not exercise universal jurisdiction over these crimes. Although it is possible that Ghana courts could exercise universal jurisdiction over the offences based on a Courts Act catchall, which allows for universal jurisdiction over offences found in treaties – like the Rome Statute – that Ghana has signed, there is no prior practice to indicate that courts would exercise universal jurisdiction based on this catchall alone (see Section 4.2 above).

\textbf{Gaps in the Rome Statute.} As explained below, there are a number of serious gaps in Article 8 (2) (b) of the Rome Statute, which are covered by other treaties and by rules of customary international law. Although there is no provision in the Rome Statute expressly requiring states parties to provide their courts with universal jurisdiction over these war crimes, states parties recognize that they have a complementarity obligation to exercise their jurisdiction over such crimes.

\textbf{Other treaties concerning war crimes.} The Rome Statute leaves out a number of war crimes in international armed conflict listed in treaties. As the Charts II and III indicate, Ghana has defined some of these crimes as crimes under national law. As discussed below after Chart II, it has defined these war crimes in national law in a manner that is consistent with the strictest requirements of international law. It also indicates that Ghana has authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over the defined crimes. Chart II identifies war crimes in the Third Geneva Convention and Protocol I that have been omitted from the Rome Statute. Chart III identifies war crimes in international armed conflict in other treaties that have been omitted from the Rome Statute.

\textsuperscript{110} Geneva Conventions Act, sect. 1 (1) & (4).

\textsuperscript{111} See Human Trafficking Act, sects. 1, 8.
## CHART II. WAR CRIMES IN INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT IN THE THIRD GENEVA CONVENTION AND PROTOCOL I THAT HAVE BEEN OMITTED FROM THE ROME STATUTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Treaty</th>
<th>Signed</th>
<th>Ratified/ acceded</th>
<th>Defined in national law (citing any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction (citing any relevant provision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Launching of an attack against works or installations containing dangerous</td>
<td>Prot. I, art. 85 (3) (c)(^{115})</td>
<td>12 December 1977</td>
<td>28 February 1978</td>
<td>Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (1) (e)</td>
<td>Geneva Convention s Act, 2009 (Act 780)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^{113}\) Protocol I, art. 85 (4) (b), as well as customary international humanitarian law. *Customary International Humanitarian Law*, Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

\(^{114}\) Article 85 (4) (b) of Protocol, as well as customary international humanitarian law. *Customary International Humanitarian Law*, Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

\(^{115}\) Article 85 (3) (c) and customary international humanitarian law. *Customary International Humanitarian Law*, Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).
CHART II. WAR CRIMES IN INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT IN THE THIRD GENEVA
CONVENTION AND PROTOCOL I THAT HAVE BEEN OMITTED FROM THE ROME STATUTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Treaty</th>
<th>Signed</th>
<th>Ratified/ acceded</th>
<th>Defined in national law (citing any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction (citing any relevant provision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>forces in the knowledge that such attack will cause excessive loss of life, injury to civilians or damage to civilian objects</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>(ratified)</td>
<td>sect. 1 (1) (e)</td>
<td>780), sect. 1 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Chart II demonstrates, Ghana has defined these war crimes in national law by expressly defining breaches of Article 85, paragraphs 3 and 4, of Protocol I, as well as all other breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols, as crimes in the Geneva Conventions Act.\(^\text{116}\) In this respect, the Geneva Conventions Act is a marked improvement over most Commonwealth Geneva Conventions acts, which are usually limited to defining only grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions (and, occasionally, of Protocol I) as crimes under national law over which national courts can exercise universal jurisdiction. Ghana has also authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over these crimes.\(^\text{117}\)

**Other treaties that may impose criminal responsibility.** In addition to the Geneva Conventions and Protocol I, there are a number of international humanitarian law treaties applicable during international armed conflict imposing obligations which, if violated, may possibly result in individual criminal responsibility, either under the treaties or because the prohibitions are recognized as part of customary international law. As Chart III indicates, Ghana has not defined violations of these treaties as crimes under national law. For the crimes found in treaties signed or ratified by Ghana but which are not yet defined in Ghanaian law and for which Ghanaian law has not expressly authorized the exercise of universal jurisdiction, it is possible that national courts may exercise universal jurisdiction based on the Courts Act catchall provision, though based on a lack of prior practice, it is unlikely that courts would exercise jurisdiction pursuant to this catchall alone (see Section 4.2 above).

\(^{116}\) Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (1) (e), (3) (incorporating by reference provisions of these treaties).

\(^{117}\) See Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (4).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Treaty</th>
<th>Signed</th>
<th>Ratified/ acceded</th>
<th>Defined in national law (citing any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction (citing any relevant provision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of poisonous gases or bacteriological weapons</td>
<td>1925 Geneva Protocol</td>
<td>3 May 1967</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harm to protected cultural property</td>
<td>1954 CCP</td>
<td>25 July 1960</td>
<td>acceded</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal export of cultural property</td>
<td>1954 CCP</td>
<td>25 July 1960</td>
<td>acceded</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing, producing and stockpiling bacteriological weapons</td>
<td>BWC 1972</td>
<td>10 April 1972</td>
<td>6 June 1975</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of prohibited environmental modification techniques</td>
<td>ENMOD Conv. 1976</td>
<td>21 March 1978</td>
<td>22 June 1978</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dates of signatures, accessions and ratifications of all international humanitarian law treaties in this section are the dates indicated in the International Committee of the Red Cross treaty database ([http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/INTRO?OpenView](http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/INTRO?OpenView)).*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Treaty/Convention</th>
<th>Date of Adoption</th>
<th>Date of Ratification</th>
<th>Ratified</th>
<th>Indication in Country</th>
<th>Indication in Other Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recruiting, training, financing or protecting mercenaries</td>
<td>Mercenaries - 1977 OAU Convention</td>
<td>8 June 1978</td>
<td>20 July 1978 (ratified)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of prohibited conventional weapons</td>
<td>CCW 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of weapons that injure by non-detectable fragments</td>
<td>CCW Prot. I 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of prohibited land mines, booby traps and other devices</td>
<td>CCW Prot. II 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of prohibited land mines, booby-traps and other devices</td>
<td>CCW Prot. II 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of prohibited incendiary weapons</td>
<td>CCW Prot. III 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use, financing or training of mercenaries</td>
<td>Mercenaries - 1989 Convention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing, producing, stockpiling or using prohibited</td>
<td>CWC 1993</td>
<td>14 January 1993</td>
<td>9 July 1997 (ratified)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

119 On the AU website, this is date of ratification. However, it also lists date of deposit as 21 August 1978, so one of these dates is not correct.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CHART III. INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW TREATIES APPLICABLE DURING INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT IMPOSING OBLIGATIONS WHICH, IF VIOLATED, MAY POSSIBLY RESULT IN INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY, EITHER UNDER THE CONVENTIONS OR BECAUSE THE PROHIBITIONS ARE RECOGNIZED AS PART OF CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>chemical weapons</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of blinding laser weapons</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of prohibited mines, booby-traps and other devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use, stockpiling, production and transfer of prohibited anti-personnel mines</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harm to cultural property</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recruitment or use of child soldiers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of prohibited conventional weapons</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Failure to clear, remove or destroy explosive remnants of war</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of prohibited cluster munitions</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Rules of customary international humanitarian law

In addition, there are numerous rules of customary international humanitarian law applicable to international armed conflict not expressly listed in the Rome Statute (in addition to the war crimes listed in Protocol I and other treaties mentioned above) which, if violated, could lead to individual criminal responsibility. Some of these rules are listed in the following chart, indicating whether Ghana has defined violations of these rules as crimes under national law. As Chart IV indicates, Ghana has defined some violations of these treaties – namely those relating to slavery and those found in the Geneva Conventions – in national law. Of these offences, breaches of the Geneva Conventions are defined in national law by incorporating them by reference directly from the Geneva Conventions. Chart IV also indicates that Ghana has authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over breaches of the Geneva Conventions and over offences related to slavery, but not over the other rules of customary international humanitarian law applicable in international armed conflict which may lead to individual criminal responsibility if violated.

**CHART IV. RULES OF CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW IN INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule of customary international humanitarian law</th>
<th>Defined in national law (citing any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Courts provided with universal jurisdiction (citing any relevant provision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[^120]: Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 94 (Slavery and the slave trade in all their forms are prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

[^121]: Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 95 (Uncompensated or abusive forced labour is prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

[^122]: The prohibition of collective punishments is stated in the Third and Fourth Geneva Conventions as well as Additional Protocols I and II. Customary International Humanitarian Law. Rule 103 (Collective punishments are prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

[^123]: Despoliation of the wounded, sick, shipwrecked, or dead is prohibited in the First, Second, and Fourth Geneva Conventions. Despoliation of the dead is also prohibited in Additional Protocol I. Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 111 (Wounded, sick and shipwrecked must be protected from pillage and ill-treatment).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule of customary international humanitarian law</th>
<th>Defined in national law (citing any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Courts provided with universal jurisdiction (citing any relevant provision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shipwrecked or dead¹²³</td>
<td>(3).</td>
<td>sect. 1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacking or ill-treating a parlementaire or bearer of the flag of truce¹²⁴</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launching an indiscriminate attack resulting in loss of life or injury to civilians or damage to civilian objects¹²⁵</td>
<td>Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (3).</td>
<td>Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of biological weapons¹²⁶</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of chemical weapons¹²⁷</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of non-detectable fragments¹²⁸</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of binding laser weapons¹²⁹</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rule 113 (Despoiling or pillaging the dead is prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

¹²⁴ Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 67 (Parlementaires are inviolable); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

¹²⁵ The prohibition of indiscriminate attacks is stated in Article 51(4) of Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions. Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 11 (Indiscriminate attacks are prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

¹²⁶ Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 73 (The use of biological weapons is prohibited).

¹²⁷ Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 74 (The use of chemical weapons is prohibited).

¹²⁸ Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 79 (The use of weapons the primary effect of which is to injure by fragments which are not detectable by X-rays in the human body is prohibited).

¹²⁹ Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 86 (The use of laser weapons that are specifically designed, as their combat function or as one of their combat functions, to cause permanent blindness to unenhanced vision is prohibited).
By incorporating by reference breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols into the Geneva Conventions Act, Ghana defines collective punishments, despoliation of the wounded, sick, shipwrecked or dead, and indiscriminate attacks injuring or killing civilians or damaging civilian objects as war crimes in a manner consistent with customary international law.\textsuperscript{130} As set forth in Section 1 (4) of the Act, Ghana courts can also exercise universal jurisdiction over these crimes.

In addition, the Criminal Code defines slave dealing in a manner that is general enough to include the crime of slavery itself,\textsuperscript{131} but Ghanaian law does not specifically indicate that slavery and deportation to slave labour committed during armed conflict could constitute war crimes, in line with customary international law.\textsuperscript{132} Chart IV also demonstrates that Ghana has authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over slave trade and traffic in slaves.\textsuperscript{133} Ghana has not authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over the remaining crimes in Chart IV.

4.3.1.4. War crimes in non-international armed conflict: Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, 1977 Protocol II, Rome Statute, other conventional international law and customary international law

\textsuperscript{130} Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1(3); \textit{Customary International Humanitarian Law}, Rule 103 (Collective punishments are prohibited); Rule 111 (Wounded, sick and shipwrecked must be protected from pillage and ill-treatment); Rule 113 (Despoiling or pillaging the dead is prohibited); Rule 11 (Indiscriminate attacks are prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

\textsuperscript{131} Section 314 of the Criminal Code states:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(a)] deals or trades in, buys, sells, barters, transfers, or takes any slave; or
  \item[(b)] deals or trades in, buys, sells, barters, transfers, or takes any person in order that that person may be held or treated as a slave; or
  \item[(c)] places or receives any person in servitude as a pledge or security for debt, whether then due and owing or to be incurred or contingent, whether under the name of a pawn or by whatever other name that person may be called; or
  \item[(d)] conveys any person, or induces any person to come, to Ghana in order that such person may be dealt or traded in, bought, sold, bartered, or become a slave, or be placed in servitude as a pledge or security for debt; or
  \item[(e)] conveys or sends any person, or induces any person to go out of Ghana in order that that person may be dealt or traded in, bought, sold, bartered, transferred, or become a slave, or be placed in servitude as a pledge or security for debt; or
  \item[(f)] enters into any contract or agreement with or without consideration for doing any of the acts or accomplishing any of the aforementioned purposes; or
  \item[(g)] by any species of coercion or restraint otherwise than in accordance with the Labour Decree, compels or attempts to compel the service of any person,
\end{itemize}

shall be guilty of second degree felony.

\textsuperscript{132} \textit{See Customary International Humanitarian Law}, Rules 94, 95, 156.

\textsuperscript{133} Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (a).
Certain violations of international humanitarian law prohibitions in non-international armed conflict are now recognized as being war crimes entailing individual criminal responsibility. These prohibitions are found, in particular, in common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, Protocol II, Article 8 (2) (c) and (e) of the Rome Statute, other conventional international law and customary international humanitarian law.

Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions is a mini-convention that protects persons not taking part in hostilities from a broad list of inhumane treatment. Protocol II “develops and supplements Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions” with respect to non-international armed conflicts that take place in the territory of a state party to the Protocol. It addresses conflicts “between [a state party’s] armed forces and dissident armed forces or other organized armed groups which, under responsible command, exercise such control over a part of its territory as to enable them to carry out

134 Common Article 3 provides:

In the case of armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties, each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a minimum, the following provisions:

(1) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed ‘ hors de combat ’ by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any other similar criteria.

To this end, the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place whatsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons:

(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture;

(b) taking of hostages;

(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment;

(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.

(2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for.

An impartial humanitarian body, such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, may offer its services to the Parties to the conflict.

The Parties to the conflict should further endeavour to bring into force, by means of special agreements, all or part of the other provisions of the present Convention.

The application of the preceding provisions shall not affect the legal status of the Parties to the conflict.

135 Protocol II, art. 1 (1).
sustained and concerted military operations and to implement this Protocol.”

It also provides a broad range of protections to often marginalized people. Article 8 (2) (c) of the Rome Statute includes most of the war crimes in common Article 3, and Article 8 (2) (e) contains an extensive, but by no means complete, list of war crimes in non-international armed conflict.

**Rome Statute.** Ghana has defined some of the war crimes listed in Article 8 (2) (c) and (e) as crimes in national law. Offences found in Article 8 (2) (c) and (e) which are also non-grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols are defined as crimes in the Geneva Conventions Act. In directly referencing the Geneva Conventions, Ghana has defined these crimes in a manner that is consistent with international law, though its listing of sexual violence offences, drawn from the Geneva Conventions, is not as robust as those offences of sexual violence listed in the Rome Statute. Ghana has expressly authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over the crimes found in Article 8 (2) (c) and (e) that are also found in the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols as crimes in non-international armed conflict. It has not defined the remaining crimes found in Rome Statute Article 8 (2) (c) and (e) as crimes under national law nor has it authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over these crimes.

**Gaps in the Rome Statute.** Although serious violations of Protocol II are listed as war crimes in the Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, many of them are not expressly included in Article 8 (2) (e) of the Rome Statute. For example, intentionally starving the civilian population (Article 14 of Protocol II and customary international humanitarian law) is omitted.

**Other international humanitarian law treaties.** In addition, there are a number of international humanitarian law treaties applicable during non-international armed conflict imposing obligations that, if violated, may possibly result in individual criminal responsibility, either under the treaties or because the prohibitions are recognized as part of customary international law. There are also numerous rules of customary international humanitarian law applicable in non-international armed conflict that, if violated, would result in individual criminal responsibility.

As Chart V indicates, Ghana has not defined violations of these treaties as crimes under national law. Although Ghana courts may be able to exercise universal jurisdiction over the crimes below

---

136 Protocol II, art. 1 (1).

137 Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (1), (3).

138 Article 8 (2) (e) (vi) of the Rome Statute prohibits “(c)ommitting rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy...enforced sterilization, and any other form of sexual violence also constituting a serious violation” of common Article 3, while Article 4 (2) (e) of Protocol II, which the Geneva Conventions Act incorporates, prohibits “outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment, rape, enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault,” where the phrases “outrages upon personal dignity” and “any form of indecent assault” refer to any form of sexual violence. See *Customary International Humanitarian Law*, Rule 93 (Rape and Other forms of Sexual Violence).


140 See *Customary International Humanitarian Law*, Rule 53 (The use of starvation of the civilian population as a method of warfare is prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).
found in treaties to which Ghana is a party or signatory based on a catchall provision in the Courts Act, it is unlikely that Ghana courts would exercise this jurisdiction based on the catchall provision alone (see Section 4.2 above).

**CHART V. INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW TREATIES APPLICABLE DURING NON-INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT IMPOSING OBLIGATIONS WHICH, IF VIOLATED, POSSIBLY MAY RESULT IN INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY, EITHER UNDER THE CONVENTIONS OR BECAUSE THE PROHIBITIONS ARE RECOGNIZED AS PART OF CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Treaty</th>
<th>Signed</th>
<th>Ratified or acceded</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recruiting, training, financing or protecting mercenaries</td>
<td>Mercenaries - 1977 OAU Convention</td>
<td>8 June 1978</td>
<td>20 July 1978 (ratified)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of certain prohibited conventional weapons</td>
<td>CCW 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of weapons that injure by non-detectable fragments</td>
<td>CCW Prot. I 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of prohibited mines, booby-traps and other</td>
<td>CCW Prot. II 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

141 On the AU website, this is date of ratification. It also lists date of deposit as 21 August 1978, so one of these dates is incorrect.
## CHART V. INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW TREATIES APPLICABLE DURING NON-INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT IMPOSING OBLIGATIONS WHICH, IF VIOLATED, POSSIBLY MAY RESULT IN INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY, EITHER UNDER THE CONVENTIONS OR BECAUSE THE PROHIBITIONS ARE RECOGNIZED AS PART OF CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Treaty</th>
<th>Signed</th>
<th>Ratified or acceded</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of prohibited incendiary weapons</td>
<td>CCW Prot. III 1980</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use, financing or training of mercenaries</td>
<td>Mercenaries - 1989 Convention</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of prohibited mines, booby-traps and other devices</td>
<td>CCW Prot. II a 1996</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing, producing, stockpiling and using prohibited chemical weapons</td>
<td>CWC 1993</td>
<td>14 January 1993</td>
<td>9 July 1997 (ratified)</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of blinding laser weapons</td>
<td>CCW Prot. IV 1995</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using, stockpiling, producing and transferring prohibited anti-personnel mines</td>
<td>AP Mine Ban Conv. 1997</td>
<td>4 December 1997</td>
<td>30 June 2000 (ratified)</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harming protected cultural property</td>
<td>Hague Prot. 1999</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHART V. INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW TREATIES APPLICABLE DURING NON-INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT IMPOSING OBLIGATIONS WHICH, IF VIOLATED, POSSIBLY MAY RESULT IN INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY, EITHER UNDER THE CONVENTIONS OR BECAUSE THE PROHIBITIONS ARE RECOGNIZED AS PART OF CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Treaty</th>
<th>Signed</th>
<th>Ratified or acceded</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recruiting and using child soldiers</td>
<td>Opt Prot. CRC 2000</td>
<td>24 September 2003</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using certain prohibited conventional weapons</td>
<td>CCW Amdt 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failing to clear and destroy explosive remnants of war</td>
<td>CCW Prot. V</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of prohibited cluster munitions</td>
<td>Cluster Munitions 2008</td>
<td>3 December 2008</td>
<td>3 February 2011 (ratified)</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rules of customary international humanitarian law.** Finally, there are a number of rules of customary international law applicable in non-international armed conflict, which, if violated, could lead to individual criminal responsibility for war crimes. Some of these rules are listed in Chart VI. The chart indicates that Ghana has defined violations of two of these rules – the prohibitions against slavery and collective punishments – as crimes under national law. The prohibitions against slavery and collective punishments, recognized in Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions, are recognized in Additional Protocol II as a guarantee for civilians and persons hors de combat; Rule 103 (Collective punishments are prohibited in Additional Protocol II for civilians and persons hors de combat).

---

142 Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 94 (Prohibition of slavery and slave trade is recognized in Additional Protocol II as a guarantee for civilians and persons hors de combat); Rule 103 (Collective punishments are prohibited in Additional Protocol II for civilians and persons hors de combat).
defined in Ghanaian law in a manner that is consistent with international law, as the Geneva
Conventions Act criminalizes all violations of the Geneva Conventions and their Additional
Protocols.\footnote{\textit{Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (1) \& (3).}} The chart also indicates that Ghana has authorized its courts to exercise universal
jurisdiction over these crimes.

\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
Rule of customary international humanitarian law & Defined in national law (citation to any relevant provision) & Universal jurisdiction (citation to any relevant provision) \\
\hline
Use of biological weapons\footnote{\textit{Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 73 (The use of biological weapons is prohibited).}} & NO & NO \\
Use of chemical weapons\footnote{\textit{Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 74 (The use of chemical weapons is prohibited).}} & NO & NO \\
Use of non-detectable fragments\footnote{\textit{Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 79 (The use of weapons the primary effect of which is to injure by fragments which are not detectable by X-rays in the human body is prohibited).}} & NO & NO \\
Use of binding laser weapons\footnote{\textit{Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 86 (The use of laser weapons that are specifically designed, as their combat function or as one of their combat functions, to cause permanent blindness to unenhanced vision is prohibited).}} & NO & NO \\
Launching an indiscriminate attack resulting in death or injury to civilians, or an attack in the knowledge that it will cause excessive Incidental civilian loss, injury or damage\footnote{\textit{Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 11 (Indiscriminate attacks are prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).}} & NO & NO \\
Making non-defended localities and demilitarized zones the object of & NO & NO \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\footnote{\textit{Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 36 (Directing an attack against a demilitarized zone agreed upon between the parties to the conflict is prohibited); Rule 37 (Directing an attack against a non-defended locality is prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).}}
## Chart VI. Rules of Customary International Law Applicable to Non-International Armed Conflict Which, If Violated, Could Lead to Individual Criminal Responsibility for War Crimes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule of customary international humanitarian law</th>
<th>Defined in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attack(^{149})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using human shields(^{150})</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavery(^{151})</td>
<td>Criminal Code, 1960 (Act 29), sect. 314 (all victims)</td>
<td>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (a) (all victims)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (3) (victims who are civilians or hors de combat)</td>
<td>Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (4) (victims who are civilians or hors de combat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective punishments(^{152})</td>
<td>Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (3) (victims who are civilians and hors de combat)</td>
<td>Geneva Conventions Act, 2009 (Act 780), sect. 1 (4) (victims who are civilians or hors de combat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of poison(^{153})</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of toxic gases(^{154})</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{149}\) Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 97 (The use of human shields is prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

\(^{150}\) Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 94 (Slavery and the slave trade in all their forms are prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

\(^{151}\) The prohibition of collective punishments is stated in Additional Protocol II. Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 103 (Collective punishments are prohibited); Rule 156 (Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes).

\(^{152}\) The Review Conference of the Rome Statute adopted an amendment to Article 8 (2) (e) to make the use of this weapon in non-international armed conflict a war crime. RC/Res.5, Amendments to article 8 of the Rome Statute, adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, on 10 June 2010, by consensus (http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/asp_docs/Resolutions/RC-Res.5-ENG.pdf).

4.3.2. CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

Ghana has been a party to the Rome Statute since 1999. The most widely accepted definition of the acts constituting crimes against humanity is found in Article 7 of the Rome Statute. As Chart VII indicates, Ghana has defined some conduct amounting to specific crimes of crimes against humanity as offences under national law. However, Ghanaian law has not defined these crimes to meet the strictest requirements of international law. Ghana courts may exercise universal jurisdiction over enslavement, which is one of the specific crimes against humanity, but Ghana has not expressly authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over the other crimes that could amount to crimes against humanity. Although it is clear that the national courts in Ghana are able to exercise universal jurisdiction over some conduct amounting to crimes against humanity when committed abroad by a non-national of Ghana in the course of duties carried out for the state, it is not clear that the courts would exercise universal jurisdiction over crimes in other instances, based on a Courts Act catchall provision, which authorizes the exercise of universal jurisdiction over crimes found in instruments to which Ghana is a signatory, whether the offences are defined in national law or not (see Section 4.2 above).

---

**CHART VII. CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold/Act</th>
<th>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes¹⁵⁷</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>Committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a</td>
<td>[No threshold requirement under national law]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


¹⁵⁷ The Elements of Crimes is a document separate from the Rome Statute written to assist the ICC in the interpretation and application of Rome Statute Articles 6 to 8, defining genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. International Criminal Court, Elements of Crimes, ICC-PIDS-LT-03-002/11_Eng (2011).
### CHART VII. CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold/Act</th>
<th>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes&lt;sup&gt;157&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Civilian</strong></td>
<td>civilian population, with perpetrator knowledge of the attack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Murder</strong></td>
<td>Killing one or more persons</td>
<td>Causing the death of another person by any unlawful harm, unless the crime is reduced to manslaughter by reason of such extreme provocation, or other matter of partial excuse (Criminal Code, 1960 (Act 29), sect. 47)</td>
<td>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer) <strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extermination</strong></td>
<td>Killing one or more persons, including by inflicting conditions of life, <em>inter alia</em>, the deprivation of access to food and medicine, calculated to bring about the destruction of part of a population Conduct constituted, or took place as part of, a mass killing of members of a civilian population</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enslavement</strong></td>
<td>Exercise of any or all the powers attaching to the right of ownership over one or more persons, such as by purchasing, selling, lending or bartering such a person or persons, or imposing on them a similar deprivation of liberty Includes the exercise of power in the course of trafficking in persons,</td>
<td>Identified as “slave dealing,” or dealing, trading in, buying, selling, bartering, transferring, or taking a slave, in the Criminal Code, 1960 (Act 29), sect. 314 Identified as “human trafficking,” or the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring, trading or receipt of persons for the purpose of exploitation (which includes forced labour or services, slavery</td>
<td>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (a) (slave trade or traffic in slaves) Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (c) (traffic in women or children) Human Trafficking Act, 2005 (Act 694), sect. 8 (trafficking in persons)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHART VII. CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold/Act</th>
<th>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes(^{157})</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deportation or forcible transfer of population</td>
<td>Deportation or forcible transfer of one or more persons by expulsion or other coercive acts from the area in which they are lawfully present, without grounds permitted under international law. Perpetrator awareness of the factual circumstances establishing lawfulness of victims' presence.</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty</td>
<td>Imprisonment of one or more persons or otherwise severe deprivation of physical liberty, the gravity of this conduct being such that it violates fundamental rules of international law. Perpetrator awareness of the factual circumstances establishing the gravity.</td>
<td>Intentionally and without consent, detaining a person in a particular place, of whatever extent or character and whether enclosed or not, or compelling a person to move or be carried in any particular direction (Criminal Code, 1960, Act 29), sect. 88.</td>
<td>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (I) (foreign public officer) <strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold/Act</td>
<td>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes&lt;sup&gt;157&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</td>
<td>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Torture</strong></td>
<td>Intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, upon one or more persons in the custody or under the control of the accused; except that torture shall not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions</td>
<td>Adult Victims: <strong>Prohibition in the Constitution but no criminal sanctions (The Constitution of the Republic of Ghana, 1992, sect. 15 (2)(a)).</strong></td>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed时</td>
<td></td>
<td>Child Victims: Identified as “torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment including any cultural practice which dehumanises or is injurious to the physical and mental well-being of a child”, in the Children’s Act, 1998 (Act 560), sect. 13.</td>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold/Act</th>
<th>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes(^{157})</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Rape          | Invasion of the body of a person by conduct resulting in penetration, however slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or the anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body. Invasions committed by force, or by threat or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive | Adult Victims: Carnal knowledge of a female of sixteen years or above without her consent, where carnal knowledge is demonstrable by proof of the least degree of penetration (Criminal Code, 1960 (Act 29), sects. 98 - 99) | Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer)  
**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)** |
CHART VII. CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold/Act</th>
<th>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes157</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment, or committed against a person incapable of giving genuine consent</td>
<td>Child Victims: Identified as “defilement,” which is the natural or unnatural carnal knowledge of any child under sixteen years of age, with or without the child’s consent, where natural or unnatural carnal knowledge is demonstrable by proof of the least degree of penetration, in the Criminal Code, 1960 (Act 29), sects. 99, 101</td>
<td>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer)</td>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart VII. Crimes Against Humanity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threshold/Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes</strong>&lt;sup&gt;157&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><strong>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Victims with Mental Incapacities:</strong></td>
<td>Identified as “carnal knowledge,” having carnal knowledge or unnatural carnal knowledge of an idiot, imbecile or a mental patient in or under the care of a mental hospital whether with or without the consent of that other person, in circumstances which prove that the accused knew at the time of the commission of the criminal offence that the other person has a mental incapacity, and where carnal knowledge is demonstrable by proof of the least degree of penetration, in the Criminal Code, 1960 (Act 29), sects. 99, 102</td>
<td>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer) <strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual slavery</strong></td>
<td>Enslavement (see definition above) where the perpetrator caused the victim to engage in one or more acts of a sexual nature</td>
<td>Identified as “other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery,” in the Human Trafficking Act, 2005 (Act 694), sect. 1 (2)</td>
<td>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer) <strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enforced prostitution</strong></td>
<td>Causing one or more persons to engage in one or more acts of a sexual nature by force, or by threat of force or</td>
<td>Identified as “induced prostitution” in the Human Trafficking Act, 2005 (Act 694), sect. 1</td>
<td>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHART VII. CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold/Act</th>
<th>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes&lt;sup&gt;157&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perpetrator expects to obtain pecuniary or other advantage for or in connection with the acts of a sexual nature</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced pregnancy</td>
<td>Unlawful confinement of a one or more women forcibly made pregnant, with the intent of affecting the ethnic composition of any population or carrying out other grave violations of international law</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced sterilization</td>
<td>Deprivation of one or more persons of biological reproductive capacity, neither justified by the medical or hospital treatment of the person or persons concerns nor carried out with their genuine consent</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other forms of sexual violence</td>
<td>An act of a sexual nature against one or more persons or causing such persons to engage in an act of a sexual nature by force, or by threat of force or coercion such as that caused by</td>
<td>Identified as “indecent assault,” forcibly making any sexual bodily contact with another person or sexually violating the body of that other person in a manner not amounting to carnal knowledge or unnatural carnal</td>
<td>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (l) (foreign public officer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHART VII. CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold/Act</th>
<th>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes[^157]</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circumstances identified (see the definition of Rape) above, the gravity of this conduct being equivalent to the sexual crimes listed above Perpetrator awareness of the factual circumstances establishing the gravity of the conduct</td>
<td>knowledge and without consent, in the Criminal Code, 1920 (Act 29), sect. 103.</td>
<td>(4) (n) (catchall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persecution</td>
<td>Intentional and severe deprivation of fundamental rights contrary to international law by reason of the identity of the group or collectivity Targeting based on political, social, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender, or other grounds universally recognized as impermissible under international law</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforced disappearance</td>
<td>Arrest, detention or abduction of persons by, with the authorization of, support or acquiescence of, a State or political organization, followed by a refusal to acknowledge that deprivation of freedom or to give information</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>**Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold/Act</td>
<td>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes\textsuperscript{157}</td>
<td>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</td>
<td>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on the fate or whereabouts of those persons, with the intention of removing them from the protection of the law for a prolonged period of time. Perpetrator awareness that the arrest, detention, or abduction would be following by a refusal to acknowledge that deprivation of freedom or to give information on the fate or whereabouts of the victim, or such refusal was preceded or accompanied by that deprivation of freedom.</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The crime of apartheid</td>
<td>Inhumane acts of a character similar to those referred to above, committed in the context of an institutionalized regime or systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups and committed with the intention of maintaining that regime. Perpetrator awareness of the factual circumstances establishing the character of the act.</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHART VII. CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold/Act</th>
<th>Definition in text of Rome Statute, Article 7 and/or the Elements of Crimes</th>
<th>Definition in national law (citation to any relevant provision)</th>
<th>Universal jurisdiction in national law (citation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other inhumane acts</td>
<td>Acts of a similar character (to the above), intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td><strong>Courts Act, 1993 (Act 459), sect. 56 (4) (n) (catchall)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As discussed below, the definitions of crimes listed in Chart VII under Ghanaian law fall short of the strictest requirements of international law. Importantly, in no instance does Ghanaian law indicate that the crimes listed could constitute crimes against humanity if committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population. While it is possible for the national courts in Ghana to try the same acts that constitute crimes against humanity as ordinary crimes in such an instance, prosecuting these offences as ordinary crimes will not reflect the same moral condemnation and, in most instances, elicit equivalent punishment, to the corresponding crimes under international law.

In addition, except for the offence of enslavement, Ghanaian law does not expressly authorize the exercise of universal jurisdiction over these acts. Ghana courts may exercise universal jurisdiction over these crimes when committed abroad by a foreigner who is an employee of the state or statutory corporation, but this is likely to be a rare circumstance. Also, a catchall in the Courts Act appears to grant national courts the ability to exercise universal jurisdiction over any offence found in an instrument that Ghana has signed, which would include Article 7 offences as defined in the Rome Statute. However, there is no prior practice that indicates the courts would exercise universal jurisdiction based on this catchall provision alone (see Section 4.2 above).

**Murder.** The definition of murder in the Ghana Criminal Code\(^\text{158}\) does not define murder, when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians, as a crime against humanity.

**Enslavement.** The Criminal Code defines slave dealing in a manner that is general enough to include the some forms of the crime of enslavement.\(^\text{159}\) In addition, under Ghanaian law, some forms of

---

\(^{158}\) See Criminal Code, sect. 47.

\(^{159}\) See Criminal Code, sect. 314.
enslavement fall under the umbrella of “human trafficking”, which is a crime. However, these definitions do not fully define what constitutes enslavement in a manner consistent with the contemporary definition of slavery under international law, which includes a wide variety of forms. In addition, Ghanaian law does not specifically indicate that enslavement, when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians, would constitute a crime against humanity. Unlike the other specific crimes listed in Chart VII, Ghana has expressly authorized its courts to exercise universal jurisdiction over enslavement and over trafficking offences that incorporate slavery and slave-like practices.

**Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of liberty in violation of the fundamental rules of international law.** Imprisonment is defined as an offence in the Criminal Code. However, the definition of imprisonment in Ghanaian law does not mention that the gravity of the conduct must be such that it violates fundamental rules of international law as in Article 7 of the Rome Statute. Further, Ghanaian law does not provide that imprisonment, when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians, is a crime against humanity.

**Torture.** The Constitution of Ghana recognizes the right of all individuals to be free from torture and any other treatment or punishment that is cruel, inhuman, or degrading. However, Ghanaian law defines torture as a crime only when committed against child victims. Moreover, Ghanaian law does not define what constitutes torture nor does it indicate that torture, when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians, is a crime against humanity.

**Rape.** The Criminal Code defines rape in Ghanaian law as “the carnal knowledge of a female not less than sixteen years without her consent”, with carnal knowledge demonstrable by “proof of the least degree of penetration”. The offence is termed “defilement” when committed against females under the age of sixteen and simply “carnal knowledge” when committed against those with mental incapacities, whether or not these victims seem to consent. Certain elements of rape in the Elements of Crimes are also found in Ghanaian law, including the requirement that the physical penetration may be however slight. Nevertheless, the current definitions in Ghanaian law fail to

---

160 See Human Trafficking Act, sect. 1.

161 For example, the Criminal Code and the Human Trafficking Act do not include language expressly recognizing that slavery involves exercising a right to ownership over other persons. Cf. Rome Statute, art. 7 (1)(c), as interpreted by the Elements of Crimes, pg. 6; 1926 Slavery Convention, art. 1. For the broad range of the varieties of contemporary forms of enslavement, see Machteld Boot, Rodney Dixon & Christopher K. Hall, ‘Article 7 (crimes Against Humanity)’, Commentary on the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court: Observers’ Notes, Article by Article 191 – 194 and 244 – 247 (2008).

162 See Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (a), (c); Human Trafficking Act, sect. 8.

163 Criminal Code, sect. 88.

164 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, art. 15 (2) (a).

165 See Children’s Act, sect. 13.

166 Criminal Code, sects. 97 - 99.

167 See Criminal Code, sects. 101, 103.

168 The non-contextual elements of the crime of rape as a crime against humanity are:
account for potential instances of rape where men and boys are victims, including the realities of rape committed during armed conflict and as part of widespread or systematic attacks against civilians, when men and boys are often targeted. The exclusion of men and boys as potential victims is a divergence from the offence of rape as a crime against humanity covered by Article 7 of the Statute and defined in the Elements of Crimes, which includes all persons as potential victims. It also renders rape under Ghanaian law discriminatory and thus inconsistent with international human rights standards.

Under Ghana’s national law, a key element of rape is a lack of victim consent, which puts the focus of the crime on the behaviour of the victim instead of the perpetrator. This out of date approach is problematic in that it may not account for a broad range of coercive circumstances recognized by international law during which any apparent consent given by the victim cannot be genuine. A definition of rape and defilement based on “force, threat of force, and coercion,” in all its forms, would be more consistent with international law than the definitions under Ghanaian law, which focus on victim consent. Furthermore, Ghanaian law fails to define rape, when committed as part of a crime against humanity.

1. The perpetrator invaded the body of a person by conduct resulting in penetration, however slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or of the anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body.

2. The invasion was committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment, or the invasion was committed against a person incapable of giving genuine consent.

Footnote 15 reads: “The concept of “invasion” is intended to be broad enough to be gender-neutral.”

Footnote 16 reads: “It is understood that a person may be incapable of giving genuine consent if affected by natural, induced or age related incapacity. This footnote also applies to the corresponding elements of article 7 (1) (g)-3, 5 and 6.”


170 Ghanaian law does recognize that consent given by those with mental incapacities cannot be genuine. See Criminal Code, sect. 102. However, the law is not flexible enough to account for various other kinds of coercive circumstances recognized in international law such as incidents including threats of force, duress, detention, psychological oppression, abuses of power, and the perpetrator’s taking advantage of a coercive environment. See Amnesty International, Rape and sexual violence: Human rights law and standards in the international criminal court (Rape and sexual violence), Index: 53/001/2011, March 2011 (http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/info/IOS53/001/2011/en), pp. 13 – 28.

171 Age of consent provisions may fail to provide victims’ justice if the age of consent is set too low or too high. In Ghana, the law presumes that adolescents above the age of sixteen – a category of individuals at particular risk of coerced sexual abuse – genuinely consent, without provision for a case-by-case analysis of coercion, which would take into account their decreased physicality, social and economic dependence, or limited negotiating power. See Amnesty International, Rape and sexual violence 31 – 33 (2011). Article 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child defines a child as “For the purposes of the present Convention, a child means every human being below the age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier.”
of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians, as a crime against humanity.

**Enforced prostitution and sexual slavery.** Under Ghanaian law, “induced prostitution” and some acts amounting to sexual slavery fall under the umbrella of “human trafficking”, which is a crime. However, the concept of “induced prostitution” does not fully reflect the elements of this crime, a key component of which is the coercion of the perpetrator, for the pecuniary or other benefit of the perpetrator or another person, not behaviour imitated by the victim or for the benefit of the victim. Similarly, the concept of “human trafficking” does not fully capture the complete range of sexual enslavement, which does not always include trafficking. Furthermore, Ghanaian law does not indicate that these offences, when committed as part of a widespread and systematic attack against civilians, constitute crimes against humanity.

**Other forms of sexual violence.** The Criminal Code identifies “indecent assault” as encompassing other forms of sexual violence not amounting to rape and defilement, although the Code limits indecent assault to those assaults committed forcibly, thus failing to include potential circumstances where threats of force and coercion enable the crime (see discussion of Rape above). Ghanaian law on “indecent assault” is also narrower than the category of “other forms of sexual violence” found in Article 7 of the Rome Statute. “Other forms of sexual violence,” as defined in the Elements of Crimes, include the causing of any act of a sexual nature

“by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or such person’s or persons’ incapacity to give genuine consent”

These examples would cover sexual acts that a perpetrator forced a victim to commit on a third party or as means of humiliation. In contrast, indecent assault under Ghanaian law appears to criminalize only a perpetrator’s sexual contact with or sexual violation of a victim’s body, which would not include other sexual acts the perpetrator forced or coerced the victim to carry out. Ghanaian law also departs from international law by failing expressly to indicate that these offences, when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians, are crimes against humanity.

### 4.3.3. GENOCIDE

Ghana has been a party to the 1948 Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Genocide Convention) since 24 December 1958. Article II of the Genocide Convention defines genocide as follows:

“In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;

---

172 See Human Trafficking Act, sect. 1.
173 See Criminal Code, sect. 103.
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group."

Article 6 of the Rome Statute contains a virtually identical definition of this crime. In addition, Article III of the Genocide Convention requires states to make both genocide and four ancillary forms of genocide crimes under national law:

"The following acts shall be punishable:

(a) Genocide;

(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide;

(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide;

(d) Attempt to commit genocide;

(e) Complicity in genocide."

Most of these ancillary forms of genocide are also incorporated in Article 25 (Individual responsibility) of the Rome Statute.

Ghana has defined genocide as a crime in Section 49A of the Criminal Code, with a definition that follows almost exactly the same wording as in Article II of the Genocide Convention. Unlike the Genocide Convention, however, the Criminal Code makes genocide punishable by death, which is contrary to international human rights norms and inconsistent with the repeated calls by the UN General Assembly on states to establish a moratorium on executions with a view to abolishing the

Section 49A (2) of the Criminal Code states:

A person commits genocide where, with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, any national, ethnical, racial, or religious group, that person

(a) kills members of the group;

(b) causes serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

(c) deliberately inflicts on the group conditions of life calculated to bring its physical destruction;

(d) imposes measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(e) forcibly transfers children of the group to another group.

Criminal Code, sect. 49A (1).
death penalty. Ghana has not defined ancillary crimes of genocide listed in Article III of the Genocide Convention (conspiracy, direct and public incitement, attempt and complicity) as crimes under national law. Ghana has provided its courts with universal jurisdiction over genocide.

4.3.4. TORTURE

Ghana has been a party to the 1984 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Convention against Torture) since 7 September 2000. This treaty requires states parties to define acts of torture as a crime under national law (art. 4), to establish jurisdiction over persons suspected of committing acts of torture (which necessarily include rape and other crimes of sexual violence) who are present in their territories if they are not extradited (art. 5 (2)), to take measures to ensure presence for prosecution or extradition (art. 6 (1) and (2)) and to submit the cases to the competent authorities if they are not extradited (art. 7 (1)).

While the Constitution of Ghana sets forth that no person shall be subjected to torture, Ghana has not defined all torture as a crime. The Children’s Act defines torture of children under 18 as a crime. However, the Criminal Code does not include torture among its listed crimes, although some of the activities associated with torture, including assault, are defined as crimes in that law. Given the jurisdiction requirement in the Convention against Torture and the Courts Act catchall provision, which provides for jurisdiction where required by treaties to which Ghana is a signatory, the courts of Ghana could possibly exercise universal jurisdiction over torture. However, there is no known practice to indicate that the courts would exercise jurisdiction in this case. Further, it is problematic for potential prosecutions that the torture of adults is not defined as an offence in national law, as is required by the Convention against Torture.

4.3.5. EXTRAJUDICIAL EXECUTIONS

Extrajudicial executions, which are “unlawful and deliberate killings, carried out by order of a government or with its complicity or acquiescence,” constitute “fundamental violations of human rights and an affront to the conscience of humanity.” The UN Principles on the Effective

---


178 Courts Act, sect. 56 (4) (e).

179 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (http://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/898586b1dc7b4043c1256a450044f331/a3bd1b89d20ea373c1257046004c1479/$FILE/G0542837.pdf), UN G.A. Res. 39/46, 10 December 1984.


181 Children’s Act, sects. 1, 13 (1).

182 Criminal Code, sects. 84 - 87.

Prevention and Investigation of Extra-legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions make clear that all states must ensure that all persons found in territory subject to their jurisdiction who are suspected of such crimes are either prosecuted in their own courts or are extradited to face trial elsewhere.\textsuperscript{184} Extrajudicial executions are not expressly defined as crimes in Ghanaian law. However, these killings could be prosecuted as murder under Section 46 of the Criminal Code,\textsuperscript{185} or, if committed during an international armed conflict, as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions. The courts of Ghana cannot exercise universal jurisdiction over the ordinary crime of murder.

4.3.6. ENFORCED DISAPPEARANCES

Ghana signed on 6 February 2007, but has not yet ratified, the 2006 International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance (Disappearance Convention).\textsuperscript{186} This treaty requires states parties to define enforced disappearance as a crime under national law (arts. 3, 4 and 6),\textsuperscript{187} to establish jurisdiction over persons suspected of enforced disappearance who are present in their territories if they are not extradited (art. 9 (2)), to take measures to ensure presence for prosecution or extradition (art. 10 (1) and (2)) and to submit the case to the competent authorities if they are not extradited (art. 11 (1)).

In addition, Article 7 (1) (i) of the Rome Statute lists enforced disappearance of persons as a crime against humanity, while Article 7 (2) (i) defines enforced disappearances as

\begin{quote}\textquotedblleft the arrest, detention or abduction of persons by, or with the authorization, support or acquiescence of, a State or a political organization, followed by a refusal to acknowledge that deprivation of freedom or to give information on the fate or whereabouts of those persons, with\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{184} Principle 18 of the UN Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions declares:

\begin{quote}\textquotedblleft Governments shall ensure that persons identified by the investigation as having participated in extra-legal, arbitrary or summary executions in any territory under their jurisdiction are brought to justice. Governments shall either bring such persons to justice or cooperate to extradite any such persons to other countries wishing to exercise jurisdiction. This principle shall apply irrespective of who and where the perpetrators or the victims are, their nationalities or where the offence was committed.\textquotedblright\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{185} See Criminal Code, sects. 46 - 47.


\textsuperscript{187} The Convention has defined enforced disappearance in Article 2 as

\begin{quote}\textquotedblleft the arrest, detention, abduction or any other form of deprivation of liberty by agents of the State or by persons or groups of persons acting with the authorization, support or acquiescence of the State, followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by concealment of the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person, which place such a person outside the protection of the law\textquotedblright.\end{quote}
the intention of removing them from the protection of the law for a prolonged period of time.”

Ghana has not defined enforced disappearance as a crime under national law. However, some acts of this complex crime can be prosecuted under the Criminal Code as an ordinary crime, such as kidnapping. Ghana has not provided its courts with universal jurisdiction over enforced disappearances or over those ordinary crimes.

4.3.7. AGGRESSION
The crime under international law of planning, preparing, initiating or waging aggressive war has been recognized as a crime under international law since it was incorporated in the Nuremberg Charter in 1945. It is expressly listed as a crime in Article 5 of the Rome Statute over which the International Criminal Court shall exercise jurisdiction once a provision is adopted defining the crime and setting out the conditions under which the Court shall exercise jurisdiction with respect to this crime. The Review Conference on the Rome Statute adopted an amendment to the Rome Statute defining the crime and setting out the conditions under which the Court will exercise its jurisdiction over the crime.

Ghana has not defined the planning, preparation, initiation or waging of an aggressive war as a crime under national law nor has it provided its courts with universal jurisdiction over this crime.

---


189 See Criminal Code, sects. 89 - 90.

190 Charter of the International Military Tribunal, annexed to the London Agreement (Nuremberg Charter), 8 Aug. 1945, art. 6 (a) (“CRIMES AGAINST PEACE: namely, planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a war of aggression, or a war in violation of international treaties, agreements or assurances, or participation in a common plan or conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of the foregoing[.]

191 Rome Statute, art. 5 (2).

192 RC/Res.6 (http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/asp_docs/Resolutions/RC-Res.6-ENG.pdf).
5. JURISDICTION OVER CIVIL CLAIMS FOR REPARATION

There does not appear to be any Ghanaian legislation expressly providing for universal civil jurisdiction, either in civil proceedings or in criminal proceedings. However, as a common law country, Ghana courts can award equitable relief, which includes some forms of reparation, in civil cases and, possibly, with regard to civil claims made in criminal cases. Under the Constitution, English common law, which includes equity, as of independence in 1957, is part of the law of Ghana (see Section 2.1 above).

In civil proceedings and in criminal proceedings, the scope of remedies that can be awarded to victims according to Ghanaian legislation and common law is more limited than the rights of victims to reparation under international law. Under international law and standards, victims of crimes under international law and other human rights violations and abuses are entitled to full reparation, including restitution, rehabilitation, compensation and guarantees of non-repetition. Under Ghanaian legislation and jurisprudence, victims may obtain compensation and restitution in criminal proceedings. Plaintiffs initiating civil proceedings may obtain damages in the form of monetary compensation. It is also possible that, under the common law, equitable remedies analogous to other forms of reparation are available, but it appears no court has addressed this issue.

5.1. UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION OVER CIVIL CLAIMS IN CIVIL CASES

In contrast to a number of civil law countries and the United States, there is no specific

---


legislation in Ghana expressly permitting victims to obtain reparation in civil proceedings based on universal jurisdiction. However, to the extent that civil proceedings based on universal jurisdiction are possible, then equitable remedies would be available in such cases.

5.2. CIVIL CLAIMS IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

The Criminal Procedure Code provides that victims can receive civil remedies in criminal proceedings (for a description of how the rights of victims in such criminal proceedings generally are implemented, see Section 2.5 above). In these cases, victims are entitled under statute to recover two forms of reparation—restitution and compensation. There is nothing in this legislation suggesting that they cannot recover for civil claims on the same jurisdictional basis as the criminal proceedings, including recovery for civil claims in criminal proceedings based on universal jurisdiction. Therefore, it should be possible for claimants in criminal proceedings based on universal jurisdiction, such as prosecutions for war crimes under the Geneva Conventions Act, to obtain such statutory relief. However, this is not expressly granted and has not occurred in practice.

5.3. THE RIGHT TO REPARATION OF VICTIMS IN CIVIL PROCEEDINGS

Ghanaian legislation does not expressly recognize the right of victims of crimes under international law to reparation in civil proceedings. However, Ghanaian law generally provides for two types of remedies in civil proceedings—compensation and equitable remedies such as restitution.

The scope of remedies that can be awarded to victims according to Ghanaian legislation and common law is more limited than the rights of victims under international law and standards. International law remedies include five forms of reparation—restitution, rehabilitation, compensation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition. Some of these forms of reparation can only be provided by the state where the crime occurred or by the state where the convicted person is a national and, therefore, it would not be possible to include them in a court judgment based on universal jurisdiction. However, some of these forms of reparation—such as providing satisfaction in the form of an apology to the victim or the victim’s family—could be provided by the convicted person himself or herself. In Ghana the principal statutory remedy in civil proceedings is monetary compensation (known as damages). In addition, it is possible that Ghana courts may grant

addition to the numerous decisions by US Federal courts awarding civil reparation to victims in civil cases based on universal jurisdiction over the past three decades, courts in other countries have made such awards in civil cases. See, for example, Ashraf El-Hojouj v. Libya, Civil Section, first instance regional court in The Hague (Netherlands), 21 March 2012 (http://zoek.rechtspraak.nl/detailpage.aspx?Ijn=BY9748); Kovač c. Plavčić, Jugement, Tribunal de Grande Instance Paris, France, 14 mars 2011 (awarding approximately 200,000 euros to victims of crimes against humanity).

Reference

195 See Criminal Procedure Code, sects. 145-148, as amended by the Criminal Procedure Code (Amendment) Act, 2002 (Act 633). See also Courts Act, sect. 35. It may be possible, although this question does not appear to have been addressed in any case, that claimants seeking civil reparations in a criminal proceeding based on universal jurisdiction, may obtain equitable relief.

196 The absence of practice involving civil claims in universal criminal jurisdiction cases can be explained by the absence of prosecutions based on such jurisdiction.

197 See High Court (Civil Procedure) Rules, 2004 (Constitutional Instrument 47) (High Court Rules), Order 40.
plaintiffs restitution as an equitable remedy under common law, but no court appears to have addressed this question.

5.4. THE RIGHTS OF VICTIMS DURING CIVIL PROCEEDINGS
In general, a number of rights are recognized for victims who are plaintiffs or complainants in civil proceedings. These include the right to participate through the issue and service of legal process, including pleadings, the right to file pre-trial motions, the right to testify at trial, the right to counsel, the right to notice of any orders relevant to the proceedings, and the right to notice of hearing of appeal. The rights of victims in criminal proceedings are discussed in Section 2 (see Section 2.5 above).

5.4.1. NOTICE OF THE RIGHTS OF VICTIMS
The right of victims to notice about their rights regarding the investigation, litigation and appeal, which is essential if victims are to be able to exercise their other rights, is not guaranteed in law and practice.

5.4.2. PROTECTION
With regard to the protection of victims and witnesses in civil proceedings, there is no legislation that expressly provides victims acting as complainants or plaintiffs with protection against possible attempts against their lives or those of their relatives. However, it may be possible that such protection could be provided on a case-by-case basis (see Section 2.5.6.2 above).

5.4.3. SUPPORT
The right of victims to receive psychological and other support, particularly to people who are often marginalized, such as women, members of minority groups and children, is not guaranteed by law. In practice, a limited number of programs administered by the state may provide psychological and other support to victims.198

5.4.4. NOTICE OF DEVELOPMENTS
By law, victims who are plaintiffs or complainants in civil proceedings are entitled to notice about all developments in the proceedings,199 but it is not clear to what extent this right is guaranteed in practice.

---

198 The Ghana Police Service Domestic Violence and Victim Support Unit offers a clinical psychologist and social welfare officer to work with women and children. In addition, the Ministry of Women and Children’s Affairs helps coordinate the provision of social services for women and children victims. Interview with Assistant Commissioner of Police and Director of Operations, Ghana Police Service Criminal Investigation Department, in Accra, Ghana (28 June 2012). See also Interview with Chief State Attorney, Ministry of Justice Office of International Cooperation, in Accra, Ghana (27 June 2012).

199 For example, the rules of the High Court provide that notice must be given to parties in proceedings, or to their legal representatives, for discovery purposes and to indicate the initiation or amendment of motions and claims, the setting of an action down for trial, the filing of an affidavit, the making of admissions, the appearance of the defendant, the changing of a lawyer or the intention of a party to act in person, and the making of an application for judicial review. See High Court Rules, Orders 9, 16, 19, 23, 29, 34, 35, 55, 75. Notice may also be given, by parties or by the court, to non-parties affected by the litigation. See Order 15.
5.4.5. PARTICIPATION
The right of victims to participate in pre-trial, trial and appellate proceedings is guaranteed. By law, victims who are plaintiffs or complainants are entitled to participate in civil proceedings by pleading, filing motions, and testifying.200

5.4.6. REPRESENTATION
Victims who are plaintiffs or complainants in civil proceedings have a right to legal representation.201 The Ghana Legal Aid Scheme provides legal representation to indigent clients throughout the country, which may be granted to victims acting as complainants or plaintiffs in civil proceedings.202

5.5. OTHER ASPECTS OF CIVIL CLAIMS PROCEDURES

Statutes of Limitations on Civil Claims (see Section 6.3 below).

Immunities (See Section 6.5 below).

200 See High Court Rules, Orders 11, 19. Order 4 (1) states:

“Subject to these Rules, any person may begin and carry on proceedings in person or by a lawyer”.

201 See High Court Rules, Orders 4 (1), 72. The Constitution also provides that parties to court proceedings related to the Constitution are entitled to aid in legal representation. See 1992 Constitution, Ch. XXVI, art. 294.

202 The Courts Act gives courts in Ghana the authority to designate legal aid in civil proceedings. Courts Act, sect. 114 (1). Section 2 (2) of the Legal Aid Act states:

“A person is entitled to legal aid

(a) if that person earns the Government minimum wage or less and desires representation in

(i) a criminal matter; or

(ii) a civil matter relating to landlord and tenant, insurance, inheritance with particular reference to the Intestate Succession Act, 1985, maintenance of children and any other civil matters as prescribed by Parliament; or

(b) if in the opinion of the Board that person requires legal aid.”
6. OBSTACLES TO THE EXERCISE OF CRIMINAL OR CIVIL JURISDICTION

As discussed below, there are a number of obstacles to exercising criminal and civil jurisdiction based on universal jurisdiction in criminal and civil cases. These obstacles include: many missing definitions of crimes under international law, some divergences between Ghanaian law and international law in principles of criminal responsibility and defences, immunities, and recognition of amnesties or similar measures of impunity.203

6.1. FLAWED OR MISSING DEFINITIONS OF CRIMES UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW, PRINCIPLES OF CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY OR DEFENCES

6.1.1. DEFINITIONS OF CRIMES
As indicated above in Section 4, the definitions of grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions under Ghanaian law are consistent with those under international law. The definitions of most other crimes under international law are either missing in national law or are inconsistent with the strictest requirements of international law.

Ghana has not defined war crimes not included in the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols, crimes against humanity, crimes ancillary to genocide, torture (except torture of children), extrajudicial executions, enforced disappearances and aggression as crimes under national law. Although some of the conduct amounting to crimes under international law can be prosecuted as ordinary crimes, such as murder, assault, rape and abduction, this alternative is not entirely satisfactory as it leaves gaps where conduct amounting to crimes under international law is not subject to criminal responsibility under national law. Moreover, a prosecution based on universal jurisdiction for ordinary crimes is not possible in Ghana, except in the very rare circumstance when the act was committed abroad by a non-national serving in public office in Ghana. In addition, conviction for an ordinary crime, even when it has common elements, does not convey the same moral condemnation as if the person had been convicted of the crime under international law and does not necessarily involve as severe a punishment.204

6.1.2. PRINCIPLES OF CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY
In Ghana, as in most common law countries, principles of criminal responsibility are found in

---

203 As noted above in footnote 2, this paper does not address a whole range of other types of obstacles to justice, including poverty and discrimination, that are not specific to universal jurisdiction.

jurisprudence, though the Criminal Code also codifies many principles of criminal responsibility. As explained below, one principle of criminal responsibility under Ghanaian law falls short of the principles of responsibility required under international law with respect to crimes under international law and the principles that should apply to such crimes. Other principles of criminal responsibility found in Ghanaian law are largely consistent with principles defined in international law.

The primary difference between principles of criminal responsibility found in the laws of Ghana and those principles found in the Rome Statute and other international law instruments is that Ghanaian law does not have an express principle of command and superior responsibility. The principle of superior responsibility in international law is found in Articles 86 (2) and 87 of Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I),\(^{205}\) Article 6 of the International Law Commission’s 1996 Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind\(^{206}\) and Article 28 of the Rome Statute,\(^{207}\) which itself falls short of other international law in some respects. In addition, the Committee against Torture has concluded that superiors cannot escape criminal responsibility for torture committed by their subordinates.\(^{208}\) There does not appear to be jurisprudence or legislation

\(^{205}\) Paragraph 2 of Article 86 (Failure to act) of Protocol I states:

“1. The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the conflict shall repress grave breaches, and take measures necessary to suppress all other breaches, of the Conventions or of this Protocol which result from a failure to act when under a duty to do so.

2. The fact that a breach of the Conventions or of this Protocol was committed by a subordinate does not absolve his superiors from penal or disciplinary responsibility, as the case may be, if they knew, or had information which should have enabled them to conclude in the circumstances at the time, that he was committing or was going to commit such a breach and if they did not take all feasible measures within their power to prevent or repress the breach.”

See also Protocol I, art. 87 (Duty of commanders).

\(^{206}\) Article 6 (Responsibility of superiors) of the Draft Code of Crimes, which was intended to apply both to international and national courts, states:

“The fact that a crime against the peace and security of mankind was committed by a subordinate does not relieve his superiors of criminal responsibility, if they knew or had reason to know, in the circumstances at the time, that the subordinate was committing or was going to commit such a crime and if they did not take all necessary measures within their power to prevent or repress the crime.”

\(^{207}\) Rome Statute, art. 28 (Responsibility of commanders and other superiors). Although Article 6 (1) (b) of the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance is modelled on the two-tiered Article 28 of the Rome Statute, Article 6 (1) (c) makes clear that this provision “is without prejudice to the higher standards of responsibility applicable under relevant international law to a military commander or to a person effectively acting as a military commander.”

\(^{208}\) Committee against Torture, General Comment 2 (Implementation of article 2 by States parties), U.N. Doc.
recognizing a particular principle of superior responsibility in the laws of Ghana, which is a departure from international law. However, an individual who commands another person to commit a crime is liable under Ghanaian law as an abettor.\textsuperscript{209}

With regard to other principles of individual criminal responsibility, Ghanaian law is roughly similar to Article 25 of the Rome Statute. The common law and the Criminal Code provide for the commission of a crime, individually or jointly (Rome Statute, art. 25 (3) (a)); ordering, soliciting or inducing a crime (Rome Statute, art. 25 (3) (b)); aiding, abetting or otherwise assisting the commission of a crime (Rome Statute, art. 25 (3) (c)); contributing to the commission or attempted commission of a crime by a group of persons acting with a common purpose (Rome Statute, art. 25 (3) (d)); and attempting to commit a crime (Rome Statute, art. 25 (3) (f)).\textsuperscript{210} However, there is no express provision in Ghanaian law making it unlawful directly and publicly to incite others to commit genocide (Rome Statute, art. 25 (3) (e)).

6.1.3. DEFENCES
As discussed below, there are a number of defences in Ghanaian law that are broader than defences permitted under international law with respect to crimes under international law or which are not appropriate for such crimes, such as the defences of superior orders, insanity and voluntary intoxication, which could lead to impunity for the worst imaginable crimes.\textsuperscript{211}

\textsuperscript{209} Henrietta J.A.N. Mensa-Bonsu, \textit{The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook}, Accra: Black Mask, 2001, p. 495

\textsuperscript{210} Under common law, those who assist in the commission of a crime, though not present at the scene of the crime, are accessories and those who are present at the crime scene are principals in the second degree. However, the Criminal Code streamlines accessorial liability by classifying all who assist in the commitment of a crime – whether at the scene of the crime or not – as abettors. Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, \textit{The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook} 480 – 90 (2001). Section 20 (1) of the Criminal Code states:

“A person who, directly or indirectly, instigates, commands, counsels, procures, solicits, or in any other manner purposefully aids, facilitates, encourages, or promotes, whether by a personal act or presence or otherwise, and a person who does an act for the purposes of aiding, facilitating, encouraging, or promoting the commission of a criminal offence by any other person, whether known or unknown, certain or uncertain, commits the criminal offence of abetting that criminal offence, and of abetting the other person in respect of that criminal offence.”

Under common law and the Criminal Code, if two or more persons agree or act together with a common purpose in order to commit or abet a crime, they are guilty of conspiracy. See Criminal Code, sect. 23; Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, \textit{The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook} 386 – 458 (2001).

Under the common law and the Criminal Code, an attempt to commit a criminal offence is itself a criminal offence. See Criminal Code, sect. 18 (2); Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, \textit{The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook} 459 – 479 (2001).

\textsuperscript{211} This section is not intended to cover the full range of defences to criminal charges under Ghanaian law, but simply to discuss some of the most significant features regarding defences that have implications for prosecutions for crimes under international law based on universal jurisdiction.
Defences – superior orders

Ghanaian jurisprudence holds that superior orders are a partial defence under national law if the accused can show that he or she innocently obeyed a superior who had the legal authority to do the acts commanded. This defence has been contrary to international law since Nuremberg, although it may properly be taken into account in mitigation of punishment. This defence has been excluded in numerous international instruments since the mid-twentieth century, including the Nuremberg Charter, Allied Control Council Law No. 10, the ICTY Statute, the ICTR Statute, the Regulations establishing the Special Panels for East Timor, the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, the Cambodian Law establishing the Extraordinary Chambers and the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance. The Committee against Torture has concluded that superior orders can never be a defence to torture.

Defences – mistake of fact

The Criminal Code provides, and Ghanaian jurisprudence holds, that a good faith mistake of fact generally constitutes a complete defence because it demonstrates that the accused had no intention to do an illegal act.

---

212 See Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook 170 – 71 (2001); Republic v. Hagan, GLR 607, 614 (1968) (holding that a civil servant who accepted a bribe was not innocent and thus could not be exonerated from conviction as an accomplice to accepting a bribe).


214 Charter of the International Military Tribunal, annexed to the London Agreement (Nuremberg Charter), 8 Aug. 1945, art. 8; Allied Control Council Law No. 10, Punishment of persons guilty of war crimes, crimes against peace and against humanity (Allied Control Council Law No. 10), 20 Dec. 1945, art. II (4) (b), (published in the Official Gazette of the Control Council for Germany, No. 3, Berlin, 31 Jan. 1946); Charter of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East (Tokyo Charter), art. 6; ICTY Statute, art. 7 (4); ICTR Statute, art. 6 (4); Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind, art. 5; UNTAET Regulation 2000/15 (establishing the Special Panels for Serious Crimes, Dili, East Timor), 6 June 2000, Sect. 21; Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone (Sierra Leone Statute), art. 6 (4); Cambodian Law on the Establishment of the Extraordinary Chambers, with inclusion of amendments as promulgated on 27 Oct. 2004 (NS/RKM/1004/006), art. 29; International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, art. 6 (2).

Article 33 of the Rome Statute permits the defence of superior orders to war crimes, but it is narrowly circumscribed, applicable only to trials in the International Criminal Court and contrary to every other international instrument adopted concerning crimes under international law, including instruments subsequently adopted, such as the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the Cambodian Extraordinary Chambers Law.


216 See Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook 373 – 79 (2001); Nyameneba & Orbs v. The State, GLR 723 (1965) (holding that religious individuals possessing “herbs of life” could not be convicted of possessing Indian hemp if they did not know what they possessed was Indian hemp).
The defence of mistake of fact in good faith as laid out in jurisprudence and in the Criminal Code, however, seems to be approximately the same as the defence of mistake of fact in Article 32 (1) of the Rome Statute, which specifically requires a mistake negating the mental element of the crime in order to excuse the crime. To the extent that a mistake of fact has been made in good faith, it will probably negate the mental element of the crime in most instances. However, the Criminal Code also provides that a mistake of fact made in ignorance is also a defence. Such a mistake could well be broader than the defence in the Rome Statute, for example, in instances where the person was willfully ignorant of the facts even when under a duty to ascertain them before acting or refraining from acting. Article 32 (1) of the Rome Statute provides:

“A mistake of fact shall be a ground for excluding criminal responsibility only if it negates the mental element required by the crime.”

**Defences – ignorance of the law**

Generally, ignorance of law is not a defence in Ghana. This is a broader defence than the defence in the Rome Statute, which provides an exception where ignorance of the law negates the mental element of the crime. Article 32 (2) provides:

“A mistake of law as to whether a particular type of conduct is a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court shall not be a ground for excluding criminal responsibility. A mistake of law may, however, be a ground for excluding criminal responsibility if it negates the mental element required by such a crime or as provided for in article 33.”

**Defences – insanity and mental disease or defect**

Under Ghanaian law, insanity is not a defence to crime, but it justifies the special verdict of “guilty but insane.” Under Section 30 of the Criminal Procedure Code, this special verdict excuses the accused from punishment, instead permitting the court to impose treatment. A judge or jury can

Section 29 (1) of the Criminal Code, states:

“A person shall not be punished for an act which, by reason of ignorance or mistake of fact in good faith, that person believes to be lawful.”


218 See Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, *The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook* 373 – 379 (2001); *Foli VIII & Others v. The Republic*, GLR 768 (1968) (stating that “the fact, as in this case, that appellants had no intention. . . of violating the law, cannot properly exclude them from the necessary consequences of having broken the law”). Section 29 (2) of the Criminal Code states:

“A person shall not, except as in this Act otherwise expressly provided, be exempt from liability to punishment for an act on the grounds of ignorance that the act is prohibited by law.”

219 For the scope of Article 33 (Superior orders and prescription of law) of the Rome Statute, see the discussion of superior orders above in this subsection.
reach the special verdict if it is proven that the accused did not have the capacity to appreciate the nature and legal consequences of the unlawful act because of a disease or defect, or if the act was committed under such a state of delusion that the accused would not appreciate punishment.220

The special verdict of insanity in Ghanaian law is broader than the defence of insanity in the Rome Statute because it permits an excuse based on the court’s assessment that the accused is unfit for punishment, which the Rome Statute does not permit. On the other hand, Ghanaian law does not include an excuse based on a showing that the accused suffered a mental delusion rendering the accused unable to control his or her own actions, which the Rome Statute does include.221 Article 31 (1) (a) of the Rome Statute states:

“(i) In addition to other grounds for excluding criminal responsibility provided for in this Statute, a person shall not be criminally responsible if, at the time of that person’s conduct:

(a) The person suffers from a mental disease or defect that destroys that person’s capacity to appreciate the unlawfulness or nature of his or her conduct, or capacity to control his or her conduct to conform to the requirements of law[.]”

Defences – intoxication

The Criminal Code provides, and Ghanaian jurisprudence holds, that intoxication serves as a defence or excuse negating criminal intent. To succeed on this basis, an accused must show that, due to intoxication at the time of the act, he or she did not know the nature of wrongfulness of his or her actions. The accused must also show that the intoxication was caused involuntarily by the malicious or negligent act of a third party or it must be shown that voluntary intoxication rendered the accused temporarily insane. The former is a complete defence. For the latter, the court may return a special verdict of “guilty but insane.”222


“Where a person is accused of a criminal offence, the special verdict provided by the Criminal Procedure and other Offences (Procedure) Act, 1960 (Act 30) in the case of insanity is only applicable

(a) If that person was prevented, by reason of idiocy, imbecility, or a mental derangement or disease affecting the mind, from knowing the nature or consequences of the act in respect of which that person is accused; or

(b) If that person did the act in respect of which that person is accused under the influence of an insane delusion of a nature that renders that person, in the opinion of the jury or of the Court, an unfit subject for punishment in respect of that act.”


222 See Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook 73 – 141 (2001); Ketsiawah v. The State, GLR 483 (1965) (upholding a conviction where evidence did not show that defendant’s
This defence seems to be broader than the defence of intoxication in Article 31 (b) of the Rome Statute. Unlike Ghanaian law, the Rome Statute does not provide for a voluntary intoxication defence based on temporary insanity (although it may be possible that the defence of insanity under the Rome Statute would apply in this case, independently of the intoxication defence). Instead, Article 31 (b) of the Rome Statute only includes a voluntary intoxication defence in very limited circumstances. It provides:

“(i) In addition to other grounds for excluding criminal responsibility provided for in this Statute, a person shall not be criminally responsible if, at the time of that person’s conduct:

(b) The person is in a state of intoxication that destroys that person’s capacity to appreciate the unlawfulness or nature of his or her conduct, or capacity to control his or her conduct to conform to the requirements of the law, unless the person has become voluntarily intoxicated under such circumstances that the person knew, or disregarded the risk that, as a result of the intoxication, her or she was likely to engage in conduct constituting a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court.”

Defences – compulsion, duress and necessity

As Amnesty International has argued, compulsion, duress and necessity should not be defences to crimes under international law, but should simply be grounds for mitigation of punishment.223

intoxication rendered him temporarily insane). Section 28 of the Criminal Code states:

“(1) Except as provided in this section, intoxication is not a defence to a criminal charge.

(2) Intoxication is a defence to a criminal charge if by reason of the intoxication the person charged, at the time of the act complained of, did not know that the act was wrong or did not know what that person was doing and

a. The state of intoxication was caused without the consent of that person by the malicious or negligent act of another person, or

b. The person charged was, by reason of intoxication, insane, temporarily or otherwise, at the time of the act.

(3) Where the defence under subsection (2) is established, then

(c). In a case falling under paragraph (a), the accused shall be discharged, and

d. In a case falling under paragraph (b), the special verdict provided for by the Criminal and Other Offences (Procedure) Act, 1960 (Act 30) in the case of insanity shall apply.

(4) Intoxication shall be taken into account for the purpose of determining whether the person charged had formed an intention, specific or otherwise, in the absence of which the person charged would not be guilty of the criminal offence.

(5) For the purposes of this section “intoxication” includes as state produced by narcotics or drugs.”

223 Amnesty International, Making the right choices, Sect. VI.E.3 & 4. The Committee against Torture has recommended that states parties “completely remove necessity as a possible justification for the crime of torture”. Concluding observations – Israel, U.N. Doc. CAT/C/ISR/CO/4, 23 June 2009, para. 14 (http://daccess-
However, in a regrettable political compromise, that has no basis in international criminal law, Article 31 (1) (d) of the Rome Statute permits, in strictly limited circumstances and only in trials before the International Criminal Court, defences of duress in response to threats from another person and of necessity (called “duress”) in response to threats from circumstances beyond a person’s control.\(^{224}\)

**Compulsion or duress.** Ghanaian law does not expressly provide for the defence of compulsion or duress.\(^{225}\) This exclusion of duress as a defence is narrower than Rome Statute, which provides in Article 31 (1) (d):

“(i) In addition to other grounds for excluding criminal responsibility provided for in this Statute, a person shall not be criminally responsible if, at the time of that person’s conduct:

(d) The conduct which is alleged to constitute a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court has been caused by duress resulting from a threat of imminent death or of continuing or imminent serious bodily harm against that person or another person, and the person acts necessarily and reasonably to avoid this threat, provided that person does not intend to cause a greater harm than the one sought to be avoided. Such a threat may be:

(i) Made by other persons, or

(ii) Constituted by other circumstances beyond that person’s control.”

The scope of Article 31 (1) (d) has yet to be interpreted by the International Criminal Court.

\(^{224}\) Article 31 (1) (d) of the Rome Statute provides that

“(i) In addition to other grounds for excluding criminal responsibility provided for in this Statute, a person shall not be criminally responsible if, at the time of that person’s conduct:

...  

(d) The conduct which is alleged to constitute a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court has been caused by duress resulting from a threat of imminent death or of continuing or imminent serious bodily harm against that person or another person, and the person acts necessarily and reasonably to avoid this threat, provided that the person does not intend to cause a greater harm than the one sought to be avoided. Such a threat may either be:

(i) Made by other persons; or

(ii) Constituted by other circumstances beyond that person’s control.”

\(^{225}\) Instead, duress is a factor that negates consent where consent is an element to a crime. Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, *The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook* 179 (2001).
Necessity. Ghanaian law does not expressly provide for the defence of necessity, although it is possible that this defence may exist based on the English common law as it existed in 1957 at the time of independence.226

Defences – defence of person or property. The defence in Ghanaian law of self-defence, or defence of person, is consistent with the strictest requirements of international law and what is appropriate for crimes under international law. The Ghana Criminal Code provides, and jurisprudence holds, that defence of a person is a defence to crime in circumstances of extreme necessity. The accused must show that an attack was in progress placing him or herself, or another person, at risk of imminent danger.227 The accused must also show that there was no other means of defending the person at risk of harm and that the force used to defend the attack was reasonable and proportionate.228 Deadly force is justified based on these requirements if safe retreat is not possible.229

Similarly, a property owner or other authorized person may exercise force to defend property rights.230 However, deadly force in defence of property is not justified, but it may be used in certain circumstances to defend persons on property.231

As Amnesty International has explained, self-defence and defence of others can be defences to crimes under international law in certain limited circumstances, but only when the response is


227 See Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, *The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook* 204 – 230 (2001); *State v. Ampomah*, GLR 262, SC (1960) (quashing the conviction of a defendant who fought off an attack by a group of men, killing one); *Nartey v. The Republic*, GLR 788, CA (1982-83) (discharging a man who, while farming, fought off an attack and killed his attacker). Section 37 of the Criminal Code states: “For the prevention of, or for the defence of himself or any other person against a criminal offence, or for the suppression or dispersion of a riotous or an unlawful assembly, a person may justify the use of force or harm which is reasonably necessary extending in case of extreme necessity, even to killing.”

228 See *Republic v. Zinitege*, 1 GLR 1 (1993-94) (upholding the conviction of a defendant whose fatal blow was unreasonable in the circumstances). Regarding reasonableness, the question at issue is the amount and kind of force used, not the type of weapon used. *Bodua alias Kwata v. The State*, GLR 51 (1966).


230 See Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, *The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook* 230-33 (2001); *Abeka & Anor v. The Republic*, GLR 438 (1980) (stating “an accused is entitled to raise as a defence the use of reasonable force in defence of a landed property of which a claim is made in good faith”). Defence of property includes: repelling an intruder who attempts to forcibly and unlawfully enter property, removing a person who refuses to depart in violation of the law, recovering possession of goods unlawfully held, or overcoming an obstruction or resistance to the exercise of a legal property right. Criminal Code, sect. 39.

231 See Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, *The General Part of the Criminal Law – A Ghanaian Casebook* 231 (2001); however, deadly force may be used to defend persons on disputed property. See *Awaitey and another v. The Republic*, GLR 179 (1978) (stating that the law on self-defence applies in a case where a group of armed assailants attacked a father and son on their farm).
reasonable and proportionate and, if deadly force is used, only when retreat is not possible.\textsuperscript{232} Unfortunately, in another political compromise, Article 31 (1) (c) of the Rome Statute provides very broad defences of self, others and property, but these defences apply only in trials before the International Criminal Court.\textsuperscript{233}

\section*{6.2. PRESENCE REQUIREMENTS IN ORDER TO OPEN AN INVESTIGATION OR REQUEST EXTRADITION}

There appear to be no provisions expressly requiring the presence of a suspect in Ghana to initiate a police inquiry into an alleged crime. In addition, there appears to be no provision expressly requiring that a suspect must have been in Ghana at some point after the crime was committed in order for Ghana to make an extradition request for that suspect from a foreign state (see Section 7.1.1.10 below).

The omission of a presence requirement means that the police are able to open an investigation immediately after they learn that a person suspected of committing crimes under international law is on his or her way to Ghana or about to change planes at a Ghana airport. There is no need to wait until the suspect has entered the country on a visit that would be too short to permit an investigation to be completed and an arrest warrant issued and implemented. As Ghana is able to request extradition of a person suspected of a crime committed abroad (see below in Section 7), the absence of a presence requirement means that Ghana could also help shoulder the burden when other states fail to fulfil their obligations to investigate and prosecute crimes under international law.\textsuperscript{234} Indeed, this possibility was envisaged as an essential component of the enforcement provisions of the four 1949 Geneva Conventions (and subsequently incorporated in Protocol I to the Conventions), each of

\textsuperscript{232} Amnesty International, \textit{ICC: Making the right choices}, Sect. VI.E.5.

\textsuperscript{233} Article 31 (1) (c) of the Rome Statute provides that

\begin{quote}
\textit{\ldots}

(c) The person acts reasonably to defend himself or herself or another person or, in the case of war crimes, property which is essential for the survival of the person or another person or property which is essential for accomplishing a military mission, against an imminent and unlawful use of force in a manner proportionate to the degree of danger to the person or the other person or property protected. The fact that the person was involved in a defensive operation conducted by forces shall not in itself constitute a ground for excluding criminal responsibility under this subparagraph.\textit{\ldots}"
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{234} For further information about the shared responsibility model, see Amnesty International, \textit{Improving the effectiveness of state cooperation}, Index: IOR 53/004/2009, October 2009 (\url{http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/info/IOR53/004/2009/en}). The absence of a presence requirement also means that states can accept cases transferred by an international court, such as the ICTY or ICTR, for crimes under international law more easily by completing an investigation before the transfer and issuing an arrest warrant before the transfer.
which provide that any state party, regardless whether a suspect has ever been in its territory, as long as it "has made out a prima facie case," may request the extradition of someone suspected of grave breaches of those Conventions. If the presence of the suspected perpetrator were to be necessary for an effective investigation in a particular case and the person could not be extradited to Ghana, it is very unlikely that the police would decide to open an investigation.

6.3. STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS APPLICABLE TO CRIMES UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

Statutes of limitations in Ghana do not apply to crimes under international law and only to certain civil claims in civil proceedings.

Statutes of limitations applicable to crimes

Ghana has been a party to the 1968 Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations for War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity since September 2000. Ghana has also been a party to the Rome Statute since December 1999, which provides for the non-applicability of statutes of limitations for crimes under international law listed within the Statute. Independent of conventional international law, states must not apply statutes of limitation to crimes under customary international law. Ghana does not expressly provide for statutes of limitations for crimes generally. Neither is there an express provision for statutes of limitation applicable to crimes under international law.

Statutes of limitation applicable to torts

235 First Geneva Convention, art. 49; Second Geneva Convention, art. 50; Third Geneva Convention, art. 129; Fourth Geneva Convention, art. 146.


237 Rome Statute, art. 29 (Non-applicability of statute of limitations) (“The crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court shall not be subject to any statute of limitations.”).

238 See, for example, Committee against Torture, Concluding observations – Spain, U.N. Doc. CAT/C/ESP/CO/5, 9 December 2009, para. 21 (http://www.google.co.uk/#hl=en&source=hp&q=%22committee+notes+that+measure+102%22+Spain&btnG=Google+Search&meta=&aq=f&oq=%22committee+notes+that+measure+102%22+Spain&fp=97531010bb3ad556 ) (“While it takes note of the State party’s comment that the Convention against Torture entered into force on 26 June 1987, whereas the Amnesty Act of 1977 refers to events that occurred before the adoption of that Act [dating to 1936], the Committee wishes to reiterate that, bearing in mind the long-established jus cogens prohibition of torture, the prosecution of acts of torture should not be constrained by . . . the statute of limitation.”); Prosecutor v. Furundzija, Judgment, International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (10 December 1998), para. 155-15 (no statute of limitations should apply to jus cogens prohibition of torture); Barrios Altos v. Peru, Judgment, Inter-American Court of Human Rights, 14 March 2001, para. 41 (provisions on prescription with respect to serious human rights violations such as torture, extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary execution and forced disappearance are prohibited). See also Ruth Kok, Statutory Limitations in International Criminal Law, London: Blackwell, 2008.
In very limited circumstances, Ghana has a statutory limitation for civil cases involving personal injury. However, there is no express provision for statutes of limitation applicable to torts arising from crimes under international law.

6.4. DOUBLE CRIMINALITY
Ghanaian law does not expressly require that conduct which was committed abroad be a crime both in Ghana and in the place where it was committed (double criminality) for prosecution in Ghana. However, the lack of a requirement of double criminality for the purposes of prosecution must be distinguished from double criminality requirements in the granting of extradition requests (see below in Section 7.1.1.3) and double criminality requirements for the purposes of mutual legal assistance (see below in Section 7.2.2.4).

Whatever the merits may be for requiring double criminality with respect to conduct that only amounts to an ordinary crime, it has no merit when the conduct amounts to a crime under international law, even if the requesting state is seeking extradition to prosecute the person for an ordinary crime when its legislation does not characterize the conduct as a crime under international law. All states have a shared obligation to investigate and prosecute conduct that amounts to crimes under international law, either by doing so in their own courts or by extraditing the suspect to another state or surrendering that person to an international criminal court, and they cannot escape this obligation by refusing to extradite on the basis of double criminality.

6.5. IMMUNITIES
Ghana provides an absolute immunity for the President of the Republic while in office, which would likely apply even if crimes under international law are at issue. It also appears that Ghana recognizes diplomatic immunities in statute. It is not clear whether Ghana recognizes foreign

---

239 A statutory limitation applies for proceedings "by or against the Republic as if the Republic were a private individual" and "in respect of matters regulated by customary law." See Limitation Decree, 1972 (NRCD 54), sect. 30.

240 The Constitution, Ch. VIII, art. 57 states:

“(4) Without prejudice to the provisions of article 2 of this Constitution, and subject to the operation of the prerogative writs, the President shall not, while in office, be liable for proceedings in any court for the performance of his functions, or for any act done or omitted to be done, or purported to be done, or purported to have been done or purporting to be done in performance of his functions, under this Constitution or any other law.”

(5) The President shall not, while in office as President, be personally liable to any civil or criminal proceedings in court.

(6) Civil proceedings may be instituted against a person without three years after ceasing to be President, in respect of anything done or omitted to be done by him in his personal capacity before or during his term of office notwithstanding any period of limitation except where the proceedings had been legally barred before he assumed the office of President.”

consular, foreign head of state, and other state or official immunities, even if crimes under international law are in issue.\textsuperscript{242}

According to the Diplomatic Immunities Act, Ghana generally grants diplomats immunity from civil jurisdiction, subject to some limitations,\textsuperscript{243} but it is not clear whether civil claims against other foreign officials would be barred by assertions of official immunities.

Amnesty International believes that the judgment of the International Court of Justice in the Arrest Warrant case, which concluded that serving heads of state, heads of government and foreign ministers were immune from prosecution in foreign courts, is based on an incorrect analysis of international law.\textsuperscript{244} Therefore, Amnesty International has urged that this ruling, which is binding only upon the states in that case, should be reversed and hopes that this will be done in the future, as no serving or former official should be able to assert successfully a claim of immunity with respect to the worst possible crimes ever committed. As explained elsewhere,\textsuperscript{245} there is no convincing basis in customary international law to accord immunity of state officials in or out of office when committing genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. Indeed, the International Court of Justice in the Arrest Warrant case failed to cite any state practice or \textit{opinio iuris} in this respect.

Instruments adopted by the international community show a consistent rejection of immunity from jurisdiction and limited immunity from civil jurisdiction for diplomatic officers.

\textsuperscript{242} Ghana became a state party to the Vienna Conventions on Consular Relations on 4 October 1963 (See Vienna Conventions on Consular Relations, 24 April 1963, \url{http://treaties.un.org/pages/ShowMTDSDetails.aspx?src=UNTS_ONLINE&tabid=2&mtsdg_no=III-6&chapter=3&lang=en#Participants}, 56 U.N.T.S. 261 (entered into force 19 March 1967), which provides for consular immunities, although it does not appear that provisions of the Convention have been incorporated into domestic law.

\textsuperscript{243} Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, incorporated into Ghanaian law by Section 1 of the Diplomatic Immunities Act, states:

(1) “. . . [A diplomatic agent] shall also enjoy immunity from its civil and administrative jurisdiction, except in the case of:

(a) A real action relating to private immovable property situated in the territory of the receiving State, unless he holds it on behalf of the sending State for the purposes of the mission;

(b) An action relating to the succession in which the diplomatic agent is involved as executor, administration, heir or legatee as a private person and not on behalf of the sending State;

(c) An action relating to any professional or commercial activity exercised by the diplomatic agent in the receiving State outside his official functions.”


prosecution for crimes under international law for any government official since the Second World War. Those instruments articulated a customary international law rule and general principle of law. Indeed, several of the international instruments adopted over the past half century were expressly intended to apply both to international and national courts.246 Moreover, even the international instruments establishing international criminal courts envisaged that the same rules of international law reiterated in those instruments applied with equal force to prosecutions by national courts. 247

6.6. BARS ON RETROACTIVE APPLICATION OF INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW IN NATIONAL LAW OR OTHER TEMPORAL RESTRICTIONS

States have recognized for more than six decades since the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that the prohibition of retroactive criminal laws does not apply to retrospective national criminal legislation enacted after the relevant conduct became recognized as criminal under international law.248 Article 15 of the ICCPR, which Ghana has ratified, contains a similar prohibition.249 The Committee against Torture has made clear that national legislation defining torture as a crime under international law can apply to conduct which was considered as torture

246 These instruments include: Allied Control Council Law No.10, art. II (4) (a); U.N. G.A. Res. 95 (i), 11 Dec. 1946; 1948 Genocide Convention, art. IV; 1950 Nuremberg Principles, principle III; 1954 Draft Code of Offences, art. 3; 1973 Apartheid Convention, art. III; 1991 Draft Code of Crimes, art. 13 (Official position and responsibility); 1996 Draft Code of Crimes, art. 6 (Official position and responsibility).


248 Article 11 (2) of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights states:

“No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was committed.”

249 Article 15 of the ICCPR states:

“1. No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time when the criminal offence was committed. If, subsequent to the commission of the offence, provision is made by law for the imposition of the lighter penalty, the offender shall benefit thereby.

2. Nothing in this article shall prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for any act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general principles of law recognized by the community of nations.”
under international law prior to the enactment of that legislation.\textsuperscript{250}

Thus, nothing in either article or other international law prevents Ghana from enacting legislation incorporating crimes under international law into its law and permitting prosecutions for those crimes committed prior to the legislation entered into force, but after they were recognized as crimes under international law. It is not clear whether national legislation defining crimes under international law as crimes under Ghanaian law is retrospective. However, to that extent that such legislation is retrospective, it is possible that the constitutional prohibition of retrospective criminal law may make such legislation unconstitutional, even if such legislation is permissible under international law.\textsuperscript{251}

\subsection*{6.7. NE BIS IN IDEM}

The principle of \textit{ne bis in idem} (that one cannot be tried twice for the same crime) is a fundamental principle of law recognized in international human rights treaties and other instruments, including the ICCPR, the American Convention on Human Rights, Additional Protocol I and constitutive instruments establishing the ICTY, ICTR and the Special Court for Sierra Leone.\textsuperscript{252} However, apart from the vertical exception between international courts and national courts, the principle only prohibits retrials after an acquittal by the same jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{253} This limitation on the scope of the principle can serve international justice by permitting other states to step in when the territorial state or the suspect’s state conducts a sham or unfair trial. It is not clear whether Ghana courts would recognize \textit{ne bis in idem} as a bar to prosecution in Ghana if the person had been tried in a foreign proceeding that was a sham or unfair.\textsuperscript{254}

\textsuperscript{250} See, for example, Committee against Torture, Concluding observations – Spain, U.N. Doc. CAT/C/ESP/CO/5, 2009, para. 21.

\textsuperscript{251} The 1992 Constitution has a retroactivity provision, which does not expressly exclude crimes under international law. Ch. V, Article 19 (5) states: “A person shall not be charged with or held to be guilty of a criminal offence which is founded on an act or omission that did not at the time it took place constitute an offence.”

\textsuperscript{252} ICCPR, art. 14 (7); American Convention on Human Rights, art. 8 (4); Additional Protocol I, art. 75 (4) (h); ICTY Statute, art. 10 (1); ICTR Statute, art. 9 (1); Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, art. 9.


\textsuperscript{254} The Constitution’s double jeopardy provision prohibits re-trials only for those accused who can show that their
6.8. POLITICAL CONTROL OVER DECISIONS TO INVESTIGATE AND PROSECUTE

The Attorney General and Minister of Justice, a single political official, has the final decision as to whether to institute a criminal prosecution in Ghana.\(^ {255}\) In their comprehensive review of the justice sector, OSIWA and AfriMap note that this single official’s dual political and prosecutorial roles present a potential conflict of interest. They have suggested that in some instances in Ghana the executive may have influenced the progress of particular prosecutions.\(^ {256}\) Political interference in the process of justice is contrary to international standards.\(^ {257}\)

6.9. DISCRIMINATION IN LAW AND PRACTICE

Laws and practices that discriminate on the grounds of, for example, gender, race, religion national, ethnic or social origin, or other status\(^ {258}\) can be an obstacle to prosecutions and to access to justice in general.

Failure to guarantee equality before the law for everyone can mean that certain categories of crimes commonly committed against people subject to discrimination, such as women, and crimes of sexual violence, are more likely to go unpunished, making Ghana a safe haven from prosecution in its courts for perpetrators of these crimes.

The Constitution of Ghana prohibits discrimination on the grounds of gender, race, colour, religion or belief, social or economic status, political opinion, occupation, national or ethnic origin.\(^ {259}\) The Constitution also provides that every person has a right to “enjoy, practice, profess, maintain and

---

\(^ {255}\) 1992 Constitution, Ch. VIII, art. 88.

\(^ {256}\) See AfriMap and OSIWA, Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law 77 (2007) (comparing the Alhaji Bamba case and other languishing cases involving alleged ministerial corruption with the case of Malam Ussif Isa, a sports minister who was prosecuted and convicted). In the past, political parties have also argued that prosecutors tried former ministers from opposing parties for harassment purposes rather than for anti-corruption measures. \textit{Ibid.}

\(^ {257}\) For example, see the UN Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors Guideline 12 (a) requires prosecutors to “perform their duties fairly”; Guideline 13 requires prosecutors to “[c]arry out their functions impartially and avoid all political, social, religious, racial, cultural, sexual or any other kind of discrimination”; Guideline 13 (b) requires prosecutors to “[p]rotect the public interest, act with objectivity, take proper account of the position of the suspect and the victim, and pay attention to all relevant circumstances, irrespective of whether they are to the advantage or disadvantage of the suspect” and Guideline 14 states that “[p]rosecutors shall not initiate or continue prosecution, or shall make every effort to stay proceedings, when an impartial investigation shows the charge to be unfounded.”

\(^ {258}\) See prohibition on discrimination before the law in Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Other characteristics besides gender for which a person might suffer discrimination include age, race, colour, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, wealth, birth or other status. See, for example, Article 21 (3) of the Rome Statute.

\(^ {259}\) 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, art. 17.
promote any culture, language, tradition or religion”. Further, the Constitution requires the government to protect persons with disabilities against discrimination and prohibit discrimination based on place of origin, circumstances of birth, ethnic origin, gender, religion or belief. These constitutional prohibitions against discrimination do apply, as a matter of law, to access to the judicial system. In practice, however, discrimination – particularly on the basis of gender, race, ethnicity or social status – persists, which may limit access to justice.

6.10. RESTRICTIONS ON THE RIGHTS OF VICTIMS AND THEIR FAMILIES

As noted above in Section 5.3, victims are not able to obtain the full range of reparations against convicted persons to which they are entitled under international law. In addition, there are a number of significant restrictions on the ability of victims to participate meaningfully in criminal and civil proceedings, including the absence of a legal framework for victim-initiated civil claims based on universal jurisdiction and no legal guarantees of victims’ rights, including to notice of their rights, support, and protection in criminal and civil proceedings (see Sections 2.5 and 5.4 above).

6.11. AMNESTIES

Amnesties and similar measures of impunity for crimes under international law are prohibited under international law.

Ghana has recognized amnesties barring prosecution for crimes, including crimes under international law, committed in Ghana, but there appears to be no provision in national legislation or

---

260 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, art. 26 (1).
261 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, art. 29 (4).
262 1992 Constitution, Ch. VI, art. 35 (5).
263 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, arts. 12, 17 (1) & Ch. VI, arts. 33, 35 (3), 37 (1).
264 See Human Rights Council Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review, Compilation Prepared by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights in accordance with paragraph 15 (b) of the annex to Human Rights Council resolution 5/1: Ghana, 4 April 2008, A/HRC/WG.6/2/GHA/2, paras. 11-15. In the past, the CEDAW committee has commented that “women’s ability in practice to [access justice] and to bring cases of discrimination before the courts is limited by factors such as limited information of their rights, lack of assistance in pursuing these rights, and legal costs.” Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, Concluding comments of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women: Ghana, 25 August 2006, CEDAW/C/GHA/CO/5, para. 15.

It has also been reported that access to justice is difficult to obtain for cases of sexual and gender-based violence, which are often protracted and difficult to prosecute. 2008 UPR Summary, para. 21.

jurisprudence recognizing amnesties granted by foreign states. In Ghana, the Constitution grants an absolute and permanent amnesty for crimes, including crimes under international law, committed by former military governments. The judiciary has not struck down – and indeed, it acts in compliance with – this amnesty.

266 The 1992 Constitution, Ch. XXVI, sect. 299 gives effect to transitional provisions found in Schedule 1, sect. 34, which state:

(1) No member of the Provisional National Defense Council, Provisional National Defense Council Secretary, or other appointees of the Provisional National Defense Council shall be held liable either jointly or severally, for any act or omission during the administration of the Provisional National Defense Council.

(2) It is not lawful for any court or tribunal to entertain any action or take any decision or make any order or grant any remedy or relief in any proceedings instituted against the Government of Ghana or any person acting under the authority of the Government of Ghana whether before or after the coming into force of this Constitution or against any person or persons acting in concert or individually to assist or bring about the change in Government which took place on the twenty-fourth day of February 1966 on the thirteenth day of January, 1972, on the fourth day of June 1979 and on the thirty-first day of December 1981 in respect of any act or omission relating to, or consequent upon –

(a) the overthrow of the government in power before the formation of the National Liberation Council, the National Redemption Council, the Supreme Military Council, the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council and the Provisional National Defense Council; or

(b) the suspension or abrogation of the Constitutions of 1960, 1969 and 1979; or

(c) the establishment of the National Liberation Council, the National Redemption Council, the Supreme Military Council which took office on the ninth day of October 1975, the Supreme Military Council established on the fifth day of July 1978, the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council, or the Provisional National Defense Council; or

(d) the establishment of this Constitution.

(3) For the avoidance of doubt, it is declared that no executive, legislative or judicial action taken or purported to have been taken by the Provisional National Defense Council or the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council or by a member of [these groups] or by any person appointed by [these groups] or by any person appointed by the [these groups] or by any person appointed by [these groups] in the name of either [of these groups] shall be questioned in any proceedings whatsoever and, accordingly, it shall not be lawful for any court or other tribunal to make any order to grant any remedy or relief in respect of any such act.

(4) The provisions of subsection (3) of this section shall have effect notwithstanding that any such action as is referred to in that subsection was not taken in accordance with any procedure prescribed by law.

(5) It is not lawful for any court or tribunal to entertain an action instituted in respect of an act or omission against a person acting or omitting to act, on the instructions or the authority of the Provisional National Defense Council or the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council or a member of [these groups] and alleged to be in contravention of any law, whether substantive or procedural, in existence before or during the administration of the Provisional National Defense Council or the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council.”

267 See AfriMap and OSIWA, Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law 50-52 (2007) (citing Ekwam v. Pianim,
Observers have also noted that presidential pardons, granted under the authority of the Constitution’s Article 72, could be abused for political, rather than purely judicial, purposes.\textsuperscript{268}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{268} See AfriMap and OSWIA, \textit{Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law} 49 (2007) (recounting a mass presidential pardon given to former ministers accused of conspiracy and corruption).
\end{flushright}
7. EXTRADITION AND MUTUAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE

As discussed below, there are a number of obstacles to extradition (Section 7.1) and mutual legal assistance (Section 7.2) that may limit the ability of Ghana to obtain and to provide effective cooperation with other states in the investigation and prosecution of crimes under international law. In addition, there are a number of inadequate human rights safeguards governing extradition and mutual legal assistance.

7.1. EXTRADITION

Ghana faces various obstacles, both when seeking extradition of persons suspected of committing crimes under international law (or persons who have been convicted of such crimes but who have not completed their sentences) from other states (active extradition) and when responding to requests by other states for extradition from Ghana of suspects or sentenced persons who have escaped (passive extradition). The legal frameworks for active and passive extradition are explained below and then the obstacles to extradition, whether active or passive, are then described, noting any differences in approach depending on whether the extradition is active or passive (Section 7.1.1). Human rights safeguards or their absence are discussed in Section 7.1.2.

Active extradition. Requests by Ghana for extradition from other countries are generally regulated by bilateral and multilateral treaties, and it does not appear that they can be made in the absence of a treaty. Although the Extradition Act, 1960 (Extradition Act) establishes the legal framework for passive extradition (see below), this law does not explicitly outline the procedure for active extradition. Only Section 15 of the Extradition Act appears to address active extradition, establishing that a person extradited to Ghana may not generally be tried for any previous crime, only for the crime upon which the extradition is grounded, and that a person extradited to Ghana may be released at the discretion of the Minister if that person is not tried within six months.269

Passive extradition. Extradition from Ghana is governed by the 1960 Extradition Act, which anchors and incorporates bilateral and multilateral agreements.270 The Extradition Act sets forth general requirements for extradition, specifically as applied to Commonwealth countries.271 There does not appear to be any legislation expressly addressing extradition from Ghana to countries outside of the Commonwealth, although case law indicates that in practice courts look to the Extradition Act to regulate extraditions even to countries outside of the Commonwealth.272 It does not appear that

---

269 Extradition Act, 1960 (Act 22) (Extradition Act), sect. 15.
270 Extradition Act, sect. 1. As of 1 September 2012, the 1960 Extradition Act governs extradition to and from Ghana, but Amnesty International understands that the Extradition Act may soon be amended or replaced.
271 Extradition Act, sect. 3.
272 See Republic v. Director of Prisons (Ex Parte Yeboah), 1 GLR 91 (1984-86) (applying provisions of the Extradition Act, 1960 to an extradition request made by the United States); State v. Director of Prisons (Ex Parte Schumann), GLR 703 (1966) (applying provisions of the Extradition Act, 1960 to an extradition request made by
extradition can be granted in the absence of an agreement.\footnote{273} Under the Act, extradition may be made for certain specified serious offences – including murder, rape, and abduction – which, in certain circumstances, could amount to crimes under international law.\footnote{274} (However, the same reasons that make prosecution of persons for ordinary crimes under national law unsatisfactory when that conduct constitutes crimes under international law – see Section 6.1 above – apply with equal force to extradition.). The Constitution does not clarify which takes precedence in case of a conflict between provisions of the Extradition Act and the requirements of a ratified treaty (see Section 2.2 above for discussion on the status of international law).

**Passive extradition – bilateral treaties.** Despite repeated requests by Amnesty International to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Regional Integration, it has not been possible to locate a complete list of bilateral extradition treaties to which Ghana is a party. However, Ghana is a party to an antiquated bilateral treaty with the United Kingdom\footnote{275} and that treaty has also been made applicable to the USA.\footnote{276}

**Multilateral agreements.** As discussed below, Ghana is also a participant in a number of multilateral agreements addressing extradition, including the Economic Community of West African States Convention on Extradition, which covers extradition between fifteen West African member states,\footnote{277}

---

\footnote{273} Section 1 of the Extradition Act states:

“(1) Where an arrangement has been made with a country with respect to the surrender to that country of a fugitive criminal, the President may, by legislative instrument, order that this Act shall apply in the case of that country, subject to the conditions, exceptions and qualifications specified in the order, and [Part One] shall apply accordingly.

(2) An order under subsection (1) shall recite or embody the terms of the arrangement, and shall not remain in force for a longer period than the arrangement.

(3) An order under this section shall be laid before Parliament.”

Without a recent list of bilateral extradition treaties or an updated list of countries covered by the Extradition Act, it is not possible accurately to account for how extradition to individual states (including states discussed in this chapter) would be handled in a particular case. According to a senior official in the Ministry of Justice Office of International Cooperation, it is not possible to extradite without a treaty, but deportation is possible.

\footnote{274} Extradition offences currently include: homicide and similar offences; abduction, rape and similar offences; misappropriations, fraud and similar offences; forgery and similar offences; damage to property and similar offences; piracy and similar offences; perjury and similar offences; slave dealings; offences dealing with dangerous drugs; falsification of currency and similar offences; and any other offence punishable on indictment. The President may, by legislative instrument, amend the list of extradition offences. Extradition Act, sect. 29 & Schedule 1.


\footnote{277} Economic Community of West African States Convention on Extradition (ECOWAS Extradition Convention)
and the London Scheme for Extradition within the Commonwealth, which makes recommendations for extradition between fifty-four nations in the Commonwealth.\textsuperscript{278} Although extradition may be granted to other countries who have signed these agreements, as noted above in Section 2, regulating provisions of these instruments are not enforceable under the laws of Ghana unless they are ratified and incorporated into national legislation.\textsuperscript{279} However, as a signatory to the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, Ghana has agreed to act in good faith not to defeat the object and purpose of that treaty,\textsuperscript{280} and, as a member of the Commonwealth, Ghana is encouraged to adopt legislation giving effect to the London Scheme.\textsuperscript{281} Ghana has not amended its legislation since the 1960 Extradition Act to implement either the ECOWAS Extradition Convention or the non-binding London Scheme. Some provisions in these agreements contain obstacles to extradition, such as: exceptions to extradition for military offences, exceptions to extradition for amnesties and \textit{ne bis in idem} prohibitions.

\textbf{Procedure.} The Extradition Act provides that a diplomatic representative or consular officer of a foreign country may make a request to a Ghanaian Minister\textsuperscript{282} for the surrender of a person.

\textsuperscript{278} London Scheme for Extradition within the Commonwealth (London Scheme), November 2002
\textsuperscript{279} See 1992 Constitution, Ch. VIII, art. 75 (2).
\textsuperscript{280} As of 1 September 2012, all attempts by Amnesty International to determine whether Ghana had ratified this treaty in requests for information from ECOWAS, the depository of the treaty, and the Ghanaian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, were unsuccessful (one senior official in this ministry claimed that Ghana had ratified this treaty, but provided no documentary proof). Although for the purposes of determining state responsibility it matters whether Ghana has ratified this treaty or not, it does not matter for purposes of this paper since regardless of the ratification status it has not been implemented in national law and, therefore, cannot be enforced by Ghana courts.
\textsuperscript{282} The Extradition Act does not specify which Minister is entrusted with this responsibility, only stipulating that he or she is a Minister given this authority by the President. See Extradition Act, sect. 30. According to a senior official in the Ministry of Justice Office of International Cooperation, this is carried out by the Minister of Justice and Attorney General, in consultation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
suspected to be in the territory of Ghana who is accused or convicted of an extradition offence.\footnote{283} If the Minister is satisfied that the offence at issue is not of a political character (see Section 7.1.1.4 below), the Minister apparently has complete discretion whether to apply to a District Magistrate for a warrant of arrest for that person or to take no action on the request.\footnote{284} If the Magistrate is satisfied on the evidence, he or she may issue a warrant for the person sought.\footnote{285}

Alternatively, a Magistrate may issue a warrant for the arrest of a person accused or convicted of an extradition offence based on information or a complaint received by the Magistrate or after other proceedings.\footnote{286} If a Magistrate issues a warrant for extradition on his or her own initiative, a report of the facts at issue and the evidence on which the warrant is based must be sent back to the Minister, and – within a reasonable time frame established by the Magistrate – the Minister must determine, in his or her complete discretion, whether the warrant should be cancelled and the person sought discharged or whether the warrant should issue.\footnote{287}

Once arrested, the person sought must be brought before a District Magistrate within 24 hours.\footnote{288} Exercising the same jurisdiction and powers as would be exercised under criminal jurisdiction, the District Magistrate may receive evidence from the person sought to show that the offence at issue is of a political character or is not an extradition offence.\footnote{289} If this is not proven, the Magistrate must place the person in prison for fifteen days during which time the detained may apply for a writ of 

\textit{habeas corpus}. At the expiration of this period or another period determined by the Magistrate, or if the Magistrate denies the writ, the person sought may be surrendered to an authorized representative of the foreign country.\footnote{290}

The Extradition Act also provides for the reciprocal backing of arrest warrants, which allows Ghana to execute arrest warrants issued in foreign countries that a District Magistrate has endorsed in Ghana.\footnote{291} A diplomatic representative or consular officer of the country must first make an application for the endorsement and execution of such a warrant.\footnote{292} Even without an authorized warrant from a foreign country, a Magistrate in Ghana may issue a provisional arrest warrant based on information and evidence which demonstrate to the Magistrate that the person sought is accused

\footnote{283} See Extradition Act, sect. 29 & Schedule 1.

\footnote{284} The Minister may refuse to make an order to a Magistrate if he or she determines the offence to be of a political character. Extradition Act, sect. 7.

\footnote{285} Extradition Act, sect. 8 (1) (a).

\footnote{286} Extradition Act, sect. 8 (1) (b).

\footnote{287} Extradition Act, sect. 8 (2) & (4).

\footnote{288} Extradition Act, sect. 8 (3).

\footnote{289} Extradition Act, sect. 9.

\footnote{290} Extradition Act, sects. 2 (5), 11.

\footnote{291} See Extradition Act, sects. 16 - 18, 22.

\footnote{292} Once this application is submitted to the appropriate Ghanaian Minister, it is then transferred to the District Magistrate to proceed. Extradition Act, sect. 22.
of an offence that would be punishable under the laws of Ghana had the offence been committed within the jurisdiction of the Magistrate. In this case, the original warrant must be produced and endorsed within a reasonable amount of time determined by the Magistrate or the person sought will be discharged. In circumstances necessitating the reciprocal backing of arrest warrants, a District Magistrate may refuse or place limits on this exercise because the case is trivial in nature, because the application for return was made in bad faith or not otherwise in the interests of justice, or if endorsing the application would be unjust, oppressive, or impose too severe a punishment on the person sought.

The Extradition Act appears to cover all forms of granting extradition requests by foreign countries, but it is possible that other forms of transfer from Ghana, such as deportation to another country, are covered when the deportation or transfer is a disguised extradition, although there does not seem to be any authoritative judicial decision or executive interpretation on this point.

7.1.1. OBSTACLES TO ACTIVE AND PASSIVE EXTRADITION

There are a number of obstacles to active and passive extradition to and from Ghana, including: political control over the making or granting of requests, a double criminality requirement and a prohibition of extradition for offences deemed political in character.

7.1.1.1. Political control over the making or granting of extradition requests

Although not explicitly stated in the Extradition Act, in practice requests for extradition by Ghana to a foreign country (active extradition) are made by the Attorney General and Minister of Justice, a political official, in consultation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Regional Integration.

In general, decisions with respect to granting requests by foreign countries to Ghana (passive extradition) are made by the Attorney General and Minister of Justice, a political official. When

293 See Extradition Act, sect. 19.
294 Extradition Act, sect. 21.
295 The difference between deportation and extradition has been explained by the Constitutional Court of South Africa as follows:

“In principle there is a clear distinction between extradition and deportation. Extradition involves basically three elements: acts of sovereignty on the part of two states; a request by one state to another state for the delivery to it of an alleged criminal; and the delivery of the person requested for the purposes of trial or sentence in the territory of the requesting state. Deportation is essentially a unilateral act of the deporting state in order to get rid of an undesired alien. The purpose of deportation is achieved when such alien leaves the deporting state’s territory; the destination of the deportee is irrelevant to the purpose of deportation. One of the important distinguishing features between extradition and deportation is therefore the purpose of the state delivery act in question.”


296 See Extradition Act, sect. 30. Although the Extradition Act does not designate which Minister has this
this Minister orders the issuance of a warrant based on a diplomatic or consular request, his or her discretion is subject to judicial review. However, in cases where the Minister has not ordered a warrant based on a diplomatic or consular request but rather a Magistrate issued the warrant acting on his or her own information, the Minister is able to review the warrant and could determine that the warrant should be cancelled and the person sought discharged without further judicial review (see Procedure above), but there is no detailed statutory criteria governing the exercise of such political discretion.

In addition, past practice with regard to requests for surrender by international criminal courts suggests that political considerations may also hinder extradition from Ghana of individuals suspected of committing crimes under international law. In 2003, Ghana failed to execute an international warrant issued by the Special Court for Sierra Leone for the arrest of former Liberian President Charles Taylor, who was charged with committing war crimes and crimes against humanity that fuelled Sierra Leone’s civil conflict.297 Observers attributed Ghana’s failure to arrest Taylor, while he was in the country for peace talks, to a political decision made by African heads of state.298

More recently, Ghana has failed to execute international arrest warrants and extradition requests seeking the return of individuals suspected of committing crimes under international law associated with post-election violence in Côte d’Ivoire in 2011.299

7.1.1.2. Nationality

There is no prohibition in Ghanaian law on the extradition of nationals. Moreover, Ghanaian case law affirms that Ghana may extradite its own nationals in order to meet its treaty obligations.300

The non-binding London Scheme provides that a country may refuse to extradite a national or permanent resident of its country to another country in the Commonwealth.301 Similarly, the ECOWAS Extradition Convention grants states discretion on whether to extradite their own citizens to authority – only requiring that it be a Minister designated by the President – in practice, this authority is exercised by the Attorney General and Minister of Justice.


298 See AfriMap and OSIWA, Ghana: Justice Sector and the Rule of Law 24 (2007).


300 See Republic v. Director of Prisons (Ex Parte Ailloy and Another), 2 GLR 480, 486 (1973) (stating that, under the aut punire aut dedere principle of international law, the refusal to extradite nationals is generally justified where states will exercise jurisdiction over these nationals; however, this policy does not comport in a case for which Ghanaian courts cannot exercise jurisdiction), affirmed by Republic v. Director of Prisons (Ex Parte Ailloy and Another, No. 2), 2 GLR 385, 387 (1974).

301 According to this provision, nationality is to be determined at the time of the extradition request. See London Scheme, para. 15 (3).
other West African countries;\textsuperscript{302} these measures are not enforceable without implementing legislation.

7.1.1.3. Double criminality and territorial jurisdiction

Although the Extradition Act does not contain an express provision requiring double criminality for the granting of extradition requests, a double criminality requirement is implicit in the Act since it only includes offences already listed in the Ghana Criminal Code as extradition offences.\textsuperscript{303} Moreover, Ghana courts recognize a common law condition of double criminality in extradition cases.\textsuperscript{304} Thus it is possible that Ghana may refuse to extradite a suspect for trial or to serve a sentence if the act or omission constituting the offence for which extradition is requested would not also constitute a crime under the laws of Ghana.

In addition, the non-binding London Scheme provides that an extradition offence within the Commonwealth is an offence punishable by at least two years’ imprisonment in both the requesting and requested state.\textsuperscript{305} Similarly, the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, which Ghana has signed, provides that extradition to and from other West African states will not be granted for offences punishable by less than two years’ imprisonment both in the requesting and requested state.\textsuperscript{306} However, neither provision is enforceable under the laws of Ghana without being implementing legislation.

The Extradition Act does not make clear whether Ghana must also have extraterritorial jurisdiction over the act or omission if the requesting state is seeking to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{307} In

\textsuperscript{302} According to this provision, nationality is to be determined at the time of the extradition request. See ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 10.

\textsuperscript{303} See Extradition Act, Schedule 1.

\textsuperscript{304} See Republic v. Director of Prisons (Ex Parte Allotey and Another), 2 GLR 480, 486 (1973), affirmed by Republic v. Director of Prisons (Ex Parte Allotey and Another, No. 2), 2 GLR 385, 387-88 (1974); Interview with Supreme Court Justice, in Accra, Ghana (27 June 2012); Interview with Chief State Attorney, Ministry of Justice Office of International Cooperation, in Accra, Ghana (27 June 2012).

\textsuperscript{305} London Scheme, para. 2 (2).

\textsuperscript{306} In the case where an extradition request is based on multiple offences, some of which are punished by a deprivation of liberty not reaching two years, the sending state may still grant extradition for the extraditable offence that has a punishment reaching two years. ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 3.

\textsuperscript{307} The ECOWAS Extradition Convention provides that a requested state may refuse to extradite a person for an offence that occurred in its territory. It also provides that a requested state may only refuse extradition on extraterritorial jurisdiction grounds if the offence for which extradition is sought occurs outside the requested states’ territory and its law also does not allow prosecution for the same category of offence when committed outside its territory or does not allow for extradition of the offence. ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 11.

The London Scheme provides that an otherwise extraditable offence remains so notwithstanding its commission outside the territory of the requesting state where extradition for such offences is permitted under the law of the requested state. London Scheme, para. 2(4). The London Scheme also permits a competent authority to refuse extradition if the offence for which extradition is requested has been committed outside the territory of either the
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addition, it does not indicate whether the conduct would have to be criminal in Ghana at the time of the crime’s commission, at the time of the extradition request, or when extradition is to take place. (For a more detailed discussion of the concept of double criminality under international law, see Section 6.4 above.)

7.1.1.4. Political offence

The Extradition Act provides that no one will be extradited for an offence that is “of a political character.”

Similarly, the Act prohibits Ghanaian courts and law enforcement agencies from endorsing and executing a foreign arrest warrant if the offence for which the warrant was issued is “of a political character” or if it appears to the designated Minister or a court of competent jurisdiction that the request was in fact made to punish the person sought for an offence of a political character. Under Ghanaian case law, one may demonstrate that an offence is of a political character by showing (1) some political disturbance or upheaval or some physical struggle between two opposing political parties for the mastery of the government of the country, which the offence at issue was committed to further; (2) that the offence was committed in association with a political object or with a view to avoiding political persecution or prosecution for political defaults; or (3) other similar activities. There is no exception in Ghanaian legislation or jurisprudence from the concept of an offence that is “of a political character” for crimes under international law.

Political offence exceptions to extradition are also found in the non-binding London Scheme and the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, both of which apply to Ghana. Including a political offence exception to extradition is not in itself a problem. The problem arises when states fail to define political offences – or, in the case of Ghana, “offences of a political character” – in a manner that expressly excludes crimes under international law.

requesting or requested country and the law of the requested country does not enable it to assert jurisdiction over such an offence committed outside its territory in comparable circumstances. London Scheme, para. 14 (b).

308 Extradition Act, sect. 2 (2).

309 Extradition Act, sect. 23.

310 State v. Director of Prisons (Ex Parte Schumann), GLR 703, 709-12, 719-26 (1966) (holding that murders of the mentally ill and sterilizations of Jews committed under the order of the ruling Nazi regime do not constitute offences of a political character as it has not been shown that the victims and appellant were part of a political struggle nor did the appellant profer that he committed the crimes to avoid political persecution or prosecution). See also Republic v. Director of Prisons (Ex Parte Yeboah), 1 GLR 91, 95-96 (1984-86) (holding that the appellant failed to demonstrate extradition for offences of a political character when he was sought for financial crimes committed abroad wholly unrelated to intelligence gathering activities he claims he carried out in Ghana in the past); Government of Sierra Leone v. Jumu, GLR 1058 (1968) (upholding denial of extradition of respondent, a former Sierra Leone military official who demonstrated that his extradition for the minor crime of false imprisonment during a period of political unrest was pretext for a treason charge).

311 The ECOWAS Extradition Convention provides that extradition will not to be granted to another West African nation for a political offence or for “an offence connected with a political offence.” ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 4. In addition, the London Scheme states that extradition will be precluded within the Commonwealth if the competent authority “is satisfied that the offence is of a political character.” London Scheme, para. 12 (a).
There is no internationally agreed definition of what constitutes a political offence. Some guidance is provided by treaties such as the Genocide Convention, which expressly states that genocide is not a political crime for the purposes of extradition, and the 1997 International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings and the 1999 International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, both of which exclude the crimes listed from the definition of political offence. When the offence concerned is a crime under international law, it should not be treated as a political offence for the purposes of extradition. The non-binding London Scheme and the ECOWAS Extradition Convention both exclude some crimes under international law from the political offence exception, as do treaties imposing aut dedere aut judicare obligations.

312 There is no internationally accepted definition of a political offence. A leading authority on extradition has stated:

“Even though widely recognized, the very term “political offence” is seldom defined in treaties or national legislation, and judicial interpretations have been the principle source for its meaning and its application. This may be due to the fact that whether or not a particular type of conduct falls within that category depends essentially on the facts and circumstances of the occurrence. Thus, by its very nature it eludes a precise definition, which could constrict the flexibility needed to assess the facts and circumstances of each case”.


313 Genocide Convention, art. VII states: “Genocide and the other acts enumerated in article III shall not be considered as political crimes for the purpose of extradition.”

314 The International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombing, art. 11, and the International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, art. 14, state:

“None of the offences set forth in article 2 shall be regarded for the purposes of extradition or mutual legal assistance as a political offence or as an offence connected with a political offence or as an offence inspired by political motives. Accordingly, a request for extradition or for mutual legal assistance based on such an offence may not be refused on the sole ground that it concerns a political offence or an offence connected with a political offence or an offence inspired by political motives”.

315 The ECOWAS Extradition Convention states that the political offence exception does not amend states’ obligations under the Geneva Conventions, its Additional Protocols, and other multilateral international conventions. ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 4. The London Scheme, para. 12 (b), states that the political offence exception does not apply to:

“(i) offences established under any multilateral international convention to which the requesting and requested countries are parties, the purpose of which is to prevent or repress a specific category of offences and which imposes on the parties an obligation either to extradite or prosecute the person sought;

(ii) offences for which the political offence or offence of political character ground of refusal is not applicable under international law”.
with respect to the crimes defined in those treaties.\footnote{See treaties discussed in Section 4.2 above.}

7.1.1.5. Military offence

Ghanaian law does not contain any provision expressly barring extradition for purely military offences, such as conduct unbecoming an officer or mutiny.

However, the non-binding London Scheme permits states to refuse extradition within the Commonwealth on the grounds that the offence for which extradition is sought is an offence only under military law or a law relating to military obligations.\footnote{London Scheme, para. 14 (d).} Similarly, the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, which Ghana has signed, bars extradition to other West African countries when extradition is sought for an offence under military law that is not also an offence under ordinary criminal law.\footnote{ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 7.} Neither the London Scheme nor the ECOWAS Extradition Convention is enforceable in Ghana without implementing legislation.

7.1.1.6. Ne bis in idem

The Extradition Act does not expressly prohibit the extradition of a suspect for trial if the person has been previously acquitted or convicted, although this limitation may be implicit in the double jeopardy provision in the Constitution.\footnote{See 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, art. 19 (7).}

The non-binding London Scheme provides that extradition may not be granted to Commonwealth countries if a competent official with authority to grant extradition requests is satisfied that the person sought has been convicted or has been acquitted, whether within or outside the Commonwealth, for the offence for which extradition is sought.\footnote{See London Scheme, para. 13(c).} Similarly, the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, which Ghana has signed, prohibits extradition to other West African states if competent authorities have passed a final judgment on the person sought for the offences underlying the extradition request.\footnote{ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 13.} The Convention also allows states to refuse extradition if proceedings are pending for the same offences.\footnote{This includes situations where competent authorities have decided either not to institute or to otherwise terminate proceedings for the same offences. ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 13.} However, these instruments are not enforceable without implementing national legislation (see discussion above in Section 6.7 regarding the limitations of the \textit{ne bis in idem} prohibition under international law).

\footnotetext[316]{See treaties discussed in Section 4.2 above.}
\footnotetext[317]{London Scheme, para. 14 (d).}
\footnotetext[318]{ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 7.}
\footnotetext[319]{See 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, art. 19 (7).}
\footnotetext[320]{See London Scheme, para. 13(c).}
\footnotetext[321]{This includes situations where competent authorities have decided either not to institute or to otherwise terminate proceedings for the same offences. ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 13.}
\footnotetext[322]{ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 12.}
7.1.1.7. Non-retroactivity

There is no express prohibition in the Extradition Act of extradition on the basis that the conduct was not a crime under the law of the requesting state or of Ghana at the time it occurred, although this restriction may be implicit in any double criminality requirement read into the Extradition Act (discussed in Section 7.1.1.3 above) and in the non-retroactivity provision of the Constitution.323 (See discussion above in Section 6.6 regarding the inapplicability of the prohibition of retroactive criminal law to national law enacted after the conduct became criminal under international law).

7.1.1.8. Statutes of limitation

There is no express prohibition in the Extradition Act of extradition on the basis that the prosecution would be barred in the requesting state or in Ghana on the basis of a statute of limitation, although it may be implicit in any double criminality requirement read into that Act (discussed in Section 7.1.1.3 above).

The non-binding London Scheme provides that states should refuse extradition to other Commonwealth countries if satisfied that “the passage of time since the commission of the offence” would make extradition unjust, oppressive, or too severe a punishment.324 In addition, states may refuse extradition under this instrument if the person sought has gained immunity due to a lapse of time, among other reasons.325

Similarly, the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, which Ghana has signed, prohibits extradition when, according to the law of either state, the person sought has “become immune by reason of lapse of time from prosecution or punishment, at the time of receipt of the request for extradition by the requested [s]tate.”326 Neither the London Scheme nor the ECOWAS Extradition Convention is enforceable in Ghana without implementing legislation (see discussion above in Section 6.3 regarding the prohibition of statutes of limitations for crimes under international law).

7.1.1.9. Amnesties, pardons and similar measures of impunity

There is no provision in the Extradition Act prohibiting extradition on the basis that the prosecution would be barred in either the requesting state or in Ghana on the basis of an amnesty, pardon or other measure of impunity.

The non-binding London Scheme permits states to refuse extradition on the grounds that the person sought has been given an amnesty.327 Similarly, the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, which Ghana

---

323 See 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, art. 19 (5). However, the Extradition Act makes clear that extradition may be granted for offences committed before the enactment of the Extradition Act and for offences committed in foreign countries before the Extradition Act was applied to those countries. See Extradition Act, sect. 5.

324 London Scheme, para. 13 (b) (iii).

325 London Scheme, para. 14 (b).

326 ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 15.

327 London Scheme, para. 14 (c).
has signed, prohibits extradition when the requested state has granted an amnesty for the offence and it would have otherwise had competence to prosecute the offence under its own criminal law.\(^{328}\) However, these instruments are not enforceable under Ghanaian law without implementing legislation (See discussion above in Section 6.10 regarding the prohibition of amnesties and similar measures of impunity).

7.1.1.10. Other obstacles

**Ad hoc court.** Under the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, which Ghana has signed, extradition to another West African state may be refused if the person sought “has been sentenced, or would be liable to be tried, in the requesting [s]tate by an extraordinary or Ad Hoc Court or Tribunal”.\(^{329}\) To the extent this provision applies to requests for surrender by ad hoc International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda, then the provision is an obstacle to international justice. However, to the extent that it prohibits extradition to a state that has a special court that has replaced an ordinary court with regular procedures, then it is a human rights safeguard.\(^{330}\) Without being incorporated into national legislation, however, this provision is not enforceable under the laws of Ghana.

**Territorial requirement.** For active extradition, there is no express requirement under Ghanaian law that an accused has been in Ghana at any point before Ghana can make an extradition request. Therefore, Ghana can play an effective role in enforcing international criminal law by being able to open investigations and seeking extradition of suspects to stand trial in Ghana, even if those suspects have never been to Ghana.

7.1.2. SAFEGUARDS

The Extradition Act expressly provides for only one human rights safeguard discussed below. The Act has a speciality rule, which limits the scope of crimes for which Ghana and other states may exercise extradition to those offences listed in their extradition requests. Aside from this consideration, the Extradition Act does not expressly provide human rights safeguards with respect to the granting or requesting of extradition. However, it is possible that Ghana may refuse extradition in cases where the person to be extradited faces an unfair trial or torture based on the Constitution’s fundamental human rights guarantees.

7.1.2.1. Fair trial

There is no express prohibition in Ghanaian law of the extradition of a suspect or convicted person on the grounds that he or she risks facing an unfair trial, although this may be implied from the fair

\(^{328}\) ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 16.

\(^{329}\) ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 8.

\(^{330}\) See Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, adopted by the Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders held at Milan from 26 August to 6 September 1985 and endorsed by General Assembly resolutions 40/32 of 29 November 1985 and 40/146 of 13 December 1985 (“Everyone shall have the right to be tried by ordinary courts or tribunals using established legal procedures. Tribunals that do not use the duly established procedures of the legal process shall not be created to displace the jurisdiction belonging to the ordinary courts or judicial tribunals.”).
trial guarantees in the Constitution. The only implicit prohibition in Ghanaian law on the surrender of a suspect or convicted person on the grounds that he or she risks facing an unfair trial is found in Section 21 of the Extradition Act. Section 21 provides that a District Magistrate may refuse or place limits on the backing of an arrest warrant issued in a foreign country because it appears to the Magistrate that the case is trivial in nature, because the application for return was made in bad faith or not otherwise in the interests of justice, or if endorsing the application would be unjust, oppressive, or impose too severe a punishment on the person sought.

The non-binding London Scheme provides that extradition is precluded if a competent authority is satisfied that these considerations are at issue; it also permits states to refuse extradition on the grounds that the person sought has been tried in absentia. The ECOWAS Extradition Convention, which Ghana has signed, provides that extradition will not be granted to other West African states if the person sought has not received, or would not receive, "the minimum guarantees in criminal proceedings, as contained in Article 7 of the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights". The Convention also permits states to refuse extradition on the grounds that the person sought has been tried in absentia if the requested state believes that the proceedings leading to the judgment did not satisfy the minimum rights of defendants. This instrument is not enforceable in Ghana without implementing legislation.

7.1.2.2. Torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

There is no express prohibition in Ghanaian law of extradition of a suspect or convicted person on the ground that he or she might face torture or other ill-treatment, although this may be implicit in the Constitution’s prohibition of torture.

The non-binding London Scheme does not have this human rights safeguard. Although the ECOWAS Extradition Convention expressly prohibits extradition of a person that has been, or would be, subjected to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, this safeguard is not enforceable in Ghana because it has not been incorporated into national legislation.

7.1.2.3. Death penalty

There is no express prohibition in Ghanaian law of extradition of a suspect or convicted person on

---

332 Extradition Act, sect. 21.
333 See London Scheme, para. 13 (a) (ii), (b).
334 See London Scheme, para. 14 (a).
335 ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 5.
336 However, extradition should be granted if the requesting state guarantees the person sought a retrial safeguarding the rights of defence. ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 14.
337 See 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, art. 15 (2).
338 ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 5.
the grounds that he or she might face the death penalty. Ghana is abolitionist in practice, but it has not yet abolished this penalty (see discussion above in Section 2.1).339

The ECOWAS Extradition Convention only prohibits extradition on death penalty grounds if the requested state’s law does not provide for the death penalty as punishment for the offence.340 The non-binding London Scheme permits refusal of extradition on the same grounds.341 However, neither provision is enforceable in Ghana without being incorporated into national legislation.

The death penalty is the ultimate denial of human rights. It is the premeditated and cold-blooded killing of a human being by the state. This cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment is done in the name of justice. It violates the right to life as proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Amnesty International opposes the death penalty in all cases without exception regardless of the nature of the crime, the characteristics of the offender, or the method used by the state to kill the prisoner.

7.1.2.4. Other human rights safeguards

The Extradition Act does not contain any other human rights safeguards.

The non-binding London Scheme prohibits extradition to Commonwealth countries if a competent authority determines that the request for surrender, although purportedly made for an extradition offence, was in fact made to prosecute or punish the requested person on account of race, religion, sex, nationality, or political opinion.342

Similarly, the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, which Ghana has signed, does not permit extradition if the request for extradition, though superficially made for an ordinary criminal offence, has in fact been made for the purpose of prosecuting or punishing the person sought on account of race, tribe, religion, nationality, political opinion, sex or status.343 This provision, which concerns extradition among West African states, is not enforceable in Ghana without implementing legislation.

7.1.2.5. Humanitarian concerns

There is no express provision in Ghanaian law barring extradition because of humanitarian concerns, whether such a decision would be made by a court or a political official.

The non-binding London Scheme does not contain this provision with respect to Commonwealth countries. However, the ECOWAS Extradition Convention, which Ghana has signed, permits states to refuse extradition to other West African states when it would be “incompatible with humanitarian

340 ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 17.
341 See London Scheme, para. 15 (2).
342 See London Scheme, para. 13 (a) (i).
343 ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 4 (3).
considerations in view of age or health.” This provision is not enforceable under the laws of Ghana because it has not been incorporated into national legislation.

Prohibiting extradition on the basis of humanitarian concerns in certain circumstances can be appropriate. However, it should be noted that this safeguard could be abused, as it was in the Pinochet case, particularly if a political official has discretion to deny extradition on this ground.

7.1.2.6. Speciality

The Extradition Act generally limits the scope of crimes for which Ghana may exercise jurisdiction to those listed in its extradition request. An exception can be made, however, if the surrendering country authorizes Ghana courts to exercise jurisdiction for additional offences or if the person sought “having had an opportunity to leave the Republic has not done so within thirty days of final discharge in respect of the offence for which that person was surrendered or has returned to the Republic after leaving it.” Likewise in cases of passive extradition, Section 3 of the Extradition Act generally limits the scope of the crimes for which a foreign country may exercise jurisdiction to those listed in its extradition request unless the Ghanaian government authorizes the foreign country to exercise jurisdiction for another offence not listed in the extradition request or if the person sought “having had an opportunity to leave the territory of the [foreign] country, has not done so within thirty days of final discharge in respect of the offence for which that person was surrendered or has returned to the territory of that [foreign] country after leaving it.”

The ECOWAS Extradition Convention has specialty guidelines both for active and passive extradition and the non-binding London Scheme also has a specialty rule. Neither instrument, however, is binding in Ghana.

7.2. MUTUAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE

The Mutual Legal Assistance Act, 2010 provides for the granting of mutual legal assistance in criminal matters between Ghana and the following foreign states and entities: member states of the Commonwealth, member states of the Economic Community of West African States, member states of the African Union, state parties to the United Nations Convention against Corruption, state parties to the African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption, as well as international assistance to the International Criminal Court. According to information provided by a number of

344 ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 6.
345 See Extradition Act, sect. 15.
346 See Government of Sierra Leone v. Jumu, GLR 1058, 1061 (1968). In cases where the foreign state alters the description of the offence during the course of proceedings, extradition can only be granted where the offence under its new description would still be extraditable to that state under the Extradition Act. Extradition Act, sect. 2 (3) (b).
347 See ECOWAS Extradition Convention, art. 20.
348 See London Scheme, para. 20.
349 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, 2010 (Act B07) (Mutual Legal Assistance Act), sect. 2 & Schedule 1. The central authority of a foreign state may also seek mutual legal assistance from Ghana on behalf of an accused
sources, including a senior government official, in 2012, the Mutual Legal Assistance Act was amended in part; however all attempts by Amnesty International to obtain copies of the 2012 Act did not succeed. Therefore, some aspects of the 2010 Mutual Legal Assistance Act discussed below in Section 7.2 may have been modified. The 2010 Act provides that, in the absence of a standing agreement between Ghana and a foreign state or entity, the Attorney General and Minister of Justice may make an ‘administrative arrangement’ for up to six months allowing the granting of mutual legal assistance to that foreign state or entity. The central authority which holds responsibility for the making, granting, and execution of mutual legal assistance requests in Ghana is the Ministry of Justice.

**Mutual legal assistance – bilateral treaties.** Despite repeated requests to the Ministry of Justice, it has not been possible to obtain a complete list of bilateral extradition treaties to which Ghana is a party. However, it is a party to an antiquated bilateral treaty with the United Kingdom that contains limited mutual legal assistance provisions in extradition cases. That treaty has also been made applicable to the USA.

**Multilateral agreements.** Ghana is also a party to a number of multilateral agreements with mutual legal assistance provisions, including Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions and the Convention against Torture. The Constitution does not clarify which takes precedence in case of a conflict

---

350 These efforts included written requests to obtain copies of the Act from the government and attempts to locate the legislation from comprehensive legal databases cataloguing Ghanaian law, including Lexis Nexis South Africa and DataCenta.

351 This provision is only applicable to cases concerning certain specified serious offences under Ghanaian law. Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 4. Serious offences are the following:

"(a) participation in an organised criminal group, terrorism and terrorist financing, money laundering, human trafficking, people smuggling, rape, defilement, illicit trafficking in stolen and other goods, corruption and bribery, serious fraud, counterfeiting and piracy of products, smuggling, extortion, forgery, insider trading and market manipulation;

(b) murder, grievous bodily harm, armed robbery or theft where there are predicate offences for a serious offence; and

(c) any other similar or related, prohibited activity punishable with imprisonment for a period of not less than twelve months". Sect. 82.

352 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 6.


355 See Protocol I, art. 88.

356 See Convention against Torture, art. 9.
between provisions of the Mutual Legal Assistance Act and the requirements of these ratified treaties (see Section 2.2). As discussed below, regional organizations to which Ghana belongs also have agreements providing for mutual legal assistance, including the Economic Community of West African States Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters (ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention),357 which Ghana has signed, and the Scheme Relating to Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters in the Commonwealth (Harare Scheme).358 Provisions of these instruments are not enforceable in Ghana unless they are directly incorporated into national legislation.359 However, as a signatory to the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, Ghana has agreed to act in good faith not to defeat the object and purpose of the treaty360, and, as a member of the Commonwealth, Ghana is eligible for legislative drafting assistance by the Commonwealth, which is developing a model law to implement the Harare Scheme, to adopt legislation giving effect to the non-binding Harare Scheme.361 Some provisions in these agreements contain inappropriate bars to mutual legal assistance, including: political offence exceptions to mutual assistance, ne bis in idem prohibitions and double criminality requirements.

7.2.1 UNAVAILABLE OR INADEQUATE PROCEDURES

As discussed below, Ghanaian law provides for a number of mutual legal assistance procedures, either with regard to requests by Ghana for assistance or with regard to requests by foreign states to Ghana for assistance.

7.2.1.1. Conducting investigations

Ghanaian authorities may request that foreign authorities assist in criminal investigations or seek evidence in their states (for example, through letters rogatory (commissions rogatoires) for serious crimes. The law also permits Ghanaian authorities to seek evidence and conduct criminal


360 As of 1 September 2012, all attempts by Amnesty International to determine whether Ghana had ratified this treaty in requests for information from ECOWAS, the depository of the treaty, and the Ghanaian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, were unsuccessful. Although for the purposes of determining state responsibility it matters whether Ghana has ratified this treaty or not, it does not matter for purposes of this paper since regardless of the ratification status it has not been implemented in national law and, therefore, cannot be enforced by Ghanaian courts.

investigations in territories subject to its jurisdiction at the request of a foreign state.\textsuperscript{362}

Both the Harare Scheme and the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, neither of which have yet been implemented in national law, also provide for this type of assistance between nations in the Commonwealth and West African states, respectively.\textsuperscript{363}

7.2.1.2. Tracing, freezing, seizing and forfeiting assets

The Mutual Legal Assistance Act permits foreign authorities to trace, freeze or seize the proceedings of crime (but not apparently other assets) or forfeit assets (apparently any assets) of a suspect or convicted person.\textsuperscript{364} The reasons for the discrepancy are not known, but they could impede the forfeiture of assets that were not proceeds of crime for reparation to victims.

Both the non-binding Harare Scheme and the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, neither of which have yet been implemented in national law, also provide for this type of assistance between Commonwealth nations and West African states, respectively.\textsuperscript{365}

7.2.1.3. Video-conferencing and other special measures to present evidence

The Mutual Legal Assistance Act provides for video-conferencing to present evidence under certain limitations\textsuperscript{366} and also permits “gather[ing] evidence through the use of technology”.\textsuperscript{367}

Neither the non-binding Harare Scheme nor the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention expressly provide for this type of assistance.

7.2.1.4. Acceptance of foreign official documents

Ghanaian authorities may obtain evidence or documents or other articles produced in evidence in a foreign state and may provide such evidence and documents to foreign states if so requested for serious crimes.\textsuperscript{368} In addition, both the non-binding Harare Scheme and the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention provide for this type of assistance between Commonwealth nations and West African states, respectively.\textsuperscript{369}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{362} See Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sects. 5, 20 - 27, 43-54.
\item \textsuperscript{363} See Harare Scheme, para. 3; ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, art. 2.
\item \textsuperscript{364} Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sects. 5 (q), (r), 55.
\item \textsuperscript{365} See Harare Scheme, para. 3; ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, art. 2.
\item \textsuperscript{366} See Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 41.
\item \textsuperscript{367} Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 5 (k).
\item \textsuperscript{368} See Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sects. 5 (p), 68 - 72.
\item \textsuperscript{369} See Harare Scheme, para. 3; ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, art. 2.
\end{itemize}
Ghana has the following procedure for providing copies of official documents:

The Attorney General and Minister of Justice, a political official, must first approve a request by the central authority of a foreign state or the competent authority of a foreign entity for the production of a judicial or official record. The request must satisfy the requirements – where relevant - of the Mutual Legal Assistance Act Sections 8 (Content of request for mutual legal assistance), 9 (Requests by foreign States and foreign entities), 18 (Request for identification and location of persons), 19 (Request for service of documents) and 55 to 64 (Request by foreign States for confiscation of proceeds or instrumentalities of crime and related court orders). Even if the request meets these requirements, after giving reasonable notice to the person or authorities concerned, the Attorney General and Minister of Justice has broad discretion whether to apply to the High Court or Circuit Court for an order to execute the request. Section 15 lists seven grounds for refusal of requests for mutual legal assistance, including that the Minister considers that “compliance with the request would prejudice the security, international relations or other essential public interests of the Republic” (see discussion below in Section 7.2.2).

The court can consider any representations made by persons to whom the notice was given and then make the order, instructing the registrar of the court to notify the Ministry about this resolution. Then, as soon as possible after being notified, the Ministry of Justice must authorize the appropriate person, body, or authority to make available either (1) copies of the judicial or official records which are publicly available or (2) copies of judicial or official records which are not publicly available subject to conditions imposed.

To determine the probative value of a record provided by a foreign state and admitted in evidence for purposes of mutual legal assistance, courts in Ghana may examine the record, receive evidence about how the record was written, recorded, stored or reproduced, and draw a reasonable conclusion from the form or content of the record. However, without evidence to the contrary, a document or record produced is considered authenticated if signed or certified by a judge or magistrate or if it bears any seal or stamp of a Minister, government department or other competent authority from the foreign state. It may also be authenticated by the oath of a witness or of an officer of the foreign state or entity that sent the document.

---

370 ‘Judicial records’ are judgments, orders and decisions of courts and other documents held by judicial authorities, and ‘official records’ include documents held by government ministries, departments or agencies or prosecution authorities. Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 68 (3).
371 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sects. 68, 82.
372 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 15 (a).
373 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 69 (2).
374 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 69 (3).
375 The same can be done with a copy of an official record. Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 71.
376 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 73. Before such documents or records can be used in evidence, the party who intends to present them as evidence must give seven days’ notice and a copy of the items to the party against whom the items will be presented. Sect. 74.
7.2.1.5. Recognition and enforcement of awards of reparation

Ghana has a framework in place for the recognition and enforcement of awards of monetary reparation made to victims in foreign states.377 The Courts Act provides that the President may, by legislative instrument, authorize a reciprocal arrangement in respect of enforcement of judgments made in Ghana and in a foreign country.378 After an arrangement has been established between Ghana and that foreign country, judgments made in foreign courts can be enforced in the Ghana. To be enforced, a judgment creditor must first register the judgment in the courts of Ghana within six years of the judgment.379 A foreign judgment will not be registered, however, if it has already been wholly satisfied or if it could not have been enforced by execution in the country of the original court.380

Ghana also has a bilateral arrangement for recognition of its judgments in the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom's reciprocal enforcement framework, guided by its Administration of Justice Act, 1920 and Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Act, 1933, provides that judgments made in Commonwealth countries – including monetary reparations – can be recognized and enforced in the United Kingdom. Successive orders in council extended this arrangement to Ghana.381 Within this framework, judgments made in Ghana can be enforced in the United Kingdom if the judgments have been registered in the United Kingdom within 12 months of the date of judgment or within a longer period by extension.382

Neither the non-binding Harare Scheme nor the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention expressly provide for this type of assistance.

7.2.1.6. Procedure for requesting and accepting requests for assistance

The general procedure for a foreign state to request assistance from Ghana is as follows: A competent authority must provide the Ghana Ministry of Justice with sufficient basic information to

377 See Courts Act, 1993 (Act No. 459), sects. 81 - 88. See also High Court Rules, Order 71.
378 The judgment to be enforcement must be final and for a specific sum. Courts Act, sect. 81. Contesting judgment debtors may apply to have the judgment registration set aside for jurisdictional, immunity, and other reasons. Sect. 83.
379 Without a recent list of reciprocal enforcement arrangements, it is not possible to accurately account for how reciprocal recognition and enforcement of judgments for individual states would be handled in a particular case.
380 Courts Act, sect. 82 (1) - (3).
382 The judgment to be enforced must be final and for a specific sum. Contesting judgment debtors may apply to have the judgment registration set aside for jurisdictional and other reasons. Administration of Justice Act, 1920, Pt. II, sect. 9.
enable Ghana to comply with the request.\textsuperscript{383}

Ghana may also volunteer to provide legal assistance without a request, but there do not appear to be any statutory criteria governing this decision.\textsuperscript{384} In the case of a request to confiscate property believed to be located in Ghana, the request must also include details of the property to be traced, restrained, seized or confiscated, and, in case of temporary transfer, the current location of exhibits required in the case.\textsuperscript{385}

\textsuperscript{383} Mutual Legal Assistance Act sects. 8 - 9. These requirements include:

- the identity of the authority or entity initiating the request including contact details;
- the nature of the criminal matter including a summary of the facts if applicable and correlative offences and penalties;
- an indication of whether or not criminal proceedings have been instituted;
- an indication of the purpose for which any evidence, information or material is sought;
- specification of the nature of the assistance required, including details of any particular formality or procedure that the foreign state or entity wishes to be followed in Ghana;
- specification of the period within which compliance with the request is desired with stated reasons;
- where criminal proceedings have not been instituted, the offence which the Central Authority of the foreign state or competent authority of the foreign entity has reasonable grounds to suspect has been, is being or will be committed with a summary of the known facts; and
- any other information that may assist in giving effect to the request.

\textsuperscript{384} See Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 78.

\textsuperscript{385} Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 8 (f). Section 55 (1) also states:

"Without limiting section 8, a request for the freezing or seizure of property as proceeds of crime shall be accompanied with

(a) relevant information available to the Central Authority of that foreign state or the competent authority of that foreign entity that may be required for procedures in Ghana,
(b) a certificate in respect of the property,
(c) known details of the property in relation to which the request is sought,
(d) known details of the location and the estimated value of the property,
(e) the nexus between the serious offence and the property for which the request is made,
(f) a certified copy of a restraint or confiscation order made in the foreign state where applicable,
(g) details of any known third party interests in the property, and
(h) any other, relevant statement."
Ghana’s Attorney General and Minister of Justice can only make requests for mutual legal assistance to foreign states after consultation with the Minister of Foreign Affairs, another political official. However, the Mutual Legal Assistance Act simply requires that this official be consulted. It does not give the Minister of Foreign Affairs a veto, but this official could bring improper political considerations into decisions that should be made by an independent professional prosecutor in accordance with neutral criteria. All requests for assistance – whether made by Ghana or by a foreign state – should be in writing, dated and signed, where possible. However, they can also be made orally in exigent circumstances as long as a request in writing follows as soon as practicable. Requests made in writing include those made by electronic device or other agreeable means.

7.2.2 INAPPROPRIATE BARS TO MUTUAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE

Ghanaian law contains a number of inappropriate bars to mutual legal assistance for crimes under international law. These include political offence exceptions to the provision of mutual legal assistance without express exclusion of all crimes under international law; ne bis in idem prohibitions; and the broad discretion of the Attorney General and Minister to turn down in whole or in part mutual legal assistance requests. In addition, regional organizations to which Ghana belongs have agreements providing for mutual legal assistance that contain a number of inappropriate bars to mutual legal assistance, including: political offence exceptions to the provision of mutual assistance without express exclusion of all crimes under international law from consideration as political offences, ne bis in idem prohibitions, and double criminality requirements.

7.2.2.1. Nationality

There is no provision in Ghanaian law expressly prohibiting the granting of requests for mutual legal assistance when the person concerned is a Ghanaian national.

Neither the non-binding Harare Scheme nor the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention expressly prohibit the granting of requests for mutual legal assistance on the grounds that the assistance concerns a national of the requested state.

7.2.2.2. Political offence

The Mutual Legal Assistance Act does not permit the making or granting of requests for mutual legal assistance with respect to offences “of a political character” or associated offences or proceedings. However, for the purposes of mutual legal assistance, a number of crimes under national law of international concern and crimes under international law would not constitute political offences. Section 15 provides that offences within the scope of international conventions imposing aut dedere aut judicare obligations to which both Ghana and the foreign state are parties are not offences of a political character under the Act. Thus, grave breaches of the Geneva

---

386 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 7 (1).
387 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sects. 7, 9.
388 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 7 (4), 9 (3).
389 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sects. 1 (3) (a), 15 (1) (b).
390 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 15 (2) (a), (b).
Conventions and of Protocol I and torture would not be considered offences “of a political character,” but only if the other state were a party to the relevant treaties. It also states that offences within the scope of an international convention against terrorism are not offences of a political character. Nevertheless, there is no exclusion for crimes under international law found in international conventions not imposing aut dedere aut judicare obligations or found in international conventions not ratified by Ghana or the foreign state. Therefore, crimes against humanity, war crimes in non-international armed conflict, extrajudicial executions and enforced disappearances would be excluded from the concept of “offences of a political character.”

Similarly, the Harare Scheme allows a requested state to refuse provision of mutual assistance on the grounds that the criminal matter at issue concerns an offence that appears, in the opinion of the requested state, to be of a political character. Importantly, the Scheme states that crimes under international law found in treaties that contain an aut dedere aut judicare clause are excluded from the political offence exception. Likewise, the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, which Ghana has signed, permits the refusal of mutual assistance on the basis that the requested state regards the offence as political in nature. Unlike the Harare Scheme, however, the Convention fails to define what constitutes an offence “of a political nature” and does not expressly exclude crimes under international law from the political offence exception. It is important to note that neither instrument is enforceable under the laws of Ghana without implementing legislation (See Section 7.1.1.4. above for further discussion of political offences).

7.2.2.3. Ne bis in idem

Ghana does not permit the granting of requests for mutual legal assistance where the person concerned has been tried and convicted in a court of competent jurisdiction, even when the prior proceedings were a sham, designed to ensure impunity, or unfair, and even when the crimes at issue were crimes under international law, which states are under a duty to investigate and prosecute.

The ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, which Ghana has signed, provides that mutual assistance may be refused if it would violate the requested state’s laws on double jeopardy or if the request relates to an offence that is already subject to an investigation or prosecution in the requested state.

This would constitute an inappropriate bar to mutual assistance if the previous trial was a sham or

391 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 15 (2) (c).
392 Harare Scheme, para. 8 (1) (c).
393 Both the requesting and requested state must be party to the treaty containing the obligation. See Harare Scheme, para. 8 (4).
394 ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, art. 4 (1) (b).
395 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 15 (1) (d).
396 Harare Scheme, art. 4 (1) (d). The Convention also permits states to postpone the execution of a request if its immediate execution would interfere with an ongoing investigation or prosecution in the requested state’s territory. Art. 4 (3)
unfair. The principle of *ne bis in idem* (that one cannot be tried twice for the same crime) is a fundamental principle of law recognized in international human rights treaties and other instruments, including the ICCPR, the American Convention on Human Rights, Additional Protocol I and constitutive instruments establishing the ICTY, ICTR and the Special Court for Sierra Leone.\(^{397}\) However, apart from the vertical exception between international courts and national courts, the principle only prohibits retrials after an acquittal by the same jurisdiction.\(^{398}\) This limitation on the scope of the principle can serve international justice by permitting other states to step in when the territorial state or the suspect’s state fails to conduct a fair trial.

7.2.2.4. Double criminality

The Mutual Legal Assistance Act states that, in circumstances where a request for mutual legal assistance is in respect of a crime which is not an offence under the laws of Ghana, the Attorney General and Minister of Justice, a political official, will:

“(a) consider details of the relevant conduct underlying the request and the adoption of measures that may be necessary to facilitate the provision of assistance required, and

(b) provide the required assistance in accordance with the laws of the Republic, and on terms and conditions certified by the Minister.”\(^{399}\)

Under the non-binding Harare Scheme, requested states may refuse to provide mutual legal assistance on the grounds that the conduct underlying the criminal matter would not constitute an offence under the law of the requested state.\(^{400}\) The ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention does not contain such a provision.

Whatever the merits may be for requiring double criminality with respect to conduct that only amounts to an ordinary crime, it has no merit when the conduct amounts to a crime under

---

\(^{397}\) ICCPR, art. 14 (7); American Convention on Human Rights, art. 8 (4); Additional Protocol I, art. 75 (4) (h); ICTY Statute, art. 10 (1); ICTR Statute, art. 9 (1); Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, art. 9.


\(^{399}\) Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 17.

\(^{400}\) Harare Scheme, para. 8 (a).
international law, even if the requesting state is seeking extradition to prosecute the person for an ordinary crime when its legislation does not characterize the conduct as a crime under international law. All states have a shared obligation to investigate and prosecute conduct that amounts to crimes under international law, either by doing so in their own courts or by extraditing the suspect to another state or surrendering that person to an international criminal court, and they cannot escape this obligation by refusing to extradite on the basis of double criminality.

7.2.2.5. Jurisdiction

Ghana does not expressly prohibit the making or granting requests for mutual legal assistance because jurisdiction in the requested or requesting state is based on universal jurisdiction or a form of jurisdiction not recognized in the requested state.

Neither the non-binding Harare Scheme nor the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention contains such a prohibition.

7.2.2.6. Amnesty or similar measure of impunity

Ghanaian law does not expressly prohibit the making or granting of requests for mutual legal assistance because a prosecution is barred in either state based on an amnesty, pardon or similar measure of impunity.

Neither the non-binding Harare Scheme nor the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention contains such a prohibition (see discussion above in Section 6.10 regarding the prohibition of amnesties and similar measures of impunity).

7.2.2.7. Other inappropriate bars to mutual legal assistance

*International relations and other political considerations.* The discretion of the Attorney General and Minister of Justice, a single political official, to refuse a request for mutual assistance on the grounds that the request would prejudice the security, international relations or other essential public interests of Ghana (as permitted under the Mutual Legal Assistance Act)\(^{401}\) could become an inappropriate bar to mutual legal assistance. The Attorney General and Minister of Justice also have the authority to grant wholly or partly a request for mutual legal assistance “on such terms and conditions he considers appropriate”.\(^{402}\) Such grounds are inappropriate when the crimes concerned are crimes under international law, which are crimes against the entire international community. In addition, such broad grounds may be abused under political pressure.

Similarly, the non-binding Harare Scheme gives states discretion to refuse assistance when it appears to a state-appointed authority that compliance would “prejudice the security, international

\(^{401}\) Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 15 (1) (a). ‘Essential public interests’ include sovereignty, security, national interests, public order, and an excessive burden on Ghana's resources. Sect. 82.

\(^{402}\) Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 10 (1) (a). Although the Minister may delegate some duties under the Mutual Legal Assistance Act to another competent authority or to an authorized public officer, the Minister has ultimate responsibility for mutual legal assistance functions provided by the Act. Sect. 79.
relations or other essential public interests of that country.\textsuperscript{403} Likewise, the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention permits refusal of extradition on the grounds that, if granted, the requested state believes it would prejudice a state’s sovereignty, security, and public order.\textsuperscript{404} Such considerations, particularly when made under the discretion of a political official rather than under the discretion of an independent court, could easily be abused.\textsuperscript{405}

**Comparative procedure.** Ghana’s Mutual Legal Assistance Act provides that a person will not be compelled to give evidence – either through the production of a document or in an answer to a question – in Ghana that he or she is not required to give in proceedings in his or her own country or in criminal proceedings in the foreign state or foreign entity requesting mutual legal assistance.\textsuperscript{406}

Likewise, the non-binding Harare Scheme states that no person should be compelled to give such evidence which he or she would not be compelled to give in criminal proceedings both in the requesting and requested Commonwealth state.\textsuperscript{407} The Harare Scheme also provides that states may refuse to grant assistance if such assistance would require steps to be taken that could not, under the law of the requested state, be taken in respect of criminal matters arising in that state.\textsuperscript{408} Similarly, the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention provides that mutual assistance may be refused if such assistance would require the giving or gathering of evidence in a manner that does not comport with the requested state’s law and practice.\textsuperscript{409} Such grounds may be inappropriate when the crimes concerned are crimes under international law, which are crimes against the entire international community, except in circumstances where they may safeguard human rights, such as the right to silence and the right not to be compelled to confess guilt.

**7.2.3. SAFEGUARDS**

Ghanaian law does not expressly prohibit the making or granting of requests for mutual legal assistance on the grounds that the assistance provided could lead to an unfair trial, torture, inhuman treatment, or the death penalty. However, the Mutual Legal Assistance Act prohibits the granting of mutual legal assistance in contravention of the laws of Ghana,\textsuperscript{410} which might implicate human rights safeguards guaranteed in the Constitution. The non-binding Harare Scheme also permits

\textsuperscript{403} Harare Scheme, para. 8 (2) (a).

\textsuperscript{404} ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, art. 4 (1) (a).

\textsuperscript{405} The ECOWAS Convention does not specify what official or body constitutes a “competent authority” with discretion over this consideration. See ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, art. 3. Under the Mutual Legal Assistance Act, this decision is made by the Attorney General and Minister of Justice. A person aggrieved by the refusal to grant a mutual legal assistance request can apply to the High Court for judicial review of this decision. Sect. 15 (4). However, the broad scope of this provision would appear to leave little room for a successful judicial review.

\textsuperscript{406} Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 33.

\textsuperscript{407} Harare Scheme, para. 21.

\textsuperscript{408} Harare Scheme, para. 8 (3).

\textsuperscript{409} See ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, arts. 4 (1) (e), 12, 16 (2).

\textsuperscript{410} Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 15 (1) (g).
Commonwealth nations to refuse assistance on constitutional grounds.411 The ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention does not contain these safeguards.

The Mutual Legal Assistance Act also includes a safeguard against discrimination and a specialty rule. Further, it allows for judicial review of decisions regarding requests for mutual legal assistance.

7.2.3.1. Fair trial

There is no express prohibition in Ghanaian law on the making or granting of requests for mutual legal assistance on the grounds that the person concerned faces an unfair trial, although this may be implicit in the Constitution’s fair trial guarantees.412

Neither the non-binding Harare Scheme nor the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention expressly prohibits the making or granting of requests for mutual legal assistance on the grounds that the person concerned faces an unfair trial.

7.2.3.2. Torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

There is no express prohibition in Ghanaian law on the making or granting of requests for mutual legal assistance on the grounds that the person concerned faces torture or other ill-treatment, although this may be implicit in the Constitution’s prohibition of torture.413

Neither the non-binding Harare Scheme nor the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention expressly prohibits the making or granting of requests for mutual legal assistance on the grounds that the person concerned faces torture or other ill-treatment.

7.2.3.3. Death penalty

There is no express prohibition in Ghanaian law on the making or granting of requests for mutual legal assistance on the grounds that the person concerned faces the death penalty, although Ghana is abolitionist in practice (see Section 7.1.2.3 above).

7.1.2.4. Other human rights safeguards

Specialty. The Mutual Legal Assistance Act limits the purposes for which a foreign state may use the information or evidence obtained to those listed in its mutual legal assistance request unless Ghana’s Attorney General and Minister of Justice grants prior, written consent.414 This provision could be used to safeguard human rights; it could also be abused. The Harare Scheme and the

411 See Harare Scheme, para. 8 (2) (a).
413 See 1992 Constitution, Ch. V, art. 15 (2).
414 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 12.
ECOWAS Convention also contain specialty rules.415

**Discrimination.** The Mutual Legal Assistance Act states that mutual legal assistance will not be provided if there are reasonable grounds to believe that compliance would facilitate prosecution or punishment of a person based on race, color, ethnic origin, gender, religion, creed, nationality or political opinion or would otherwise be prejudicial for these reasons.416

The Harare Scheme also permits Commonwealth states to refuse assistance on the grounds that such assistance could further discriminatory purposes.417 The ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, which Ghana has signed, likewise provides that extradition may be refused if there are substantial grounds for believing the request for assistance has been made for discriminatory purposes.418

**Judicial Review.** The Mutual Legal Assistance Act states that a person aggrieved by Ghana’s refusal to grant mutual assistance in whole or in part may apply to the High Court for judicial review.419

---

415 See Harare Scheme, para. 12. Article 8 of the ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention states:

“The requesting Member State shall not, without the consent of the requested Member State use or transfer information or evidence provided by the requested Member State for investigation or proceedings other than those stated in the request. However, in cases where the charge is altered, the material provided may be used in so far as the offence, as charged, is an offence in respect of which mutual assistance may be provided under this Convention.”

416 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 15 (1) (c).

417 See Harare Scheme, para. 8 (2) (b).

418 See ECOWAS Mutual Assistance Convention, art. 4 (1) (c), which states that extradition may be refused if: “there are substantial grounds for believing that the request for assistance has been made for the purpose of prosecuting a person on account of that persons’ race, sex, religion, nationality, ethnic origin or political opinions, or that that person’s position may be prejudiced for any of those reasons.”

419 Mutual Legal Assistance Act, sect. 15 (4).
8. SPECIAL IMMIGRATION, POLICE AND PROSECUTOR UNITS

**Special immigration units.** Ghana does not have a special immigration unit designed to screen persons suspected of crimes under international law. Such a unit would have a mandate not only to exclude such persons from travel (either when seeking a visa abroad or when arriving at the border), but also to refer their files to police or prosecuting authorities for investigation and, where there is sufficient admissible evidence, prosecution. In practice, some screening is conducted by the Ghana Police and immigration officers in the Ghana Immigration Service. However, no information could be obtained from officials documenting the procedures or methods used by these two agencies to screen persons suspected of such crimes or about what steps were taken when persons suspected of such crimes applied for a visa abroad or were stopped at the border. For example, although authorities indicate that immigration officials may inform the police or make an arrest on their own initiative, it is not known whether police or immigration officials arrest suspected perpetrators with a view to exclusion, deportation or referral to prosecutors for the purpose of determining whether they should be prosecuted.

**Special police units.** Ghana does not have a special police unit, or a joint police and prosecution unit, with a mandate to investigate and prosecute crimes under international law. However, Ghana has established an Anti-Trafficking Unit, a Virtual Crime Analysis Unit and a Commercial Crime Unit, all of which investigate crimes under national law of international concern (such as human trafficking, cross-border financial crime and cyber crime) and a Domestic Violence and Victim Support Unit of the police, which handles domestic and gender-based crimes.

**Special prosecution units.** Ghana does not have a special prosecution unit, or a special police and prosecution unit, with a mandate to investigate and prosecute crimes under international law. However, Ghana has established an Economic and Organized Crime Office (EOCO), which prosecutes fraud and corruption.

---

420 A Refugee Board under the Ministry of Interior performs some of these functions, but only for those seeking asylum. See Refugee Act, 1992 (P.N.D.C.L. 305).

421 Interview with Assistant Commissioner of Police and Director of Operations, Ghana Police Service Criminal Investigation Department, in Accra, Ghana (28 June 2012); Interview with Chief State Attorney, Ministry of Justice Office of International Cooperation, in Accra, Ghana (27 June 2012).

422 Interview with Assistant Commissioner of Police and Director of Operations, Ghana Police Service Criminal Investigation Department, in Accra, Ghana (28 June 2012).
9. JURISPRUDENCE

There appear to be no cases in Ghana involving universal criminal or universal civil jurisdiction. There also appears to be no relevant jurisprudence on extraterritorial jurisdiction or the scope of crimes under international law.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Ghana should take the following steps to ensure that it is not a safe haven for persons responsible for the worst possible crimes in the world.

1. SUBSTANTIVE LAW REFORM

Ratify, without any limiting reservations, all treaties requiring states to extradite or prosecute crimes under international law, including the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance and the International humanitarian law treaties listed in Section 4.3 above.

Define the following crimes under international law as crimes under Ghanaian law, ensuring their definitions conform to the strictest requirements of international law, as has been done with breaches of the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols:

- war crimes in both international and non-international armed conflict, to the extent that they have not yet been incorporated in national law (see Section 4.3 above detailing the gaps);
- crimes against humanity;
- crimes ancillary to genocide (See Section 4.3.3 above);
- torture, including the torture of adults (see Section 4.3.4 above);
- extrajudicial executions; and
- enforced disappearances.

Define each of the crimes against humanity listed in Article 7 of the Rome Statute as crimes against humanity under Ghanaian law, if committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians, in strict accordance with their definition under international law (see Section 4.3.2).

Modernize the definition of rape under Ghanaian law to incorporate men and boys among potential victims. Delete the requirement of lack of consent and include all coercive circumstances recognized by international law as set forth in the elements of rape in the Elements of Crimes (see Section 4.3.2).

Define principles of criminal responsibility in accordance with the strictest standards of international law and, in particular, ensure that the same strict standards of criminal responsibility apply both to commanders and to other superiors.
Define defences in accordance with the strictest standards of international law and, in particular, exclude as permissible defences of superior orders, duress and necessity, but permit them to be taken into account in mitigation of punishment.

2. STRENGTHENING JURISDICTION

Provide that courts have universal criminal jurisdiction over all conduct amounting to crimes under international law, whether that conduct is currently labelled in Ghanaian law as an ordinary crime or as a crime under international law.

Provide that Ghana has an aut dedere aut judicare obligation to extradite a person suspected of crimes under international law when that person is in territory subject to its jurisdiction or to submit allegations to the prosecution authorities for the purpose of prosecution.

Where Ghana has not yet defined such conduct as a crime under national law, ensure that it can extradite a suspect to a country willing and able to prosecute in a prompt and fair trial without the death penalty or other human rights violations.

Ensure that Ghana can open an investigation, issue an arrest warrant and seek extradition of anyone suspected of a crime under international law even if that suspect has never entered territory subject to Ghana’s jurisdiction.

However, also ensure that the person suspected of such crimes is in the territory of Ghana subject to its jurisdiction a sufficient time before the start of a trial in order to prepare for trial, in line with the respect of rights of suspects and accused under international law and standards to a fair trial.

Ensure that legislation provides that the first state to exercise jurisdiction, whether universal, extraterritorial or territorial, to investigate or prosecute a person has priority over other states with regard to the crimes unless a second state can demonstrate that it is more able and willing to do so in a prompt and fair trial without the death penalty or other serious human rights violations.

3. REFORM OF PROCEDURE RELATED TO SUSPECTS AND ACCUSED

Establish rapid, effective and fair arrest procedures to ensure that anyone arrested on suspicion of committing crimes under international law will appear for extradition, surrender to an international criminal court or criminal proceedings in Ghana.

Ensure that the rights of suspects and accused under international law and standards related to a fair trial are fully respected.

Ensure that national law provides for the exclusive jurisdiction of civilian courts over all crimes under international law, including crimes committed by members of the armed forces.

Ensure that no one is subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Ensure that the death penalty, which is neither imposed nor carried out, is abolished in law.
4. REFORM OF PROCEDURE RELATED TO VICTIMS
Expressly provide that victims and their families are able to institute criminal proceedings based on
universal jurisdiction over crimes under international law through a private prosecution, actions
civile, actio popularis or similar procedures.

Ensure that victims and their families are able to file civil claims for all five forms of reparation
(restitution, rehabilitation, compensation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition) in civil and
in criminal proceedings based on universal jurisdiction over crimes under international law.

Ensure that victims and their families are fully informed of their rights and of developments in all
judicial proceedings based on universal jurisdiction concerning crimes under international law.

Ensure that victims and their families receive support and protection at all stages of the criminal
and civil proceedings involving crimes under international law.

5. REMOVAL OF LEGAL, PRACTICAL AND POLITICAL OBSTACLES
A. ELIMINATION OF LEGAL OBSTACLES
Provide that any claimed state or official immunities will not be recognized with regard to crimes
under international law or to torts arising from such crimes or to other human rights violations.

Provide that statutes of limitation do not apply to crimes under international law or to torts arising
from such crimes or to other human rights violations no matter when they were committed. Abolish
any statutes of limitations that apply to such crimes or torts no matter when they were committed.

Provide that the principle of ne bis in idem does not apply to proceedings in a foreign state
concerning crimes under international law so that Ghana courts can exercise jurisdiction when
foreign proceedings were shams that shielded the suspect from justice or were unfair.

Ensure that courts can exercise jurisdiction over all conduct that was recognized under international
law as a crime at the time that it occurred even if it occurred before it was defined as a crime under
national law.

Provide that amnesties and similar measures of impunity granted by a foreign state with regard to
crimes under international law have no legal effect with respect to criminal or civil proceedings.

Set aside transitional amnesty provisions of the Constitution, which contribute to prevailing impunity
for crimes under international law committed in Ghana.

B. ELIMINATING PRACTICAL OBSTACLES
1. Improvements in identifying suspects seeking to enter the country

Establish a special immigration unit for screening foreigners seeking to enter Ghana, including
immigrants, visa applicants and asylum seekers, to determine whether they are suspected of crimes
under international law and to inform police and prosecuting authorities that such persons are
suspected of crimes under international law.
Ensure that such a unit cooperates fully with police and prosecuting authorities in a manner that fully respects the rights of all persons to a fair trial.

2. Improvements in investigation and prosecution in the forum state

Establish a special unit of police and prosecutors with responsibility for investigating and prosecuting crimes under international law committed in Ghana or abroad. The establishment of such units for other crimes suggests that it may be affordable and feasible to establish specialized investigation and prosecution units for crimes under international law. These existing police and prosecution units could also provide lessons learned for the creation of special police and prosecution units to investigate and prosecute persons suspected of crimes under international law. One option might be to strengthen the capacity of the Department of Public Prosecution to investigate and prosecute crimes under international law.

Ensure that such a unit:

- has sufficient financial resources;
- has sufficient material resources;
- has sufficient, experienced, trained personnel;
- provides effective training on a regular basis of all staff in all relevant subjects, including international criminal law, human rights and international humanitarian law, as well as issues related to sexual and gender-based violence;
- has staff that are experts in investigating and prosecuting sexual and gender-based violence; and
- has staff that are experts in investigating and prosecuting crimes involving children, whether as victims, witnesses or perpetrators.

3. Ensuring the effective training of all members of the judicial system

Ensure that all judges, prosecutors, defence lawyers and others in the criminal and civil justice systems are effectively trained in relevant subjects, including such matters as issues related to sexual and gender-based violence and issues related to crimes involving children, whether as victims, witnesses or perpetrators.

4. Improving the protection of and support for victims and witnesses

Establish an effective victim and witness protection and support unit, based on the experience of such units in international criminal courts and national legal systems able to protect and support victims and witnesses involved in proceedings in the state, in foreign states and in international criminal courts, including through relocation.

C. ENDING POLITICAL OBSTACLES

Ensure that the criteria for deciding whether to investigate or prosecute crimes under international law are developed in a transparent manner, made public, and decided in close consultation with civil society. Ensure that such criteria are impartial and non-discriminatory and exclude all political considerations.

Ensure that decisions to investigate or prosecute are taken by independent prosecutors or investigating judges in accordance with such neutral criteria, subject to appropriate review by courts,
but not by political officials.

Ensure that decisions on whether to extradite persons suspected of crimes under international law and on whether to provide mutual legal assistance are made in accordance with neutral criteria and exclude all inappropriate criteria, such as double criminality requirements and \textit{ne bis in idem} prohibitions for crimes under international law. Expressly provide that political offence exceptions to extradition and the provision of mutual legal assistance do not include exceptions for crimes under international law.

Amend the Extradition Act to ensure that the final decision whether to extradite or to provide mutual legal assistance is taken by an independent prosecutor or investigating judge, subject to judicial review, and not by a political official.

6. IMPROVING COOPERATION WITH INVESTIGATIONS AND PROSECUTIONS IN OTHER STATES

Ensure that foreign requests from foreign states for mutual legal assistance, including \textit{commission rogatoires} (commissions rogatory), in investigating and prosecuting crimes under international law do not face unnecessary obstacles or delays, provided that the procedures are fully consistent with international law and standards concerning the right to a fair trial and that cooperation is not provided when there is a risk that it could lead to an unfair trial or the imposition of the death penalty, torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Ensure that all foreign judgments awarding civil reparations, whether in civil or criminal proceedings, regardless of the basis of geographic jurisdiction, can be recognized and enforced in a simple, speedy and fair procedure, unless the defendant in the foreign proceeding can demonstrate that the proceeding violated international law and standards for a fair trial.

Ensure that other requests for mutual legal assistance by foreign states can be transmitted to Ghana police or prosecutors, without going through cumbersome diplomatic channels, but ensure that such requests are not complied with when there is a risk that it could lead to the imposition of the death penalty, torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment or unfair trial.

Enhance and improve procedures in the forum state for conducting investigations abroad, including through the use of joint international investigation teams, with all the necessary areas of expertise, and seek to enter into effective extradition and mutual legal assistance agreements with all other states, subject to appropriate safeguards.

Eliminate in law and practice any unnecessary procedural obstacles for foreign states seeking to gather information in territory subject to Ghana's jurisdiction concerning crimes under international law.

Eliminate in law and practice any unnecessary procedural obstacles that would delay or prevent the introduction of admissible evidence from abroad. Exclude any evidence that cannot be demonstrated as having been obtained without the use of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.

Appoint a contact point responsible for crimes under international law who will be responsible for participating in the meetings of the Interpol Expert Meetings on Genocide, War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity and other international and bilateral meetings. Cooperate with Interpol in the maintenance of the database on crimes under international law.
Take steps, in cooperation with other states, to draft, adopt and ratify promptly a new multilateral treaty under UN auspices providing for extradition of persons suspected of crimes under international law and mutual legal assistance with regard to such crimes, excluding inappropriate grounds for refusal and including bars on extradition and mutual legal assistance where there is a risk of the death penalty, torture or other ill-treatment, unfair trial or other human rights violations.
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Activists around the world have shown that it is possible to resist the dangerous forces that are undermining human rights. Be part of this movement. Combat those who peddle fear and hate.
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END IMPUNITY THROUGH UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION

States where genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, torture, enforced disappearances and extrajudicial executions occur often fail to investigate and prosecute those responsible.

Since the International Criminal Court and other international courts can only ever bring a handful of those responsible to justice, it falls to other states to do so through universal jurisdiction.

This paper is one of a series on each of the 193 Members of the United Nations. Each one is designed to help lawyers and victims and their families identify countries where people suspected of committing crimes under international law might be effectively prosecuted and required to provide full reparations. The papers are intended to be an essential tool for justice and can be used by police, prosecutors and judges, as well as by defence lawyers and scholars.

Each one also provides clear recommendations on how the government concerned can bring its national law into line with international law.

The series aims to ensure that no safe haven exists for those responsible for the worst imaginable crimes.
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